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  Posted By: Alexa C. 

Mike is the absolute best! He has been helping me for the past 12 years 
when I get tickets and has gotten every single infraction dismissed. (Posted 

on Google on 5/10/2024) 
 

  Posted By: Elvira B, 
Cleared my ticket and their service was so nice and quick! Definitely recommend 
(Posted on Google on 5/10/2024) 
 

  Posted By: Jialong G, 
I have a lot of faith in Mr. Mike's ability to help me a lot and deal with high speed events 
that cause me headaches. (Posted on Google on 5/9/2024) 
 

  Posted By: Brady B, 
Mike was quick and prompt with what needed to be done and how the process was 
going to be. He explained the process and explained what he would be assisting me 
with. All I needed to do was pay the fee and everything would be taken care of and I 
wouldn’t need to do anything else. He was able to get my ticket dismissed and not be 
on my record. (Posted on Google on 5/8/2024) 
 

Posted by Mike C. 
Great attorney with a proven track record! I have used Michael over a dozen times (I 
can't get driving infractions due to my occupation), and he has 100% got my tickets 
removed. His website make the process so easy. Highly recommend! (Posted on Yelp 
on 5/4/2024) 
 
 

  Posted By: Mark N, 
Great attorney, at first I thought I was screwed over with my ticket and that not much 
could be done until I heard about Mike. I gave him a call, he gave me the info I needed 
and I hired him on the stop. And with a little bit of patience he got the ticket dismissed. 
(Posted on Google on 5/4/2024) 
 

  Posted By: Charlie P, 
Mike is everything you’d expect from a competent lawyer. From the beginning to the 
end of my case, he communicated clearly, honestly, simply, and confidently about my 
case. I’d definitely recommend him. (Posted on Google on 5/3/2024) 
 

  Posted By: Ben U, 
I’ve known Mike for 20 years when I first entrusted him with my first traffic ticket that he 
took care of for me, now After 20 years, I still get traffic tickets once in a while, but 
knowing that I have Michael on my corner I have peace of mind. Thank you, Mike for 
everything you do! (Posted on Google on 5/3/2024) 
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  Posted By: Jae n Hau J. 
Mike is #1 hands down ABSOLUTELY the BEST.He is Highly Skilled,Trustworthy & 
gets the Job done..thanks again for my dismissal. (Posted on Google on 5/2/2024) 
 

  Posted By: Kathy 
I have nothing but positive things to say about Michael D. Sheehan.  He helped a family 
member of mine with a moving violation in 2023 and again in 2024. He is extremely 
quick to respond to emails in a friendly and professional manner and she has never had 
to go to court.  Her tickets were both dismissed. She says it was money well spent, and 
I would recommend him to anyone. (Posted on Google on 5/2/2024) 
 

  Posted By: Pavel C. 
No Comment (Posted on Google on 4/30/2024) 
 

  Posted By: Jaquan H. 
Great (Posted on Google on 4/11/2024) 
 

  Posted By: Ilene W. 
Everytime I've needed help Michael Sheehan has always been there for me. He is such 
wonderful person and makes me always feel at ease. He is so personable, kind, 
understand, and very trustworthy. When he says “no worries I’ll take care of it” he does. 
I recommend him if you are looking for a GREAT attorney he’s a 5+ star. You will not 
regret hiring him. (Posted on Google on 4/10/2024) 
 

  Posted By: Rocky B. 
Mike and his staff were a pleasure to work with. Very professional and understanding 
and took the time to communicate the process to me. Mike was able to get my unfair 
ticket dismissed with ease. Would highly recommend him. (Posted on Google on 
4/5/2024) 
 

  Posted By: Jessica C. 
Mike helped me get a ticket dismissed that had outrageous accusations on it resulting in 
something that would’ve gotten my license taken from me for good. It was worth waiting 
the 2 months for this and it was a huge weight lifted off my shoulders. Thank you again 
to Mike and his team! (Posted on Google on 3/31/2024) 
 

  Posted By: John l. 
I’ve been using Mike now for I think 15 years or more. And he has gotten every ticket I 
have gotten dismissed. And believe me I have had many. This last ticket I got for 
running a stop sign right in front of a sheriff that told me if you take this to court good 
luck we have you on camera and we will mail you the ticket our computers are down. I 
said thank you and have a nice day.  I called mike and told him my situation.  He said let 
me see what judge this ticket is assigned to just a minute. Then he says oh good news 
I’ve been working with this judge for 25 years send me 250 and I will take care of it . 
Mind you this is the same price I’ve been paying for 15+ years the price on everything 
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has gone up an astronomical amount except for mikes price. So I said no problem. 
Then he tells me to go ahead and just throw away the ticket when you get it. I tell him ok 
thank you Mike. There was a delay with the court Mike reached out to me and let me 
know but I wasn’t worried just like every other time I got the good news from Mike that 
like we agreed your ticket was dismissed. Have a problem paying him more than what 
he asked from me I don’t know how he does it but he does it every single ticket I have 
gotten over the years he has made them disappear thanks again Mike s. (Posted on 
Google on 3/28/2024) 
 

  Posted By: Dan W. 
Mike is the first, and probably the only traffic lawyer in WA that I have and will work with 
and the entire experience was smooth, professional, and high-touch. Mike kept me 
updated every step of the way. I couldn’t recommend him enough and will be my go to 
person! (Posted on Google on 3/27/2024) 
 

  Posted By: Brock C. 
I received a ticket in Spokane County and found Mike online, I signed up for a 
consultation, he gave me a call and was confident that he could get it taken care of. I 
was extremely skeptical at first but Mike got the ticket completely taken care of and off 
my record with out me having to do anything. Even when the court was super slow, 
Mike and his team kept me up to date and informed. I would 100% recommend Mike to 
get speeding tickets taken care of with ease. (Posted on Google on 3/22/2024) 
 

  Posted By: Stoycho G 
Mr. Sheehan and his office were very responsive and brought the best news to us- 
ticket dismissed. I would highly recommend the service. Thank you! (Posted on Google 
on 3/22/2024) 
 

  Posted By: Ed M. 
I would HIGHLY recommend hiring Michael D. Sheehan for any traffic violation. I got a 
ticket in Pierce County by WSP coming down from Crystal Mountain. He represented 
me through the whole procedure and got the ticket DISMISSED. the Cost/ Benefit ratio 
definitely pencils. Great experience, just hope I never have to use him again. (Posted on 
Google on 3/20/2024) 
 

  Posted By: Cheng P. 
Super helpful and was able to resolve my problem! (Posted on Google on 3/19/2024) 
 

  Posted By: Joey E. 
Mike, is simply the best their is. I appreciate his commitment to representing you. Thank 
you Mike for always having my best interests at the top of your list. The peace of mind 
of not having to worry goes away the minute I give Mike a call. (Posted on Google on 
3/12/2024) 
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  Posted By: Ellen L. 
Professional, kind, effective! (Posted on Google on 3/11/2024) 
 

  Posted By: Jason L. 
I highly recommend the Law Offices of Michael D. Sheehan! After reading many great 
reviews, I contacted him through his website. Once he had all the information he 
needed regarding my ticket, he took it from there. I didn’t have to worry about a thing 
after that and I’m very happy with the results. I’ve already referred him to some friends! 
(Posted on Google on 3/8/2024) 
 

  Posted By: Jacqueline K. 
Micheal responded quickly and was very confident he could dismiss my ticket. I didn’t 
have to do anything or step foot in the court. A few weeks later he reached out and told 
me it was dismissed. He is now on speed dial. (Posted on Google on 3/7/2024) 
 

  Posted By: Avanes B. 
Michael D. Sheehan is a real professional!!! For the first time I applied to this law 
company and did not regret it!!! The process was won!!!! I recommend it to everyone!! 
Thank you for your professionalism!!!! (Posted on Google on 3/7/2024) 
 

  Posted By: David C. 
100% five star review. Professional, timely, courteous, and effective. If you 'need a guy', 
Mike is your guy. (Posted on Google on 3/6/2024) 
 

  Posted By: Nick H. 
Great experience...Michael was recommended by a friend of mine, such an easy 
process, ticket was dropped and I can keep my clean driving record. Thanks again! 
(Posted on Google on 3/5/2024) 
 

  Posted By: Jimmy W. 
This dude has literally saved my carrer.I spent the first 18 years on a suspended 
license. My driving habits were terrible. When I finally got it together I started getting 
ridiculous tickets, I have called him up on every single one and he got them dismissed. 
Thanks to this dude I have decent insurance and clean driving record. Thanks man!!! 
(Posted on Google on 3/5/2024) 
 

  Posted By: Trevor M. 
Michael is the best in the business!  My daughter got her first speeding infraction and 
Michael was able to get the ticket dismissed, and it will not appear on her driving record 
or insurance!  We are extremely happy with the outcome as well as the stellar 
communication throughout the entire process.  Repeat customer here!  We recommend 
Michael and his team to all our friends and family and you should too! (Posted on Yelp 
on 3/5/2024) 
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  Posted By: Anay P. 
Michael D. Sheehan is truly remarkable. Right from our initial meeting, I was deeply 
impressed by his professionalism, expertise, and reassuring manner. Michael D. 
Sheehan took the necessary time to thoroughly outline the legal procedures and what to 
anticipate in contesting my ticket. Throughout the entire process, I was consistently 
well-informed and felt genuinely supported. The communication was transparent, 
prompt, and respectful, which greatly alleviated what could have been a stressful 
situation. (Posted on Google on 2/26/2024) 
 

  Posted By: Aaron N. 
If you've been given an infraction, don't hesitate to hire Mike Sheehan. A quick phone 
call to their office and the matter was addressed and scheduled in minutes. Don't worry 
about missing work to attend a court date with your fingers crossed, I just let Mike 
handle it! They let me know within hours of the court appearance that I was cleared and 
off the hook. Save yourself the time and money it might cost you to have that ticket on 
your record! (Posted on Google on 2/26/2024) 
 

  Posted By: Tyler F. 
What can I say? I am MORE then happy with Michael and staff. He got my ticket 
dropped with no questions asked. He did everything for me, it was easy as could be 
with excellent communication. I will for sure be using him again if the need ever comes 
up. It was well worth the money. If yall need representation, he's the man! (Posted on 
Google on 2/17/2024) 
 

  Posted By: Aaron M. 
Mr. Sheehan gets the job done and your tickets dismissed! You will not be disappointed 
with his services. I recommend him and his services without reservation to everyone I 
know. Thank you, Mr. Sheehan! Definitely recommend the Law Offices of Michael D. 
Sheehan. (Posted on Google on 2/9/2024) 
 

  Posted By: Jen 
Hooray for the Law Offices of Michael D. Sheehan!  I contacted them after receiving a 
ticket in King County. I was pretty upset and explaining the situation to my boss. She 
immediately recommended this office. I contacted the office the day I received my ticket.  
The process was easy, and I felt assured that my ticket would be handled properly. The 
fee was reasonable and actually saved me money against future costs for increased 
insurance rates.  This is one of those, "I hope I never need to talk to you again, but if I 
do, I know that you'll help!" scenario (Posted on Google on 2/8/2024) 
 

  Posted By: Angel Z. 
Mike is a great lawyer, he is the best. My ticket is "getting too close" and it's my first 
ticket. Mike helped me dismiss this ticket successfully. I'm so happy to know this result. 
Mike appeared on my behalf at the court to contest the infraction. The only thing I need 
to do is just to submit the needed information through Mike's website and pay an 
acceptable fee to hire him. The process is so easy and smooth, and then EVERYTHING 
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IS DONE BY MIKE. I have nothing to worry, and Mike lets me know the process and the 
result as soon as he can. As a result, this infraction will not appear on my driving record, 
my insurance won't rise up, and I don't need to pay any fine to the court. This result is 
awesome and it's absolutely beyond my expectation. I thought I would have to pay 
some fine in another category to the court. Mike is pretty professional, nice and 
trustable. I will definitely recommend him to my friends in life. HIRE MIKE! You won't 
regret this choice. (Posted on Google on 2/4/2024) 
 
 

  Posted By: Ben T. 
I cannot recommend Michael D. Sheehan enough! From the moment I visited his 
website to the successful resolution of my traffic infraction case in Clark County, 
Washington, Michael demonstrated unparalleled professionalism and expertise. His 
seamless process for retaining his services made the entire experience stress-free, and 
his exceptional communication skills kept me informed every step of the way.  Michael's 
dedication and legal prowess resulted in the dismissal of my case, and I couldn't be 
more grateful for his outstanding representation. If you find yourself in need of a 
Washington attorney for your traffic legal needs, Michael D. Sheehan is the clear 
choice. Thank you, Michael, for your remarkable service! (Posted on Google on 
2/3/2024) 
 

  Posted By: Vladimir K. 
Being someone that just moved from out of state and had a clean driving record, I was 
stressed when I received an unjust infraction. Luckily, I found Mike and a phone call 
relieved all my worries. He walked me through the whole process step by step and 
answered all of my questions, and I had plenty. From the phone call I knew that my 
Mike could get this resolved and I had also gained a lot of knowledge on the law that 
would help me as a driver for the future. He is honest, straightforward, and fair on the 
price. There was a short delay in the court hearing, but I was happy to wait and it was 
justified. I received an email today that my ticket was dismissed. Words can't describe 
my feelings, and the least I could do is leave a review. Thank you Mike and team! 
(Posted on Google on 2/2/2024) 
 

  Posted By: baoduy1285 
I’m glad to use Mike to help my daughter dismiss her speeding infraction. Excellent 
communication and save us a lot of money. I recommend his service! (Posted on 
Google on 1/31/2024) 
 

  Posted By: Heidi R. 
Mr. Sheehan was professional, a great communicator and handled our infraction with 
the absolute best outcome we could have hoped for. We would highly recommend him 
to anyone and should we ever need his help, we won't hesitate to engage his services 
again. (Posted on Google on 1/29/2024) 
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  Posted By: David C. 
Above and beyond, this is the lawyer you need for your traffic ticket. You have to rely on 
him no matter how much will take. My process was 6 months but 100 % effective. 
Thanks!!! (Posted on Google on 1/24/2024) 
 

  Posted By: Bethany M. 
Mike was great and got me exactly what I wanted. Great communication and very fair 
price. I would definitely recommend him to anyone! (Posted on Google on 1/23/2024) 
 
 

  Posted By: Ty M. 
Michael was prompt and got my ticket handled. If you need help, he is the one to call. 
He will no doubt be who I call in the future. (Posted on Google on 1/23/2024) 
 

  Posted By: Shane C. 
Mr. Sheehan has helped myself and my wife several times with traffic infractions and 
every time he has taken care of us and done exactly what he said he was going to do. 
Super easy to work with and hopefully we won’t need to deal with any more traffic 
infractions but if so, we know who to call!! (Posted on Google on 1/19/2024) 
 

  Posted By: Phil M. 
Another win for Mike Sheehan! Thanks Mike. I was ticket for 5mph over, but the officer 
wrote on the comments I was doing 15mph over. I really didn't think we would get this 
one dropped, with the addition it was in Skagit County. Mike did exactly what he said he 
would from start to finish and did get this ticket removed from my record. Moving 
forward Mike will be handling all my tickets. Thanks Mike. (Posted on Google on 
1/19/2024) 
 

  Posted By: Danielle F. 
I got three traffic tickets at the same time and he was able to get all three dismissed so 
that they never hit my record. He is the best man for the job! (Posted on Google on 
1/18/2024) 
 

  Posted By: Bill W. 
Mike Sheehan has worked closely with our family for 15 years to successfully defend 
multiple traffic tickets to get them dismissed. He is always quick to respond to our 
questions, is very professional and genuinely cares about us. He is the ONLY one I 
would trust to take care of me and my family and represent us in court for traffic tickets! 
Thanks for so many years of service to our family Mike. (Posted on Google on 
1/17/2024) 
 

  Posted By: WF 
I got 2 citations for moving unsafe vehicle and cell phone use all at once in Washington 
State. WA Lucky i find the phone number to fight traffic ticket and I find Law Offices of 
Michael D. Sheehan. He's explained to me how serious if these 2 citations in my record. 
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All the process really easy with Law Offices of Michael D. Sheehan. A really reliable and 
finally I got the court dismissed both infections. Thank you so much for Michael D 
Sheehan fight the ticket for me. A+++ (Posted on Google on 1/17/2024) 
 

  Posted By: David B. 
I’ve used Michael several times and he’s produced exceptional results every time. I 
highly recommend. (Posted on Google on 1/17/2024) 
 
 
 

  Posted By: Janet W. 
I can always depend on Mike to get me out of a disputable ticket. We all have other 
priorities going on and hiring Mike takes a lot off my plate. Thank you for your amazing 
service and support! (Posted on Google on 1/15/2024) 
 

  Posted By: Adnan S. 
I highly recommend the Law Offices of Michael Sheehan. They get a 5 star rating for 
every aspect of my experience working with them to dismiss my ticket and keep my 
record clean. He’s very responsive, communicative , and efficient. Look no further if you 
want your case handled professionally and your ticket dismissed. Thank you Michael for 
your great work!!! (Posted on Google on 1/14/2024) 
 

  Posted By: Yuliya A. 
Great job!!! Thank you Mr. Michael D. Sheehan. It was the best service. I will always 
recommend your office to my family and friends. (Posted on Google on 1/14/2024) 
 

  Posted By: Gladys F. 
When I reached out to Mike, he got back to me very quickly and took care of my traffic 
ticket. I had a wonderful experience and will definitely recommend his services. (Posted 
on Google on 1/14/2024) 
 

  Posted By: Caroline C. 
I recently had the pleasure of working with Attorney Michael Sheehan regarding a traffic 
ticket that was causing me a great deal of stress. Although our entire interaction was 
over the phone, Michael's professionalism, expertise, and reassuring demeanor 
immediately put me at ease.  From the start, Michael was incredibly responsive and 
took the time to thoroughly understand my situation. He outlined a clear strategy and 
walked me through each step of the process, ensuring I was comfortable and informed. 
His communication was excellent, always keeping me updated on the progress of my 
case.  What impressed me the most was how Michael skillfully navigated the 
complexities of the legal system to get my ticket dismissed. His deep knowledge and 
experience were evident in the way he handled my case. Despite never meeting in 
person, I felt a strong sense of trust and confidence in his abilities.  I am immensely 
grateful to Michael Sheehan for his outstanding service. He not only saved me from 
potential fines and points on my license but also provided peace of mind during a 
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challenging time. I highly recommend him to anyone in need of legal assistance. His 
dedication and results-driven approach are truly commendable. (Posted on Google on 
1/14/2024) 
 

  Posted By: Michael W. 
I had a friend who swore by Sheehan, I was skeptical because I had used another traffic 
attorney in the past and they had lost my case. My friend had used Sheehan over 10x 
and assured me he wouldn't lose! What else can I say "Case Closed" and won! 94 in an 
HOV with no passengers means nothing to Sheehan!!! (Posted on Google on 
1/10/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Hemanth H 
Michael D. Sheehan is simply awesome. From the very first consultation, I was 
impressed by his professionalism, knowledge, and reassuring demeanor.  Michael D. 
Sheehan took the time to thoroughly explain the legal process and expected next steps 
to contest my ticket. Throughout the entire process, I was kept well-informed and felt 
genuinely supported. Communication was clear, timely, and respectful, which made a 
potentially stressful experience much more manageable. Most importantly, Michael D. 
Sheehan delivered outstanding results. Thanks to his expertise and diligent work, my 
Speeding ticket was successfully dismissed. I highly recommend Michael D. Sheehan to 
anyone facing traffic-related legal issues. His commitment to his clients and exceptional 
legal skills make him a standout choice! (Posted on Google on 1/9/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Deepak S. 
Michael D Sheehan's office did a good job with my ticket. They contact us promptly with 
the progress. (Posted on Google on 1/9/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Jun K. 
He is great. I had a speeding ticket and he helped me dismiss it. Would recommend him 
if you have speeding tickets and need lawyers. (Posted on Google on 1/5/2024) 
 

  Posted By: Sasha C. 
This was the most responsive law office I reached out to. They were available to talk via 
phone and sent a personalized email assurance of their services to an online inquiry. 
They were able to get my ticket dismissed fully, the best possible outcome. I would fully 
recommend them to others and in the future they are the first number I will call for help. 
(Posted on Google on 12/18/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Cormac F. 
Amazing service, one phone call and pay is all it took, no court appearance, or nothing. 
Amazing service would high recommend. (Posted on Google on 12/17/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Anne A. 
Very quick to respond and does it all for you! Highly recommend :) you will not be 
disappointed. (Posted on Google on 12/16/2023) 
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  Posted By: Krystiana G. 
Amazing rapport. Michael has great customer service and is very responsive. Blessed 
to have been connected with him (Posted on Google on 12/14/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Beneyam S. 
This review is well over due, Michael and his team kept their word. I need some help so 
I gave them a call, after one phone call he took care of my speeding ticket. I didn't have 
to show up to court or submit any paperwork. I appreciate you Michael & team. (Posted 
on Google on 12/13/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Steven C. 
Mr. Sheehan is an amazing lawyer. He was able to completely remove my speeding 
ticket and my no proof of insurance! (Posted on Google on 12/13/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Brandon O. 
I’ve been using Michael and his firm for over 15 years, maybe longer. There hasn’t been 
one ticket he hasn’t been able to get off. Great customer service, no follow up ever 
needed. Saved me $$$ on all accounts. Thanks Mike! I send everyone I know to you! 
(Posted on Google on 12/13/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Stevie L. 
Mr. Sheehan is an amazing lawyer. He was able to completely remove my speeding 
ticket and my no proof of insurance (Posted on Yelp on 12/11/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Ruben S. 
Great layer, very good communication, fast response. Dismissed several speeding 
tickets for me (Posted on Google on 12/6/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Nikolay K. 
Michael D. Sheehan is amazing and was able to get my wifes infraction dismissed and 
taken of her record. Defintely will be coming back to him if I have any tickets. (Posted on 
Google on 11/29/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Helios 
Extremely nice guy and very easy to work with. mike is very professional and his service 
is excellent (Posted on Google on 11/29/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Marcus G. 
The communication is extremely clear from the beginning, accomplished what they 
promised and I’m happy. Will definitely recommend to anyone in need! (Posted on 
Google on 11/24/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Theresa B. 
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Michael has appeared in court several times on my behalf, and has a 100% dismissal 
rate. I have not had to take any time off work to appear in court, and because he has 
done such an amazing job getting every single ticket I have received dismissed, my 
driving record is clean there fore my insurance has not gone up. If you get a ticket call 
Michael he really fights on your behalf. (Posted on Google on 11/24/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Danielle F. 
My Family and I were beyond happy with the results and outcome of our case. Atty Mike 
Sheehan did all the work, was very patient and professional with all our worrisome 
questions and reassured us of the positive outcome he promised and then delivered. 
(Posted on Google on 11/20/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Rick N. 
Well easy peasy. Got ticket and realized this would not look good on my record. 55 in 
35. Hired the law office, Mike took care of everything. Court dates, hearings, etc all was 
done. Then I got the email where my case was dismissed. I will be back here if I need it 
in the future (Posted on Google on 11/15/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Peter S. 
Great service, payed the man , forgot about the ticket, got the email that the problem 
was solved. You will not regret doing buisness with this guy. (Posted on Google on 
11/15/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Dave M. 
I was a bit hesitant about it at first and is this just to get more money and not satisfied 
with outcome. I for one that would recommend his services to anyone. Am a true 
believer in the services he provides. Exceptional service and kept his word in no 
infractions against the citation issued. If Google had a 10 rating I will give him (Posted 
on Google on 11/15/2023) 
 

  Posted By: JJ W. 
Mike Sheehan is undefeated in securing dismissals for my traffic infractions, ensuring a 
spotless driving record over the past 10 years. His unwavering success has not only 
benefited me but also the numerous friends and family I've referred to him, all of whom 
have reached out to express their thanks. For anyone in search of reliable legal 
assistance, I highly recommend Mike Sheehan based on my consistently positive 
experiences. (Posted on Yelp on 11/13/2023) 
 

  Posted By: JJ W. 
Mike Sheehan is undefeated in securing dismissals for my traffic infractions, ensuring a 
spotless driving record over the past 10 years. His unwavering success has not only 
benefited me but also the numerous friends and family I've referred to him, all of whom 
have reached out to express their thanks. For anyone in search of reliable legal 
assistance, I highly recommend Mike Sheehan based on my consistently positive 
experiences. (Posted on Google on 11/13/2023) 
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  Posted By: Cesar D. 
Great service and was really helpful he helped me with a negligent driving ticket and got 
it dismissed and I didn’t have to pay anything to the court (Posted on Google on 
11/3/2023) 
 

  Posted By: IJ 
Absolutely Outstanding and exceptional service!! I can’t express how grateful I am for 
the work that Mike did for me. Not only he was able to successfully have my ticket 
dismissed in court, but the office also made the entire process smooth and stress-free. 
(Posted on Google on 10/28/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Dylan Gerity 
Great Simple and easy experience (Posted on Google on 10/14/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Arman B. 
Mike is very professional and knowledgeable about the traffic laws and he was able to 
convince the judge to have the speeding ticket dismissed. He knows how to maneuver 
through the court system and provide outstanding defense for your ticket. I highly 
recommend Mike for all your traffic tickets. (Posted on Google on 10/23/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Vera B. 
I reached out to Michael Sheehan based on recommendation from my friends and I 
couldn’t be happier with this word of mouth. It turned out to be prompt and reliable 
service with a tiniest effort required from my side, as Michael and associates took care 
of every detail. It is like traveling with a great airline - you buy a ticket, sit back and relax 
and let the magic around you happen. (Posted on Google on 10/20/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Yiran J. 
Good experience. Even though the waiting time is long that courts are still experiencing 
significant delays due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the final result is good. I am very 
happy with the court final decision (Posted on Google on 10/19/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Matt S. 
Mike was very informative and super responsive to any questions I had while 
representing me for my infraction. As he promised, he was able to come through and 
get my infraction dismissed! (Posted on Google on 10/19/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Arman B. 
Mike is very professional and knowledgeable about the traffic laws and he was able to 
convince the judge to have the speeding ticket dismissed. He knows how to maneuver 
through the court system and provide outstanding defense for your moving violation. I 
highly recommend Mike for all your traffic tickets. (Posted on Yelp on 10/19/2023) 
 

  Posted By: BigBadBryce4Ever 
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Hey this guy is legit and will get your ticket resolved ASAP. It only took longer than 
expected due to courts experiencing COVID delays (Posted on Google on 10/13/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Cole L. 
Mike Sheehan is the best! I’ve been utilizing his representation for years now and he 
always comes through for me. Highly recommend him for any tickets you get. (Posted 
on Google on 10/13/2023) 
 
 
 
 

  Posted By: Conner S. 
My dad and I have used Michael for years for a few different infractions and he has 
never left us disappointed with the result. Very simple and organized process with a 
high success rate. (Posted on Google on 10/4/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Big Serge 
Best money spent! The process was quick and Michael was very professional in 
answering all my questions. I will continue to ONLY use Michael and his professional 
services when needed. Thank you once again!! (Posted on Google on 9/28/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Noorol H. 
It has been a miracle dealing with Micheal. He can do the impossible, very courteous 
and efficient. He helped me with 2 traffic tickets and they both got dismissed. I can't put 
into words how much he has helped me. Thanks so much Michael. (Posted on Google 
on 9/28/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Anonymous 
Easy and reliable! If you ever need help fighting a car ticket, Michael is the man! He 
made it very easy on my part, explained how the process worked, and did a great job 
overall. I highly recommend him! (Posted on AVVO on 9/26/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Shilpi J. 
Mike responded quickly to my inquiry and helped get the citation dismissed. (Posted on 
Google on 9/25/2023) 
 

  Posted By: YG W. 
Mike got my speeding ticket (13mph+) successfully dismissed (Kirkland court). Simple 
and easy communication. Couldn't expect a better outcome. I'd definitely recommend 
Mr. Sheehan to people who wish to contest their infraction. (Update after 1yr) 
Unfortunately and fortunately :P I had my second time asking mike to help out on a 
speeding ticket in WA. Successful contest again! (Posted on Google on 9/25/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Brandon S. 
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Michael Sheehan, has done a great job for us, I highly recommend him. Great 
communication and keeping us informed! (Posted on Google on 9/24/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Mikhai A. 
Phenomenal service. Exceptional results. Counselor Michael Sheehan managed to 
successfully convince the judge to dismiss my infraction, with no penalty to my driving 
record. Highly recommend Sheehan for all traffic-related matters. Sheehan and his 
assistant are fast responders, honest, and action-oriented. You absolutely cannot go 
wrong in electing Sheehan to represent you! (Posted on Google on 9/24/2023) 
 
 
 

  Posted By: Michael J . 
We have depended on Mike Sheehan for decades and can not ask for more. Very 
Professional and do not even have to waste one second in court. You can trust 
Sheehan to win for you. Quality and Professional Service every experience. Thank you 
Kindly. (Posted on Google on 9/22/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Ben M. 
Always does a great job! Mike has helped me dismiss several traffic tickets. I highly 
recommend! (Posted on Google on 9/22/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Shubham S. 
Mr. Sheehan and his office got my $600 ticket dismissed. Their fee was $450 because 
my case was speeding 30 over in a construction zone (I don't believe I was going that 
fast and there did not seem to be any construction happening or any explicit signs 
saying so). I called their office and spoke to their reception/assistant and then got a call 
back from Mr. Sheehan himself. He explained my options and let me know that he 
would try to get the case dismissed all together. I had to do nothing after that except 
wait. They responded to my ticket and set up the court date and attended the court date 
about 3 months later. I had the option to go in with them but chose not to. On the day 
after the court date I received an email saying my case had been dismissed. (Posted on 
Google on 9/20/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Deby P. 
Quick response time & took care of getting the ticket dismissed! Mike is great to work 
with & we highly recommend using him! (Posted on Google on 9/12/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Ed B. 
I have known Mike for 15+ years and I have referred many friends and family to him for 
assistance. He has always come thru and done a fantastic job. If you need a ticket guy 
he's the one to use. (Posted on Google on 9/7/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Rylie L. 
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Such an easy process start to finish. Mike is a great communicator and gets the job 
done with zero stress and a positive outcome. Highly recommend! (Posted on Google 
on 8/29/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Brendan V. 
Mike is the consummate professional. He is an expert in this area of law and can be 
counted on every time to obtain results. Could not recommend him more highly. (Posted 
on Google on 8/29/2023) 
 

  Posted By: David W. 
I checked out several outfits that specialize in traffic tickets. After speaking with Mike, it 
became obvious who I wanted to work with. You can tell he's a Black Belt in these 
matters, and has been for a long time. Ultimately he did all he agreed to do and more, 
and won the case. Hopefully I never find myself in this position again, but if I do, there is 
no question who I will be calling. (Posted on Google on 8/29/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Phil M. 
Mike was able to get my daughter's traffic ticket dismissed. I highly recommend his 
services. Great communication and results! (Posted on Google on 8/28/2023) 
 

  Posted By: John L. 
Michael S., Gets the job done! He is the Best! (Posted on Google on 8/22/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Adriana G. 
Mike was there when i needed him he took care of a speeding ticket in a commercia 
vehicle for me fast ,i highly recomend him , will keep him in mind just in case i need him 
again hopefully not but things happen so if u need a ticket dismissed fast give him a call 
good job mike. (Posted on Google on 8/22/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Flash W. 
Michael was very effective to clear my last ticket. Highly-qualified he is, I recommend 
him to all. (Posted on Google on 8/15/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Jaret J. 
I have been using Michael's services (magic) for over a decade and have recommended 
him to numerous friends and family throughout the years. Michael has yet to let me 
down! I don't know how he does it, and I really don't care, all I know is he makes tickets 
disappear! (Posted on Google on 8/2/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Brian R. 
Master at what he does. I will always go to him with any traffic related infractions. 
(Posted on Google on 8/2/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Marshall L. 
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Michael and his crew were terrific. They took very good care of me. I highly recommend 
him! (Posted on Google on 8/1/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Penny J 
Definitely 5 stars! I got pulled over in a friends car not even 10mins on the road and got 
a ticket for Expired Tabs Over Two Months, No Valid Operator's License, No Proof of 
Insurance& Failure to Carry Vehicle Registration: Mike did his magic, and sooner than 
later, it was off my record. Thank you. (Posted on Google on 7/25/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Maribel B. 
I could not be more pleased with attorney Michael Sheehan and his firm. Not only did he 
assist me with my traffic citation but he was able to get it dismissed. This was a tough 
case but he made it happen and in my favor. I cannot stress how important it is to have 
a good and experience attorney on your side to represent you. If you are reading this 
and considering hiring Mr. Sheehan, don’t think much further, you will be in the best of 
hands. I highly recommend him. Thank you so much for helping me. I am forever 

grateful!       (Posted on Google on 7/26/2023) 

 

  Posted By: Kat C. 
He was able to get one of my kids' tickets dismissed. They are under 18 and received a 
speeding ticket while passing a car that was driving at varying speeds. This would have 
been their 2nd moving violation as a minor driver's license (I forget the exact wording) 
and they were looking at a 6 month suspended driver's license. Mike was very friendly 
and straightforward when we spoke to him and explained the process to us. The 
hardest part was the wait for the court date. We did not need to attend, he went for us 
and worked his ~magic~. Hopefully we dont need his services again, but if we do, he 
will be the first call I make. His fee was very reasonable. Parents, if your minor is 
looking at a 2nd moving violation, call him. He may not be able to get everything 
dismissed but he is upfront about your chances and his experiences in different areas of 
the state courts/with state agencies (WSP vs county deputies). Thank you Mike! 
(Posted on Google on 7/24/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Joe D. 
Michael Sheehan is the man when it comes to beating tickets. He has handled many for 
me. Unfortunately I have gotten a lot of tickets over the years and other attorney will 
take your money and maybe just get the ticket reduced because they dont go to court 
and fight for you they make a call and negotiate over the phone, but Michael actually 
goes to court and beats them. It keeps them off your record, whereas the reduced ones 
are on there for your insurance to see. Not with Mike he beats them! Thanks again 
Mike. (Posted on Google on 7/20/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Col G 
Michael gave great advice and successfully got my ticket dismissed. (Posted on Google 
on 7/19/2023) 
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  Posted By: Shawn D. 
Once again I got a speeding ticket and I turned it over to Mr. Sheehan and again he got 
it dismissed.... if you have a speeding ticket trust in him to get it dismissed.. also its 
100% hassle free (Posted on Google on 7/18/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Graham E. 
Michael made my speeding ticket easy and trouble free! I would strongly recommend 
the law offices of Michael D. Sheehan they do a great job from start to finish with 
excellent communication skills. Thank you so much Michael and team!!! (Posted on 
Google on 7/18/2023) 
 
 
 
 

  Posted By: Nickolas R. 
Michael is the man! I've had 3 tickets all dismissed within the last 3 or 4 years. He is 
very professional and very consistent. I will always call him first. (Posted on Google on 
7/17/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Jeff G. 
Mr. Sheehan very successfully represented my Son in a traffic citation in the most 
upmost professional timely manner. I am truly grateful for what he has done and I would 
recommend him and his services to all. (Posted on Google on 7/13/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Andrey T. 
Michael was easy to work with, My ticket got fully dismissed. Thank you. (Posted on 
Google on 7/13/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Justin H. 
Mike was very communicative with me and dismissed my ticket timely. I'm super 
grateful for his help and if you have a ticket you should definitely contact him for options. 
This helped me avoid all future insurance premium increases! (Posted on Google on 
7/11/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Joseph K. 
I was referred by a friend and this is my first time using his services. I couldnt be 
happier. Mike was able to get my ticket resolved. It was hassle free. I didn't even have 
to apper in court with him so I didn't lose any time from work. I will be paying it forward 
and recommending him to any of my friends that may get a ticket in the future. (Posted 
on Google on 7/3/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Jack B. 
Michael came through as promised had not had a ticket in 15 years and my job etc. 
would have been affected I thought for sure there was no way to dispute it no matter 
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what the infraction is a free consultation will never hurt I recommend you give him a call. 
Answer back was prompt and confident. (Posted on Google on 6/28/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Chad D. 
Mike is the man. Although I prefer not to get traffic tickets, they do happen from time to 
time. Mike is batting a thousand for me over the last decade and the investment in him 
has kept my insurance rates as low as possible. Highly recommended! (Posted on 
Google on 6/24/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Bob S. 
Lawyer Sheehan did a great job getting my wife’s speeding ticket dismissed. He is very 
pleasant to work with. (Posted on Google on 6/24/2023) 
 
 
 

  Posted By: Matt N. 
SIMPLY PUT... THE BEST !! This was my 1st time getting a lawyer was a little nervous 
about the prosses. But totally hands off! HIGHLY RECOMMEND (Posted on Google on 
6/19/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Andrey N. 
I've had Michael handle two of my cases so far. He's been super professional in taking 
care of both of them. He's very responsive whenever you have any questions. And he's 
very knowledgeable in his field. 10/10 lawyer. Will continue to use him for any other 
traffic related cases in the future! (Posted on Google on 6/15/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Kenzie L. 
Knowledgeable, responsive, and capable. Thanks to Mike for a streamlined operation 
and quality legal services. (Posted on Google on 6/14/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Erik M. 
Michael Sheehan is the absolute best attorney for traffic violations.  I lost count with how 
many times Mike has gotten my tickets dismissed.  Mike is  phenomenal in court.  His 
team also displays the best customer service and their communication skills are second 
to none.  I HIGHLY recommend the Law Offices of Michael D Sheehan. (Posted on Yelp 
on 5/30/2023) 
 

  Posted By: M. N. 
Mr. Sheehan has helped me for over 15 years now. I have also referred several of my 
friends to him. Getting the legal help that we all are entitled to is only a part of the 
benefit of working with Mr. Sheehan. The other part is the time and hassle savings by 
not having to deal with the administrative side of traffic tickets. Also, just a note about 
the "nay-sayers" that have given just one star. There's always going to be people who 
don't quite understand and have totally unrealistic expectations. So far Mr. Sheehan has 
been pretty much perfect, and I know that I will hear from his office as soon as my case 
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has been reviewed by the court. Can't recommend Mr. Sheehan highly enough! (Posted 
on Google on 5/30/2023) 
 

  Posted By: John M. 
Best lawyer I had, I got all 3 speeding tickets dismissed. Thank you for your work. 

Highly recommended                                  (Posted on Google on 

5/29/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Thomas D. 
Like it never happened. One phone call and it went away. No appearances, no court, no 
fines, no ticket. Michael Sheehan is the best! (Posted on Google on 5/25/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Charlie P. 
Really happy I called Michael! On our initial call, he did an amazing job of explaining the 
process to me and what to expect. Basically he did everything for me, including 
representing me in court. The case/ticket ended up being dismissed, exactly as Michael 
had said. (Posted on Google on 5/25/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Nichole B. 
Mike is awesome! He was quick to respond to my free consultation request and 
ultimately got my speeding ticket dismissed. I recommend hiring Mike! (Posted on 
Google on 5/22/2023) 
 

  Posted By: .Zhencheng L. 
My speeding ticket was dismissed. A very professional with a good service attitude and 
listening to my request. Under Mike Sheehan professional operation, I don't need to pay 
other court fees. I will hire him again if need be. I highly recommend it to friends who 
have traffic tickets and don't know what to do, MUST come here . (Posted on Google on 
5/18/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Shawn D. 
Mike is by far the best... I've had a few speeding tickets lately that I thought I could 
never get out of.... and sure enough Mike got them dropped.. (Posted on Google on 
5/16/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Hunter W. 
Amazing communication throughout the process. I was very surprised he was able to 
get such a big ticket dismissed, would definitely hire him in the future (Posted on Google 
on 5/13/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Amali H. 
He is a very good lawyer and he doesn’t take too much money (Posted on Google on 
5/12/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Vika K. 
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A very professional lawyer, you can easily trust your ticket and be sure of the result. 
Professionalism at the highest level!!!Thank you for your job. (Posted on Google on 
5/9/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Sheneta D. 
Attorney Sheehan and his team are simply the best Law firm that I have ever worked 
with. Mike is always attentive and gives a personal touch. He has helped myself and my 
family in a major way. I will forever be grateful to Attorney Michael Sheehan. (Posted on 
Google on 5/8/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Justin K. 
I was very satisfied that the traffic violations I received were dismissed in court. Thank 
you to Michael D. Sheehan for assisting me in my case and keeping those infractions 
off of my record. (Posted on Google on 5/6/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Snook D. 
I got a speeding ticket in Jan of this yr on my way to eastern wa I have a class a cdl this 
would have hurt my insurance and my job I got ahold of Michael Sheehan immediately it 
was a great experience he took care of everything & got my ticket dropped I would 
highly recommend his service & definitely if I need represented again I will absolutely 
get back ahold of him (Posted on Google on 5/5/2023) 
 

  Posted By: PNW L. 
The easiest ticket process I've delt with. Not only did I nor have to show up to court, 
they got the ticket dismissed. Thank you again Law Offices of Michael D. Sheehan! 
(Posted on Google on 5/5/2023) 
 

  Posted By: John B. 
Always the best, fast, professional - worth it! (Posted on Google on 5/3/2023) 
 

  Posted By: John R. 
I got my ticket back in February, it took Mike a little while to get to the case but that 
wasn’t his fault. He got handled as fast as I personally think he could’ve gotten into it 
and I couldn’t be any more happy considering I don’t have that infraction on my record 
anymore. (Posted on Google on 5/3/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Brandy K. 
Was communicative, quick and simple. Delivered the desired results. (Posted on 
Google on 5/2/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Brian N. 
100% recommended this man is the best at what he does. I was clocked on radar at 83 
in a 55 he handled everything. once you hire Mike your done he takes care of the rest 
(Posted on Google on 5/1/2023) 
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  Posted By: Michael H. 
I am very pleased with his service. Professional, worry-free, provided successful 
results.The communication between us is efficient! A great lawyer! (Posted on Google 
on 4/25/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Daria L. 
Speeding tickets are not fun! A while ago I got cut in the speeding trap where the limit 
goes from regular 60 mph to 55 and then back to 60. Even though I was going way over 
60, my ticket was higher because of the recused seeding zone. I called the law office of 
Michael Sheehan and “don’t you worry” he said. A few months later he won my case 
and the ticket has never appeared on my driving record. You don’t even have to argue 
with the police officer, just accept the ticket and call Michael Sheehan’s office. He will 
help. (Posted on Google on 4/25/2023) 
 
 

  Posted By: William K. 
By far the best money i have ever spent. Hopefully I will never need a Lawyer again, but 
if I do I am definitely coming back to the Law Offices of Michael D. Sheehan 100%. You 
Sir Are A LIFESAVER!! (Posted on Google on 4/25/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Merci L. 
Michael is your lawyer to go whenever you get a speeding ticket or any ticket. When I 
spoke to him, I immediately felt he was the man that can take care of my ticket. Surely, 
at the end, he was able to dismiss my ticket. I highly recommend his service and it is 

more than                . He only asks for patience and eventually he will get the job 

done. (Posted on Google on 4/15/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Taryn M. 
Michael Sheehan is amazing! He took care of everything for my ticket I received in an 
accident for following too close. He showed up to court for me and it was dismissed. He 
emailed us with the final outcome. Easy and wonderful service! Will definitely 
recommend to family and friends! (Posted on Google on 4/14/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Japheth H. 
Michael is very professional, I called, and before I could finish my story, he let me know 
my ticket was going to be dismissed, and it was, I didn't have to sure up in court. Thank 
you very much! I will definitely call next time! (Posted on Google on 4/13/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Michael V. 
Michael Sheehan is the best! He has communicated extremely well throughout the 
whole process.  I strongly recommend him to anyone I know! (Posted on Yelp on 
4/13/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Shawn Y. 
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Mike is very helpful and responsible, he did everything as he promised. I highly 
recommend him for speeding cases. (Posted on Google on 4/11/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Jabrell C. 
Mike Sheehan is an excellent attorney. I have hired Mike several times for traffic 
violations and he has gotten all of them dismissed. My experience with Mike has been 
excellent from beginning to end. The process of hiring Mike can be done online within 
10 minutes. Once you have hired Mike and given him all the information needed, there 
is nothing else to do but wait for the results. In my case the results have been excellent, 
so I’ll definitely recommend hiring Mike Sheehan attorney to represent you. (Posted on 
Google on 4/4/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Jie Z. 
Speeding Ticket is dismissed and no record ever. I am so grateful and impressed. I 
strongly recommend his service to all my friends. (Posted on Google on 4/3/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Denali H. 
Exceptional customer service, cares about clients. He really seems to have your best 
interest at heart which goes a long way. Also did a great job!  PS. Was able to work well 
with my wife, who suffers from serious anxiety issues. BIG plus. (Posted on Google on 
3/29/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Sergey S. 
Mr. Sheehan is a wonderful attorney, I am always pleased with is work. He always 
manages to get me out of trouble quick and easy with the best possible results, he is 
definitely the right man for the job. I highly recommend his services to everyone. 
(Posted on Google on 3/25/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Tim T. 
I highly recommend Mike Sheehan for traffic-related legal trouble. He got my ticket 
completely dismissed. (Posted on Google on 3/24/2023) 
 

  Posted By: James J. 
I went 46 over the limit on i-5 and I thought for sure that I was toast until I read Mikes 
page, and his reviews. I called the front office and then Mike called me. He was honest 
and confident about my ticket. Mike got my ticket completely dismissed! Great work to 
him and his team, I recommend him to anyone. (Posted on Google on 3/21/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Erik P. 
I had a great interaction with Michael Sheehan. I was traveling up the coast and through 
Washington and I was pulled over for an infraction they believed I had committed. I 
retained Mr. Sheehan to represent me, and it was a simple upload of the infraction data, 
a small payment, and I had to do nothing else.. Mr. Sheehan appeared in my place at 
court and had the case dismissed. This was a very low effort, high returns engagement 
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and was greatly appreciated! Would use again if I ever found myself in Washington and 
needing a service like this (Posted on Google on 3/21/2023) 
 

  Posted By: William F. 
Unfortunately my actions required Mr.Sheehan’s services but I chose the right man for 
the job. I had been caught by the state troopers going almost double the speed limit. I 
was worried that this mistake in my early years was going to haunt me for the rest of my 
life but I was wrong. Mr.Sheehan’s experience and relationships with the shoreline court 
house helped me clear my record of poor decisions and saved me from paying a fine 
which amounted to more than Mikes fee. Mr.Sheehan responded within 30mins of my 
consultation and it was even after hours. He explained the process in a way that made 
sense to me and he delivered on exactly what he promised. My insurance company has 
no knowledge of my infraction and my record is clean. If you have made a traffic 
mistake like I have, Mike is the man to go to. (Posted on Google on 3/20/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Sheila R. 
Highly recommend Michael D. Sheehan for any traffic violations. It was a breeze and he 
took care of everything for me! I will be using him again! (Posted on Google on 
3/17/2023) 
 

  Posted By: AJ B. 
Very pleased with his service. Professional, worry-free, provided successful results.  
Would definitely use his services again if needed and/or recommend for someone that 
needs it. Good for trap tickets and don’t know what to do (Posted on Google on 
3/14/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Doug S. 
Mike was able to get my ticket dismissed. The hardest part of the process was giving 
him a call. He takes care of the rest. I will definitely be using his services in the future if 
needed! (Posted on Google on 3/9/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Alex C. 
I have a cdl and got a ticket I needed to get rid of and when I thought all hope was lost I 
found Michael traffic attorney he not only made me feel confident he did all the work to 
make sure I beat my ticket he got the ticket dismissed and not on my record if I could 
give 10 stars I would I would recommend him to anyone looking for a great traffic 
attorney to fight for you thanks Michael for your great service (Posted on Google on 
3/8/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Slavko D. 
Mike always comes through and get the ticket dismissed. I have been a loyal client for 
10 years and wouldn’t go anywhere else. (Posted on Google on 3/1/2023) 
 

  Posted By: David A. 
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Mike is our go to guy for any speeding tickets/infractions for our entire (very large) 
family. His prices are reasonable and has always gotten our tickets dismissed and taken 
off our records. 10/10 recommend. He is reliable, responds quickly and has never 
disappointed! (Posted on Google on 3/1/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Ian J. 
It was a pleasure working with Mike. He always was in communication with me 
throughout the process and most important got my ticket completely dismissed. Highly 
recommend, if you want to have him get the job done and pay $0 in court fees. (Posted 
on Google on 2/27/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Jonathan R. 
No worries with Michael. Was pulled over for 50 in a 40 out on Whidbey Island. Speed 
limits on the island bounce back-and-forth between 55 and 40 constantly so you really 
need to watch your speed at all times. (Posted on Google on 2/19/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Kyler W. 
Would highly recommend hes helped me out so many times great guy to have on your 

team      (Posted on Google on 2/12/2023) 

 

  Posted By: Stephanie J. 
Professional and did an awesome job (Posted on Google on 2/12/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Nicole Howe 
Michael did a great job in assisting me on a traffic ticket that I shouldn’t have received. 
Thank you for getting this off my record and dropped. (Posted on Google on 2/10/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Doug C. 
Michael is great. He's always very responsive and professional. And is great about 
updates and communication. He also gets results. I highly recommend him. (Posted on 
Google on 2/9/2023) 
 

  Posted By: emc25251 
My son hired Mike Sheehan to represent him and was so impressed with his 
professionalism and responsiveness. Mr. Sheehan was successful every time and we're 
truly grateful! (Posted on Google on 2/5/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Rachel K. 
A friend of mine recommended Mr. Sheehan because they had an excellent experience 
with him for the same kind of ticket. He was super quick to respond and very 
communicative during the process. The day of my hearing I received an email with the 
great news that my ticket was dismissed! I highly recommend him and will be back in 
the future if I need help with a ticket. (Posted on Google on 2/5/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Lucas G. 
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Perfect service, lowered my ticket price about 5x from the original infraction and my 
insurance is still clean! (Posted on Google on 2/3/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Petite Academy 
The service and experience has been excellent. Very easy and sufficient. Right to the 
point and positive result. Communication is awesome (Posted on Google on 2/1/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Leo B. 
Michael has saved my driving record! Excellence service and customer care. From 
reckless driving to no tabs or the wife speeding. He won them all! Thanks again!!!! 
(Posted on Google on 2/1/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Michael L. 
I was recently given a ticket for 44 in a 25. I hired Mr. Sheehan to represent me and it 
proved to be one of the best decisions I have ever made. I was only hoping to get it 
reduced and Mr. Sheehan got it totally dismissed. If you have a traffic ticket that will 
affect your job, THIS IS THE MAN YOU NEED TO CALL!!! (Posted on Google on 
1/20/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Trung N. 
Best of the best attorney out there. I highly recommend Michael! Without Michael I 
wouldn't have a clean driving record. (Posted on Google on 1/20/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Justin A. 
If you’re in need of a lawyer because of a traffic ticket, Mike is your guy. If it wasn’t for 
Mike I’d have to worry about insurance rates sky rocketing, I will be using Mike’s 
services in the future and will always refer him to a friend in need. (Posted on Google on 
1/19/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Jie P. 
Michael’s response is prompt and he explained everything and every step clearly. My 
son’s first traffic ticket was handled by Michael smoothly! Thank you! (Posted on Google 
on 1/18/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Declan S. 
Michael was professional and very understanding. He handled everything and 
communicated very well. If in need please reach out you won’t be disappointed (Posted 
on Google on 1/18/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Hunter S. 
This is the 2nd time I have had Mike deal with a traffic ticket and again he has kept my 
driving record clean as a whistle. Can't recommend him and his team enough. (Posted 
on Google on 1/18/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Josh H. 
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Over the years, Mike has help me many times, successfully with various tickets. He is 
very responsive and easy to work with. I highly recommend him and am very thankful 
for his services. (Posted on Google on 1/18/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Alex Y. 
Best costumer service and always the best results. I recommend Mike to everyone! 
(Posted on Google on 1/11/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Hao D. 
Michael is the Best attorney in Washington. If you get a speeding ticket, he will go 
above and beyond to take care of you and to remove the speeding ticket. (Posted on 
Google on 1/11/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Caro 
Hired him many times for many different types of traffic tickets and he has always gotten 
me off. Thanks to him I have a clean driving record. (Posted on Google on 1/4/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Augustino L. 
They are a quality organization making the process seamless and easy. I highly 
recommend using Michael Sheehan services. They get results!! (Posted on Google on 
12/28/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Emmanuel T. 
Attorney sheen is an expert on speeding infractions. With his help I have been able to 
dismiss 3 tickets this year. Michael is also great with email communication and will get 
back to you with any questions within 24 hours, he has the best service you can ask for 
! (Posted on Google on 12/28/2023) 
 

  Posted By: Victor M. 
He did a great job got my HOV Violation dismissed. Thanks. (Posted on Google on 
12/16/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Khon Q. 
During our phone consultation, Mike explained to me my situation and mapped out all 
the steps he was going to take in order to dismiss my case as well as expected 
timelines from start to completion. I hired him without hesitation given his knowledge 
and professionalism. Throughout the process, he always sends me updates regarding 
the case. I’m very pleased with Mike’s service and strongly recommend him to anyone 
who is looking for an experienced attorney to dispute their traffic tickets. (Posted on 
Google on 12/11/2022) 
 

  Posted By: J. W. 
As a driver who accidentally got her first traffic ticket in the US, I was pleased to be 
introduced to Mike. He was efficient and reliable. Even though my case was delayed 
due to the COVID-19 pandemic, he solved my problem as expected. I would definitely 
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recommend him if someday my family or friends need help with their traffic tickets! 
(Posted on Google on 12/7/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Marc D. 
I was very impressed with his service He took care of everything very quickly and my 
ticket was dismissed. (Posted on Google on 12/4/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Brian B. 
Michael has, more than once now, successfully achieved dismissal of my traffic 
infractions in Washington State. He is a very good lawyer and honest person. Though a 
rare event for me, he will be my first call should I ever be issued another. (Posted on 
Google on 12/4/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Michael G. 
Mike has helped my wife and I on multiple occasions. He has yet to lose a case for us! 
Thank you Mike (Posted on Google on 12/2/2022) 
 

  Posted By: David 
Got to work right away and dismissed my ticket easily. Great help. (Posted on Google 
on 12/2/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Darin F. 
I have used Michael and have referred my friends and family to him since 2010 to fight 
traffic tickets and he has never let me or my friends and family down. He makes the 
process so simple and you know you are going to get the letter stating, Infraction has 
been "DISMISSED".  I would say Michael is more like a friend than a lawyer just 
because he gives you that feeling that he has you covered and to sit back a relax 
because he has it under control. I highly recommend using Michael. (Posted on Yelp on 
11/28/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Urooj Q. 
Michael did a great job dealing with my fathers traffic ticket. He handled everything and 
communication was easy! (Posted on Google on 11/25/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Jamie H. 
This was the easiest and most professional experience I’ve had with a business. 
Michael responded to my inquiry immediately, and it was was a seamless process. I 
literally did nothing and he took care of it all. I cannot recommend him enough. (Posted 
on Google on 11/23/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Vanessa Z. 
I was very satisfied with the service that Mike provided. Efficient and effective! I would 
strongly recommend him if anyone needs the traffic ticket services. (Posted on Google 
on 11/21/2022) 
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  Posted By: Travis G. 
I had three tickets 2 speeding 1 fail to obey traffic law. He has over executed each 
ticket. I never had to appear in court, I never even had to leave my couch. After i paid 
Mike I no longer had to do anything. My insurance never went up cause i never received 
the tickets. Thanks Mike@watrafficticket.com (Posted on Yelp on 11/1/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Zyr Owen 
Mike has handled several tickets for me with great results. He is quickly responsive to 
all communications and makes the process as easy as possible. Look no further, this is 
the ticket attorney you want to hire! (Posted on Google on 10/31/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Aaron R. 
This process couldn’t be more simple. I am so glad to have been referred to Michael, I 
will continue to use him every time. I went on the website filled out a quick form, made 
payment and just waited to hear back from him after my court date. TICKET WAS 
DISMISSED. The insurance company won’t know about my ticket and all is well in the 
world again. If you need help with a speeding ticket Michael is the guy for you. (Posted 
on Google on 10/29/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Eric N. 
I'll be honest, I was a bit skeptical that things would go as easily as Michael claimed, but 
he delivered 100%. I will definitely pass along his name when any conversation about 
traffic tickets comes up. On behalf of my daughter and myself, thanks, Michael! (Posted 
on Google on 10/28/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Fred O. 
Wow, Mike just gets things done. He tells you what he is going to do and then does it. 
He's easy, thoughtful and professional. He listens, understands and executes. My 
teenagers owe him a heap of gratitude. :) Their mom and I too. Thank you Mike! 
(Posted on Google on 10/19/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Ahmad A. 
Michael D. Sheehan Thank you very much was wonderful job done to dismiss my ticket 
quickly (Posted on Google on 10/19/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Jeremy 
Was not expecting a dismissal, But I’ll take it! Great work Mike Sheehan law office! I will 
be spreading the news. (Posted on Google on 10/16/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Katie S. 
Such an easy process; Michael takes care of everything. I would 100% recommend his 
services. (Posted on Google on 10/16/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Adriana P. 
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I had excellent service. I only needed to make a call and the rest was handled until the 
end. (Posted on Google on 10/9/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Mozhdeh O. 
Mike is friendly, professional, and every effective. I am grateful for his assist in a 
speeding ticket and recommend him. (Posted on Google on 10/9/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Nick 
The best Attorney and quality service been working with Mr. Sheehan for over 20 years 
(Posted on Google on 10/9/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Prince Family 
After driving for two years with a clean record my son received his first speeding ticket. 
Not wanting his insurance to go up we sought representation to try to see if we could 
clear the ticket. Michael was able to represent us and get the ticket 100% cleared. We 
didn’t have to do anything he did all the paperwork and went to court.  I would definitely 
recommend him if you’re trying to dispute a traffic violation. (Posted on Google on 
10/9/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Andrew S. 
Michael has helped me out twice now, and I cannot recommend his service more.  He is 
honest, knowledgable and gets the job done. I would recommend Mike to anyone who 
has gotten a ticket in WA! (Posted on Google on 10/9/2022) 
 

  Posted By: travis gordon 
With out hesitation. Mike took on three diffrent traffic violations. I never had to go to 
court and all three were dismissed. I highly recommend you choose mike. (Posted on 
Google on 10/3/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Jared W. 
I have used Mike a almost a dozen times over the last 15 years. His professionalism is 
matched only by his ability in court to keep my driving record clean. (Posted on Google 
on 10/3/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Mike C. 
Simply the BEST attorney for speeding tickets. Got my off dozens of violations work 
very little drama. …More (Posted on Google on 10/3/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Shahram J. 
I’ve hired Michael to fight my speeding ticket. He was successful to dismiss my ticket 
which was 41 mph over the speed limit. I really appreciate him. Not only I’ll hire him 
again if I need a lawyer, I also recommend him to others. Great lawyer. (Posted on 
Google on 10/3/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Shane B. 
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Reliable. Consistent. A pleasure to work with. Thanks as always (Posted on Google on 
10/3/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Sharam 
I hired Michael for my speeding ticket on April of 2022. He was very successful in court. 
He was able to dismiss my ticket 101mph on 60mph. I will hire him again if I need a 
lawyer plus I do recommend him to others. (Posted on AVVO on 9/27/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Daniel S. 
Professional, kind, great communication, efficient and effective. If you have any 
concerns in regards to a traffic ticket, Mike is your man. He will provide the help you are 
looking for. (Posted on Google on 9/25/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Brianna P. 
I hired Mike to help me with a speeding ticket as I’ve heard nothing but positive 
feedback about how he represented a friend of mine. The process of hiring Mike was 
nothing short of seamless. He responded quickly and was able to help me get my 
speeding ticket dismissed. All I had to do on my part was give a brief description of what 
happened and send a picture of the ticket. The rest was taken care of. I never had to 
appear in court. I’ll have his contact info on standby in the future and will always 
recommend him to any family or friends of mine to represent them if ever in need. 
(Posted on Google on 9/22/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Craig C. 
I have used Michael’s services many times over the years for my commercial drivers 
and my family….always professional and his fees are very reasonable…highly 
recommend! (Posted on Google on 9/21/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Jamie C. 
Michael is easy to workout, quick communication, and I loved the end result! (Posted on 
Google on 9/20/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Pranav J. 
I reached to Michael regarding my speeding ticket case 2 months ago and today he was 
able to dismiss my ticket in court. Here is my experience with him throughout the 
process:  1) I I reached to Michael regarding my speeding ticket case 2 months ago and 
today he was able to dismiss my ticket in court. Here is my experience with him 
throughout the process: 1) I remember my first call with him was 20 min long when I 
reached to him 2 months ago; He answered all my queries politely which shows his 
great "Customer Satisfaction" skill. 2) During these 2 months, whenever I messaged 
him, I got reply back within few hours for my questions. 3) I haven't sent the speeding 
ticket back to court; I haven't attended court; So, he was the only one doing everything. 
4) Apart from dismissing the ticket, I dI reached to Michael regarding my speeding ticket 
case 2 months ago and today he was able to dismiss my ticket in court. Here is my 
experience with him throughout the process: 1) I remember my first call with him was 20 
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min long when I reached to him 2 months ago; He answered all my queries politely 
which shows his great "Customer Satisfaction" skill. 2) During these 2 months, 
whenever I messaged him, I got reply back within few hours for my questions. 3) I 
haven't sent the speeding ticket back to court; I haven't attended court; So, he was the 
only one doing everything. 4) Apart from dismissing the ticket, I don't have to pay any 
extra fine. This was my first experience with any lawyer and as an international guy in 
United States, I am really happy with the services Michael provided to me!! Thank U so 
much Michael!! (Posted on Google on 9/17/2022) 
 

  Posted By: BJ P. 
Mike, you the man!!! I refer you to everyone who gets a ticket and want it dismissed. 
Great worry free service. Thanks, BJP in Edmonds. (Posted on Google on 9/16/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Ryan B. 
100% recommend Mike I got a speeding ticket in June and both of my violations got 
dismissed this morning (Posted on Google on 9/15/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Keisha S. 
Michael Sheehan is the absolute BEST! My co-worker referred me to him and 
unfortunately, but fortunately I had to reach out to him twice. To my surprise, he was 
able to have both tickets dismissed. While working with him he was very …More 
(Posted on Google on 9/12/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Kyle F. 
I have needed the services of Mr. Michael Sheehan Twice now. Both instances 
produced the best results possible. He was referred to me by friends who have also had 
the same fabulous results. Insurance is already over priced, don't let a ticket affect your 
premiums. Michael Sheehan will get the job done. (Posted on Google on 9/11/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Randall O. 
We have utilized Michael's services for family traffic violations for over 15 yrs. His 
exemplary work has resulted in a 100% satisfaction rate! Truly our BEST legal find! 
(Posted on Google on 9/8/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Nigel S 
I needed assistance with a speed trap speeding ticket. The offices of Michael D. 
Sheehan handled the matter promptly and effectively. I highly recommend him for any 
matter in the Bellevue or greater Seattle area. He made the entire process seamless 
and simple, saving me time and money. Thank you to the Law Offices of Michael D. 
Sheehan or your professionalism and courteousness! (Posted on Yelp on 8/31/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Claire K 
I've had a couple speeding tickets that have never seen the light of day because of 
Mr.Sheehan.  Well, until this review. Oops (Posted on Yelp on 8/29/2022) 
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  Posted By: Al K. 
Experienced attorney, good communication, successful results! Glad to hire him! 
(Posted on Google on 8/15/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Andy W. 
I hold a CDL and must keep my driving record spotless. Michael was able to get a 
speeding ticket dismissed for me and he is currently working on a cell phone ticket for 
me. Guys, this is money well spent. If you have a traffic ticket, and value a clean record, 
I cant recommend Michael Sheehan enough. Give him a call!! (Posted on Google on 
8/13/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Kristina W. 
Very pleased with his service. He definitely provided exactly what he said. Both my 
tickets in Snohomish county were dismissed. I didn’t even have to send my ticket in he 
took care of everything for me as he promised. If I need it again in the future I’ll 
definitely use him again. Very satisfied. (Posted on Google on 8/11/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Michael F. 
Professional, worry-free, and knew the routes to take for a rewarding solution to my 
ticket. Would definitely use his services again - but hope I never need to. A+ (Posted on 
Google on 8/11/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Viktoria K. 
Very professional! (Posted on Google on 8/9/2022) 
 

  Posted By: P. P. 
Mike took my case over the phone and I never had to fuss with it again. I never had to 
go to court. A few weeks later Mike emailed me and told me my case was dismissed. 
Painless. The best part? His fee was just a little more than the fine would have been, 
and my insurance rates will not go up because the ticket was dismissed. Got a moving 
violation? Don't sweat it. Call Mike. (Posted on Google on 8/6/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Jacob M. 
Easy, keeps u posted. No funny business. Straight forward and personal attention. 
(Posted on Google on 8/4/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Truong N. 
Mike is extremely easy to work with and presents himself in a very professional and 
friendly manner while getting the job done. Any questions I had, he was always ready 
with an answer. I can depend on Mike any time I need to. (Posted on Google on 
8/4/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Vikki S. 
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We had a very good experience working with Mike Sheehan. He was very good at 
communicating the process, keeping us updated and ultimately getting a traffic ticked 
dismissed. (Posted on Google on 8/2/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Dennis J. 
I was caught red handed speeding on I90 eastbound in Kittitas Co. I asked Mike if he 
would represent me and that I preferred a dismissal vs a deferral. He recently notified 
me that the ticket had been dismissed entirely! I highly recommend Mike. thank you 
(Posted on Google on 8/1/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Khadar C 
I have trusted Mike to keep my driving record clear..Thanks.. (Posted on Yelp on 
7/31/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Marcus K. 
Mr Sheehan did an excellent job representing me, I will continue with his services in the 
future and would recommend it to any of my family or friends! Thank you Michael! 
(Posted on Google on 7/29/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Nic S. 
I've used Mike for probably 3-4 traffic infractions over the past decade. He has warned 
me every time that there's a chance he may not win on my behalf. Especially so in the 
last case. So far, he has won every time on my behalf. Beyond his succes with cases, 
I've always appreciated his clear and prompt communication. I hope to not need his 
services again, but if I do, I wouldn't hesitate to hire him. (Posted on Google on 
7/27/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Denali W 
Mr. Sheehan responded immediately to my inquiry regarding a Following Too Close 
ticket that I received. He was able to represent me in court (so I could tend to my 
business) and get the infraction dismissed. Would absolutely recommend his services 
for anyone who has recently received a traffic ticket. (Posted on Yelp on 7/27/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Mario H. 
Very friendly and professional. Will hire him again if needed. (Posted on Google on 
7/26/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Kristin S. 
Mike is the absolute best. I hired him back in 2005 and he has fought every ticket 
successfully for me since then. I've referred family and friends as well and he has 
helped them out of their tickets. I couldn't ask for better representation! (Posted on 
Google on 7/26/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Teresa O. 
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Michael was a lifesaver - He was able to dismiss our 16 year old very bad son's 
speeding ticket! He was quick to respond and he delivered on on he everything he said 
he would. Best service I've hired, I would highly recommend! (Posted on Google on 
7/26/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Rick R 
I had a very good experience with Michael Sheehan handling my court case for a traffic 
ticket.   He was very professional on my call with him.  He told me how his service as 
my attorney would go and that is exactly what happened.  I gave Michael my ticket 
information and he represented me in court.  He got my ticket dismissed and I did not 
have to pay any court fees.  I highly recommend Michael! ...Rick (Posted on Yelp on 
7/25/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Jesus S. 
Not only was Mike professional and fast, he got me updated quick and dismissed my 
ticket no questions asked, would not hesitate to use him again for another traffic 
violation (Posted on Google on 7/23/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Ben M 
easy to work with, very fast to respond. Has helped me get several tickets dismissed. 
highly recommended!! (Posted on Yelp on 7/23/2022) 
 

  Posted By: G Duke V 
I have employed Michael Sheehan's services on three occasions over the past dozen 
years or so. He has always handled things efficiently and effectively. Although I would 
rather not be in need of his expertise, when I am I have no reservations about turning to 
him for help. He has always come through for me. (Posted on Yelp on 7/23/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Deborah J. 
Every ticket any of my family members have ever gotten we have hired Mike Sheehan. 
He has gotten all of them dismissed. As soon as you hand it over to Mike feel confident 
you will be taken care of. Your the best! (Posted on Google on 7/16/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Denis G. 
I’ve worked with Mike on a few traffic tickets and one reckless driving charge that took 
almost a year to settle and I always come away very happy with the results. Some 
tickets he just gets dismissed as opposed to reduced. Worth the $$$. (Posted on 
Google on 7/15/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Jarret M. 
It was a pleasure working with Mike, who was referred to me when I was in an accident. 
Mike was so incredibly helpful, professional, and responsive. This was my first accident 
ever, in over 20 years of driving... I didn't know what to expect with the overall 
experience, but Mike put my concerns at ease and thoughtfully explained how he 
expected the process to go. It soothed my anxiety and it went just as he anticipated. I 
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will absolutely work with Mike again in the future should the need rise and will 100% 
recommend him to anyone that can benefit from his years of experience. (Posted on 
Google on 7/15/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Prince B. 
I had ticket for cell phone texting traffic ticket so I reached to law office of Michael D. 
Sheehan. He helped me for dismissal the traffic ticket without taking me to court.  Really 
appreciate for his work.  Thank you a lot (Posted on Google on 7/13/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Brendon V. 
My experience with Mike Sheehan was first rate. He returned my initial outreach within 
ten minutes, was extremely professional and responsive, and did everything he said he 
would and delivered. Nothing short of outstanding service and results! My sincere 
thanks to Mike and his team. (Posted on Google on 7/13/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Sam P. 
Michael has done an Amazing job Representing my case, he took the case fully upon 
himself, he was confident and knows what he’s doing. His wisdom and knowledge mind-
blows me of how he looks at the case. I truly appreciate his hard work and feel honored 
because of him I have a clean record. (Posted on Google on 7/7/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Hannah. 
So pleased with his work! Thank you so much Michael!!!! (Posted on Google on 
7/2/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Chris H. 
Best in the West! I am so happy with his services, I will be calling if I ever get another 
ticket! (Posted on Google on 7/1/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Steven B. 
He took care of it without needing me to do anything. Will use again (Posted on Google 
on 6/30/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Jen O. 
Mike is wonderful to work with. He is incredibly knowledgeable, connected, responsive, 
reliable and reassuring. After reaching out over email to ask for his help, he responded 
within an hour and communicated that he would handle everything and that I wouldn't 
need to do a thing. That is exactly what happened! I highly recommend Mike. (Posted 
on Google on 6/22/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Chris W. 
Great communication, highly recommended! (Posted on Google on 6/10/2022) 
 

  Posted By: KS H. 
Fast response and very satisfied the service. (Posted on Google on 6/9/2022) 
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  Posted By: Bryan B. 
It was a pleasure to work with Mike. He contacted me quickly after submitting my 
inquiry. During our phone call, Mike was understanding and professional, who took the 
time to answer all my questions. In the end, he was able to achieve the outcome he 
predicted. I would use Mike’s counsel again in the future. Truly 5 stars! (Posted on 
Google on 5/19/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Xani M. 
Quick and easy speeding ticket solution. Did not have to go to court, Mike handled it all. 
Second time he has helped me out. (Posted on Google on 5/18/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Clifford M. 
Michael D Sheehan does what he says he's going to do that's hard to find these days 
(Posted on Google on 5/17/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Susie K. 
A friend referred us to Mike and he was amazing in helping our son get a traffic ticket 
dismissed. We were traveling and couldn't appear in court at the location where the 
ticket was issued, so Mike appeared on our son's behalf, explained the circumstances 
and the ticket was dismissed. Mike was helpful and kind through the process. He's also 
honest - another family member had a ticket and in that case Mike advised us it wouldn't 
be worth it to have him try to get it dismissed because that ticket would not affect 
insurance rates, so it was more cost effective to pay the ticket. Highly recommend. 
(Posted on Google on 5/17/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Ben K. 
Got a speeding ticket. Called Michael. He showed up to court for me. Ticket dismissed. 
No court fees or having to do anything else. Done. 10/10 recommend. (Posted on 
Google on 5/15/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Jared F. 
Michael did a great job getting my ticket dismissed, I am incredibly pleased with his 
performance and professionalism, I would highly recommend you give him a call if you 
need help fighting your ticket. (Posted on Google on 5/12/2022) 
 

  Posted By: D. R. 
My experience was nothing short of professional, detailed, knowledgeable with frequent 
communication on progress. If everyone practicing law was like Michael the world would 
be a better place. Thanks again to Michael and team. (Posted on Google on 5/12/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Serg K. 
If you’re ever in need of a good lawyer to help with traffic tickets, look no further!!!! 
We've used them several times (business & personal) and have been completely 
satisfied every single time. 5 star customer service!!! (Posted on Google on 5/6/2022) 
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  Posted By: Matthew D. 
I am pleased with the services of the Law Offices of Michael D. Sheehan. As of 4/25/22 
Michael D. Sheehan did what he promised in my case and had it dismissed as 
promised. I’m giving a rating of 5 stars because of that fact, however, I would’ve liked to 
see a little more response in correspondence and explanation of how my case would be 
dismissed, but overall he did what he said he would do so that’s why I give 5 stars. 
Thank you for your assistance in my case and if ever I need legal services in the future I 
will definitely be calling the Law Offices of Michael D. Sheehan. (Posted on Google on 
4/28/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Cris M. 
We have been using Mr. Sheehan's services for a few years now, when we needed 
help, and each time we were more than pleased. Mr. Sheehan just got my daughter's 
"following too close" ticket dismissed for lack of evidence! This was great news for us as 
we were very concerned because my daughter did not follow too close. He was very 
confident, knowledgeable, approachable, and reassuring. He did exactly what he said 
he would do and got it dismissed. Mr. Sheehan is the best! We are so thankful and 
impressed with Mr. Sheehan's quality of service! (Posted on Google on 4/28/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Benjamin K. 
Mike came through once again. He's handled several tickets for me and my girlfriend 
that seemed impossible to overcome. Thanks Mike!! (Posted on Google on 4/26/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Liang Z. 

Very nice lawyer！！Very helpful and I do not have to worry anything! (Posted on 

Google on 4/25/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Peyton 
Michael is great! Over the course of many years, he has taken care of multiple tickets 
for myself and family members with 100% positive outcomes. I would highly recommend 
him! (Posted on Google on 4/12/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Lisa L. 
Mike checks every box on responsiveness, customer service and results. He responded 
to my inquiry right away, explained next steps and what to expect and then delivered on 
everything. While I know he may not win every case, or perhaps he does, Mike is 
someone you can count on, especially during difficult times. (Posted on Google on 
4/9/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Edgars P. 
I’ve never reached out to a lawyer to assist me with infractions & tickets. A referral from 
a friend of mine recommended me to him and Mike has done a fantastic job. He 
answered my worries and questions. Would highly advise going with him if you are 
needing assistance with future or current infractions! (Posted on Google on 4/9/2022) 
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  Posted By: Harold A. 
I highly recommend for any traffic infraction they deem worthy of defense! They keep 
their word, and if your told it can be dismissed it's as good as done! They have removed 
questionable infraction from my record. That relates to my insurance staying in good 
standing...worth every cent! (Posted on Google on 4/8/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Satta S. 
Very professional, helpful, and responsive. (Posted on Google on 4/7/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Nina A. 
Michael was a huge help to me in getting a speeding ticket taken care of for me. He 
took the time to hear my side in the situation. It was a relief that after over 35 years of 
not getting a ticket, he was able to get it dismissed. Thankfully it will not affect my record 
or impact my insurance. I’m glad I listened to the advice I was given when his name was 
given to me, to trust him. (Posted on Google on 4/6/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Daniel G. 
Mike was very polite and straight to the point. He kept his word and delivered as 
promised. I highly recommend Mike as an attorney. (Posted on Google on 4/5/2022) 
 

  Posted By: George D. 
Highly recommended. (Posted on Google on 3/28/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Alexander H. 
Fantastic service. Extremely professional and to his word. Pleasure to work with. Highly 
recommended. (Posted on Google on 3/27/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Angela B. 
I have used Mike a couple times now. He has been able to get my tickets reduced to 
infractions or completely dismissed. (Posted on Google on 3/25/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Robert S. 
The process with Michael Sheehan was amazing. Everything was explained great. He 
represented me in court and had a great outcome. I will definitely be using him again in 
the future if need be. (Posted on Google on 3/25/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Rob A. 
Michael has been an excellent communicator and he’s represented myself and my 
teenage son on occasion masterfully in every instance. I without any reservation highly 
recommended Michael. (Posted on Google on 3/24/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Peter T. 
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Got my speeding ticket dismissed. Great communicator, easy to work with. Hopefully I 
won't need your services again soon, but if I do, I know who I'm going to! (Posted on 
Google on 3/23/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Hazim A. 
Very responsive, reasonable and professional. I am going to hire them whenever need 
them. Highly recommended. (Posted on Google on 3/22/2022) 
 

  Posted By: J. L. 
Referred by a friend and helped me to dismiss a school bus violation. Though during the 
pandemic it took an extremely long time for hearing but Mike got everything handled. 
(Posted on Google on 3/15/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Dmitriy L. 
Awesome lawyer to work with. Everything is straight forward. Easy process. Took care 
of my traffic issues I was stuck with. Would highly recommend!!!! (Posted on Google on 
3/3/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Christopher C. 
***CDL Drivers*** Working with Mike was nothing short of amazing! He was 
professional, communicated well, and delivered the results I knew he could- 
DISMISSED! I would not hesitate to hire Mike again for representation on any traffic 
violation! Stop stressing and CALL MIKE NOW!!! (Posted on Google on 3/1/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Shideh G. 
Great client service!. An Excellent Attorney & Highly Recommended! (Posted on Google 
on 2/28/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Michael M. 
Very professional, helpful, responsive, polite. He jumped right in and relieved me of all 
stress and provided such confidence. Best thing, he did everything he said he would 
and it worked out well. Highly recommend. You’ll see why in the first call with him. 
(Posted on Google on 2/4/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Blair O. 
My experience with Michael Sheehan (twice now over the years) is always extremely 
positive / top drawer. From quick response to my initial call to responding to the 
court...to appearing on my behalf and wrapping it up at the end...his efforts can be 
characterized by a high level of professionalism, clear grasp of process / procedure / the 
law, sound management of expectations and crystal clear, efficient communication. I 
highly recommend Michael.... (Posted on Google on 1/30/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Mark C. 
I was referred to Michael by a co-worker when my teenager received a driving 
infraction. Michael favorably resolved the issue and was great to work with. I would 
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highly recommend Michael - very professional, honest, and easy to work with. Thanks 
Michael! (Posted on Google on 1/29/2022) 
 

  Posted By: James G. 
Michael was highly referred by a family member and did not dissappoint. Had a few 
complicated traffic tickets over past year and a half during COVID timeframe, and 
Michael and his team were "on Point" and proactive throughout the process with timely 
communication, and ultimately 100% positive resolution. Problem Gone! Highly 
recommend Michael Sheehan. Thanks again Mike.. (Posted on Google on 1/19/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Damon J. 
We have used Michael for nearly 15 years. All of or speeding infractions have been 
dismissed. I would recommend him and his team to anyone. Great service (Posted on 
Google on 1/19/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Jai S. 
Amazing and worry free service! I worked with Mike through a recommendation from a 
friend and he's been nothing short of amazing. I would highly recommend his services 
to any one. (Posted on Google on 1/11/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Adam E. 
I had incurred a few speeding tickets early on in 2021, and began to panic. After some 
research, I was recommended Mr. Sheehan by my girlfriend's family. They assured me 
there was nothing to worry about and Mike would take care of everything. Boy were 
they right! I hired Mike for a modest fee and he's been able to dismiss all of my tickets. 
He's extremely sympathetic, professional, and he'll update you on the progress of your 
case. From now on I won't trust any attorney other than Michael Sheehan for traffic-
related tickets! (Posted on Google on 1/7/2022) 
 

  Posted By: Jessica J. 
Michael Sheehan is absolutely fantastic at what he does. I would highly recommend him 
to anyone. He was easy to reach, thoroughly communicated the whole process to me, 
and made a stressful situation much better. 11/10 (Posted on Google on 12/21/2021) 
 

  Posted By: Logan R. 
I’ve used Mike Sheehans’ services on at least 4 occasions. Every time the ticket has 
been handled quickly and without any further involvement. Will continue to use his 
services as long as I can. (Posted on Google on 12/21/2021) 
 

  Posted By: Benjamin G. 
Mike did an amazing job! 10/10. (Posted on Google on 12/22/2021) 
 

  Posted By: Jason C. 
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Michael Sheehan Got my ticket dismissed and emailed me the results the very next day 
of the court date. He is very professional. I will definitely recommend him and hire him 
again. (Posted on Google on 12/9/2021) 
 

  Posted By: Nicholas C. 
Michael had my speeding ticket dismissed with minimal effort on my side. It literally took 
5 minutes on the phone and Michael did the rest. (Posted on Google on 11/12/2021) 
 

  Posted By: Edmond V. 
First things first thank you to Mike Sheehan and his law office for getting my speeding 
ticket dismissed! Thank you for making it so easy and pain free to get the dismissal 
also. I submitted my needed documents and funds waited patiently and boom I get the 
email to brighten up my day with a great result. I appreciate that I did almost nothing in 
the process I didn’t even have to constantly reach out to see where in the progress see 
were allowing me to focus on everyday life. Thank you for being trustworthy and all 
though I hope I don’t have to use your services again I know I’m not perfect and if 
needed Mike Sheehan is my guy. (Posted on Google on 11/12/2021) 
 

  Posted By: Selamsew B. 
He is good guy, he did exactly what he said. Thank you. (Posted on Google on 
11/10/2021) 
 

  Posted By: Timmy M. 
Michael is extremely helpful and effectively answered my questions. The information he 
provided helped me make good decision to move forward with his service. I'm fully 
satisfied with his assistance and service. (Posted on Google on 11/9/2021) 
 

  Posted By: Chris J. 
Mike is the man! He delivered as promised! If you have a ticket, you are nuts not to 
contact this man. (Posted on Google on 11/9/2021) 
 

  Posted By: Lingshuai M. 
Very good I recommend him ! (Posted on Google on 11/7/2021) 
 

  Posted By: George B. 
If you just want to pay a reasonable fee and have your traffic issues disappear look no 
further. Once he was on retainer I didn't have to do anything and everything was beaten 
in court without me ever having to adjust my schedule! (Posted on Google on 
11/6/2021) 
 

  Posted By: Justin B. 
Michael was easy to work with and would recommend his services. (Posted on Google 
on 11/6/2021) 
 

  Posted By: Mike S. 
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I have worked with Mike for about 20 years.. He has always taken care of me..He has 
also helped out a few of my friends as well.. He comes highly recommended (Posted on 
Google on 11/4/2021) 
 

  Posted By: Edward B. 
I have used Mike's services on three separate occasions. Everytime he does exactly 
what he says he will. He is the best and I have recommended him to several of my 
friends and family. Everyone who has used him has agreed, he does exactly what he 
says he will. I wish all lawyers were like Mike. (Posted on Google on 11/3/2021) 
 

  Posted By: Sorin E. 
I am very happy with the service Michael provided for me , I got a ticket a couple a 
months ago in Bellevue and he was able to get it dismissed for me , I know who I call 
when i need him again. Thank you very much for your help Michel (Posted on Google 
on 11/3/2021) 
 

  Posted By: Audra B. 
Highly recommend working with Michael. He was kind and professional when I had 
spoken to him and was able to get my ticket dismissed after receiving one when using 
the HOV lane. Will be using him again in the near future. Thanks Michael! (Posted on 
Google on 11/2/2021) 
 

  Posted By: Sophie O. 
Mike was a pleasure to work with. Extremely responsive, made the process stress-free 
and achieved the outcome we were hoping for. Could not recommend more highly! 
(Posted on Google on 11/2/2021) 
 

  Posted By: Aldrick L. 
Love Mr. Sheehan! I was referred by a colleague who drives very questionably. Thanks 
to his efforts, he surprisingly has a clean slate. I will continue to look to him for future 
business! Highly recommended! (Posted on Google on 11/1/2021) 
 

  Posted By: Trevor M. 
Super professional from start to finish. Couldn't be happier as Michael was able to get 
my speeding ticked dismissed. Will definitely use again in the future. Money well spent. 
Thank you! (Posted on Google on 11/1/2021) 
 

  Posted By: Taras I. 
Michael has never let me down and is very responsive when I reach out. He is very 
good at his job and has succeeded at every case for me.I recommend his services to 
anyone that finds themselves in the misfortune of receiving a speeding ticket. (Posted 
on Google on 10/26/2021) 
 

  Posted By: Zuri H. 
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Michael's services have been 100% effective!. I have used his services for several 
years and he has gotten 100% positive results for multiple issues. (Posted on Google 
on 10/22/2021) 
 

  Posted By: Kelly N. 
This was my first experience with hiring a lawyer, and I was a bit skeptical, but Michael 
Sheehan had been recommended to me. He was quite professional, and worked with 
me to get things resolved quickly and painlessly. I’m a convert! (Posted on Google on 
10/19/2021) 
 

  Posted By: Robin M. 
Received my first speeding ticket the other day. Mike was able to have the ticket 
dismissed. Mike made it such an easy process. Thank you Mike! (Posted on Google on 
9/30/2021) 
 

  Posted By: Justin W. 
Absolutely the best service, attentiveness, punctual, friendly… can I please go on!? 
Michael is wonderful at what he does and a powerhouse in every way. If the rest of the 
world treated strangers like he has to me and many others, let’s …More (Posted on 
Google on 9/28/2021) 
 

  Posted By: JR S. 
When I was a sales rep driving all over, Michael Sheehan helped me of 4 occasions. I 
referred Michael to my son a few weeks ago for speeding ticket and as always - as of 
this week he was successful yet again. That’s 5 for 5 bating 1000! (Posted on Google 
on 9/20/2021) 
 

  Posted By: Aleksandar S. 
Michael is amazing, he helped me with the ticket that I've got for the HOV lane recently 
to not show up on my record, plus he is helping people in the LIMO industry a lot, my 
friend who has a big limo company used Michael's services a lot and he recommended 

him. I'll definitely use his services again. Good job!              (Posted on Google on 

9/19/2021) 
 

  Posted By: Norman 
Mike Sheehan has always been dependable and reliable! I will use his services again 
and again. (Posted on AVVO on 9/8/2021) 
 

  Posted By: Katie T. 
Super easy to work with. I emailed him my speeding ticket and he took care of 
everything from start to finish. Honestly forgot about it and let him take care of 
everything. And just a few months later (slower due to covid delays in the …More 
(Posted on Google on 9/8/2021) 
 

  Posted By: Cody W. 
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He is very good at his job and makes sure I am updated on anything that is happening. 
(Posted on Google on 9/6/2021) 
 

  Posted By: Mike P. 
Our Family has been using his service for over a decade . He never disappoints !! 
(Posted on Google on 9/5/2021) 
 

  Posted By: Andrew S. 
The man and his group are consummate professionals. I rarely need their help but they 
have been rock solid for the 15 or so odd years I've had the pleasure of working with 
them. (Posted on Google on 9/4/2021) 
 

  Posted By: Y R. 
A highly professional law office. Working with Michael has been a pleasure and the 
results were outstanding. Thank you! (Posted on Google on 9/4/2021) 
 

  Posted By: Greg M. 
I was very pleased with the outcome of my case. Mr Sheehan always comes through. 
(Posted on Google on 9/3/2021) 
 

  Posted By: Shahrokh R. 
Highly recommended . This is not our first time We used their services and every time 
we got the best result . They dismissed my speeding ticket 3 times for me and my wife 
…More (Posted on Google on 9/2/2021) 
 

  Posted By: Samantha B. 
Mike is awesome!! I got my first speeding ticket and had no idea what to do, and a 
friend recommended him. He responds promptly and explained everything to me 
completely, he got my ticket dismissed so that my insurance would never know and it 
wouldn’t be on my record. Thanks Mike! (Posted on Google on 9/1/2021) 
 

  Posted By: Dragos L. 
Wonderfull service! (Posted on Google on 8/31/2021) 
 

  Posted By: Charlie R. 
An outstanding attorney - Michael is 100% professional. I wholeheartedly recommend 
Michael. He is a star. (Posted on Google on 8/9/2021) 
 

  Posted By: Anh P. 
He is a professional and dedicated lawyer. Thank you for helping me win the case and 
not affect my insurance. From now on I no longer have to worry about vehicle related 
fines. Thanks again Michael! (Posted on Google on 7/24/2021) 
 

  Posted By: Gilbert B. 
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Michael Sheehan was very professional, respectful, and responsive on making sure I 
got the help needed in having my issues resolved. He made me feel at ease and fought 
my case taking care of everything in the end having it dismissed! Michael Sheehan 
thank you soo much for your services, I highly recommend if you need help to reach out 
to Michael (Posted on Google on 7/1/2001) 
 

  Posted By: Elijah T. 
I was told about Michael Sheehan's practice in a dire time. After the first couple cases 
he cleared for me I found myself constantly recommending his service because I always 
felt like a priority, all my questions were always answered in a short period and I never 
worried about my tickets after handing them off to Michael. Save some stress for a 
Seahawks game and call Michael (Posted on Yelp on 6/21/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Jackie W. 
Michael was recommended to me through a friend and made this process so easy and 
was very professional and communicative! He definitely is great at what he does, and 
it’s so worth it being the ticket won’t be on your record. Thank you Michael! (Posted on 
Google on 6/17/2021) 
 

  Posted By: Daniel C. 
Mike has always been able to take care of my tickets. Even ones that I thought there 
was no hope, he said no problem I highly recommend Mike to everyone I know when 
they tell me they've gotten a ticket you won't regret going to him with your ticket. 
(Posted on Google on 6/13/2021) 
 

  Posted By: Dan O. 
I’ve used Michael numerous times and he has delivered every time!! Recommend 
100%!! (Posted on Google on 6/6/2021) 
 

  Posted By: Stephanie H. 
I have hired Mike to help me with my tickets and he been helpful with getting them off 
my record. I highly recommend him he is very professional and will get back to you 
quickly. The whole process is really easy and he takes care of everything. (Posted on 
Google on 6/6/2021) 
 

  Posted By: Mike 
I carry commercial insurance and getting a ticket really makes the premiums go up. I 
was given a speeding ticket and I needed to keep it off my record. I sent Michael the 
ticket information and the fee and he took care of the rest. It couldn't be easier. Highly 
recommended! (Posted on AVVO on 6/1/2021) 
 

  Posted By: mike h. 
I have been using Michael Sheehan for all of my tickets for a number of years. The 
sheer professionalism from him is amazing. He really goes up to bat for you from day 
one. I will continue to use him whenever i need him and will ALWAYS recommend him 
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to friends and family. You seriously are the best! Thank you so much for everything! 
(Posted on Google on 5/30/2021) 
 

  Posted By: Jamalh W. 
I was referred to Michael through CDL legal. I am glad that I was it has been a great 
experience. I had nothing that I needed to worry about. I was informed that all I needed 
was to provide simply information and the court dates and appearances would be taken 
care of by him. Should i have any other problems i will make sure to contact you again. 
(Posted on Google on 5/30/2021) 
 

  Posted By: Kelsey W. 
Mike was amazing from start to finish. He not only helped me with one, but two cases 
and both outcomes were dismissed!! He was professional, and extremely helpful. I 
would highly recommend him to anyone! (Posted on Google on 5/23/2021) 
 

  Posted By: Ashneel K. 
Been going to Micheal for almost 7 years. Never been disappointed. He's professional, 
courteous and honest. Me and alot of my family members use his services and i cant 
recommend him enough. (Posted on Google on 5/22/2021) 
 

  Posted By: Jin Z. 
I have been using Michael for many years now, he is the best, I just wished I could 
know him much earlier.  Thank you again for all your awesome work Michael! (Posted 
on WebSite on 5/12/2021) 
 

  Posted By: Fin M. 
Michael was extremely efficient and professional in handling my case, it did not impact 
my day to day schedule at all. I will definitely go back to Michael again if I ever need 
traffic related legal support again! (Posted on Google on 5/18/2021) 
 

  Posted By: Maura C. 
I did not have to go to court and do anything to resolve a ticket and prevent this 
infraction from going on my record. Michael Sheehan resolved this for me. I would 
recommend him to anyone who needs this kind of help (Posted on Google on 
5/15/2021) 
 

  Posted By: Roger F. 
Michael was very professional and his attention to detail is amazing. He is impressive 
and I would use him again ! (Posted on Google on 5/4/2021) 
 

  Posted By: Michael P. 
Michael was great very helpful with walking me through the process, he accomplished 
everything I asked for very professional. (Posted on Google on 4/27/2021) 
 

  Posted By: Jennifer W. 
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Mike is the best! I recommend him whole heartedly. He is professional and makes the 
process easy! (Posted on Google on 4/20/2021) 
 

  Posted By: David A. 
I was referred to Michael Sheehan by my associate in 2017 and since then I have never 
had an issue with any dings on my driving record. Michael is well connected in his 
community and somehow finds a way to dismiss tickets with ease. I highly recommend 
his services. (Posted on Google on 4/20/2021) 
 

  Posted By: Joe W. 
Michael Sheehan is an amazing lawyer, I have hired Michael multiple times for citations 
and he has successfully had each charge dismissed. You dont have to worry about 
anything after hiring Mr. Sheehan! (Posted on Google on 4/16/2021) 
 

  Posted By: Gina K. 
I was referred to Michael by a peer of mine for a traffic ticket I wanted to contest. I 
simply made contact online and immediately received a response. Was advised 
everything would be handled and I would be notified after the court date of the result. 
Happy to say my ticket was dismissed and I am thankful for the work Michael did for 
me. He answered all my questions timely and put me at ease with his confidence and 
professionalism. I highly recommend his services if you are in need of a great lawyer! 
(Posted on Google on 4/17/2021) 
 

  Posted By: Mohammed J. 
Mike dismissed my trafic infractions. (Posted on Google on 4/8/2021) 
 

  Posted By: Steven B. 
I can’t thank Michael enough for representing me in this matter. It was the easiest 
process, and completely professional. I will continue to use his services in the future! 
(Posted on Google on 4/8/2021) 
 

  Posted By: Anthony H. 
Mike knows what he's doing. Easily took care of my speeding ticket and was easy to get 
ahold of. 10/10 (Posted on Google on 3/25/2021) 
 

  Posted By: Eric P. 
I have used Mr. Sheehan on several occasions. He has also represented several of my 
employees. He never disappoints. Due to his expertise, my driving record is spotless. I 
highly recommend Mr. Sheehan. (Posted on Google on 3/25/2021) 
 

  Posted By: Claudiu M. 
Very professional I will recommend (Posted on Google on 3/25/2021) 
 

  Posted By: Narges D. 
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Very satisfied with the experience and customer service provided. (Posted on Google 
on 3/7/2021) 
 

  Posted By: Kevin E. 
Mike is amazing. The process was quick and easy and he was great to work with. 
Highly Recommend (Posted on Google on 3/6/2021) 
 

  Posted By: Jennetta B. 
Michael Sheehan got me out of a simple traffic infraction. I never once had to go to 
court and the infraction wasn’t reported to my insurance. (Posted on Google on 
3/6/2021) 
 

  Posted By: Jason 
Great person to work with.  Michael is the only person to call after getting a ticket. He 
gets the job done. I have referred several people to him and he was able to help them 
as well. (Posted on AVVO on 3/5/2021) 
 

  Posted By: Leo E. 
Got a quick response and kept my record clean!! (Posted on Google on 3/4/2021) 
 

  Posted By: Kendra G. 
I would recommend Mr.Sheehan and his team over and over again! He is always very 

responsive and has never disappointed! I’ve used him a few too many times         and will 

continue to reach out when needed. I highly recommend Michael! (Posted on Google on 
3/2/2021) 
 

  Posted By: Jodi F. 
We have retained Mike a number of times over the years and recommended him to both 
family and friends. He's been absolutely amazing and so helpful to us and all of them. 
We--and our driving records--are highly appreciative. We can't recommend Mike highly 
enough. (Posted on Google on 3/2/2021) 
 

  Posted By: Harrison V. 
Simply the best there is, and has the best rates. I got a ticket going 88mph, in a 60mph. 
Mr. Sheehan was able to get it dismissed, and my buddy just had his 100+ mph ticket 
dismissed as well. There is nothing he can't do. (Posted on Google on 2/24/2021) 
 

  Posted By: Marco J. 
A friend of mine recommended Mr. Sheehan’s service after telling him that I had been 
giving a speeding ticket. I called the office and they were very professional as well as 
Mr. Sheehan himself. I told him my situation and he was committed to help me fight off 
the citation I was given. He told me I had nothing to worry about, and that he was going 
to do all the work and go to court in my behalf. And a few days ago I received a call 
from Mr. Sheehan congratulating me since the judge dismissed my ticket and now it 
won’t be on my record. I will keep going to him if I ever need help in the future and 
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recommend others to go to the law office of Mr. Sheehan if they need help as well! 
(Posted on Google on 2/24/2021) 
 

  Posted By: Melissa M. 
Everyone at the Law Office of Michael Sheehan are great!! I have been using him for 
years and recommend all my friends to him. (Posted on Google on 2/15/2021) 
 

  Posted By: Rebecca W 
Mike is a fantastic Attorney. Very professional and he was able to have my traffic 
infraction dismissed. Thank you Mike! (Posted on Google on 2/8/2021) 
 

  Posted By: Kevin T. 
I was refered to Michael Sheehan by my usual traffic lawyer. Mike handles many county 
traffic court and in my case the County of Cowiltz is one of them. He is really easy to 
work with. We made 2 email exchange. Once with all the paperwork, …More (Posted on 
Google on 2/8/2021) 
 

  Posted By: Darin F. 
We have used Michael for years. He is very professional and has never let my family 
down. I will continue recommending him to all my friends and family. (Posted on Google 
on 2/1/2021) 
 

  Posted By: Jafco Co. 
I Have worked with the Law Office of Michael D. Sheehan for a few years now and I 
have to say I am always surprised at the level of customer service he provides. I 
recommend all my employees to him and anyone I know with traffic related issues. 
Please use this office for legal representation and you won't be upset. (Posted on 
Google on 1/22/2021) 
 

  Posted By: Alex K. 
Received a ticket for almost double the speed limit. Michael somehow got it dismissed. 
No doubt in my mind he’ll be the first one I call for my next one! (Posted on Google on 
1/21/2021) 
 

  Posted By: David L. 
The Law of Office of Michael D. Sheehan is a very professional service. He handle 
everything with care and make sure you obtain the win. His professional services are 
amazing, his fast response is one of a kind. I will totally recommend the Law Office of 
Michael D. Sheehan and I like recommend it to everyone I know. (Posted on Google on 
1/21/2021) 
 

  Posted By: Brad U. 
Would recommend Mr. Sheehan and his team to anyone. He was always very 
responsive and was able to answer any questions I had. My buddy recommended 
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myself to use his counsel and I will recommend him to others in a heart beat! (Posted 
on Google on 1/10/2021) 
 

  Posted By: Sarah D. 
Excellent service and results, once again! Highly recommended! (Posted on Google on 
1/10/2021) 
 

  Posted By: Aliya P. 
Great job and very easy! Thank you! (Posted on Google on 12/24/2020) 
 

  Posted By: Nathan P. 
I will be coming back to him if I ever get another ticket. Real respectable when we 
talked, and very helpful. I would recommend to anyone!!! Edit: needed him again and as 
always he is amazing and is now my go to everytime!!! (Posted on Google on 
12/24/2020) 
 

  Posted By: Chad K. 
Mr. Sheehan has been representing me for over 15 years and not once has a ticket 
ended up on my record. He has also got my family members dismissed multiple times. 
He is well worth the money spent in not only keeping a clean record but not having to 
deal with court. (Posted on Google on 12/8/2020) 
 

  Posted By: ADA Express / Andrey 
Outstanding performance (Posted on Google on 12/7/2020) 
 

  Posted By: David D. 
Hi everyone who needs an attorney to help you with a lot of different tickets, Mike is it, 
he's amazing, he took care of my ticket, he says what he means. I will use him always. 
Thanks again Michael, your the best. (Posted on Google on 12/5/2020) 
 

  Posted By: Nolan M. 
Michael, is a pleasure to work with, he has handled 3 tickets over a 8 year span. He is 
process is seamless and basically requires no effort on my side, he has even referred 
over people to fight tickets that in his locational area, he goes extra to help you. (Posted 
on Google on 12/4/2020) 
 

  Posted By: William S. 
Very responsive and took care of a mild speeding infraction. Would highly recommend. 
(Posted on Google on 11/26/2020) 
 

  Posted By: Patrick D. 
I cannot think of a better way to save time and money than using Michael Sheehan. 
Have been reaching out to Michael for years and he has never disappointed me, my 
family, and network of friends who work with Michael every time when needed. Very 
professional and the communication is excellent! (Posted on WebSite on 11/24/2020) 
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  Posted By: Shawn C. 
Was very helpful in helping me get a ticket dismissed. Responsive and professional 
service. Highly recommended! (Posted on WebSite on 11/24/2020) 
 

  Posted By: Cloudy Farms 
Michael handled my case expertly and efficiently at a great value. He did a fantastic job 
and i have already recommended him to several people and will continue to do so. 
(Posted on Google on 11/19/2020) 
 

  Posted By: Shawn C. 
Helped get a speeding ticket dismissed. Was very responsive and helpful. Was 
recommended by a friend and i was not disappointed.  Highly recommended! (Posted 
on Google on 11/19/2020) 
 

  Posted By: Tim B. 
Highly recommended. He helped me beat a traffic ticket where a Cop was acting crazy. 
No one would be able to get these types of results but him. (Posted on Google on 
11/19/2020) 
 

  Posted By: Robert J. 
I have received a few speeding tickets over the past 5 years and Michael has been able 
to get them all dismissed. I recommend his expertise to all my family and friends. 
(Posted on Google on 11/19/2020) 
 

  Posted By: Alex B. 
WOW! I was ticketed for 100mph BEHNIND a state patrol officer and Mike was able to 
get my ticket dismissed. Wonderful attorney. (Posted on Google on 11/12/2020) 
 

  Posted By: Ann T. 
I highly recommend Michael. I have used him twice to address traffic tickets in 2 
different counties and he has successfully resolved both of them. He responds very 
quickly to my initial inquiry and. any question that comes up. He makes the process 
seamless and efficient. Do not hesitate to hire him! (Posted on Google on 11/9/2020) 
 

  Posted By: Mary B. 
I recently hired Michael D. Sheehan to assist me with two traffic infractions I received. 
Working with his office was extremely easy. They are timely , organized and efficient. 
Mr. Sheehan was able to have both of my infractions immediately dismissed and I 
received no points on my driving record! (Posted on Google on 11/9/2020) 
 

  Posted By: Russell P. 
Michael is my go to guy for traffic tickets. He always gets me off! Thanks Michael!!!! 
(Posted on Google on 11/9/2020) 
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  Posted By: Calvin L. 
Michael does a great job. Quick, easy and responsive. Got my ticket dismissed and 
didn’t need to waste any time in a courtroom. Highly recommend to anyone, I won’t 
hesitate to use his services again if in need! Thank you! (Posted on Google on 
11/8/2020) 
 

  Posted By: Tom B. 
Mr. Sheehan has handled about 6 traffic tickets for me over the last 15 years, often 
getting them dismissed, always getting them at least reduced in severity and lowering 
the fine. He's very experienced and highly competent. He's a thorough communicator, 
but you should understand that for a low-severity traffic ticket, you will likely hear from 
him only after the court date. (Posted on Google on 11/8/2020) 
 

  Posted By: Brian W. 
Easy, no stress, no brainer. Save yourself the time, hassle and insurance hikes! (Posted 
on Google on 11/8/2020) 
 

  Posted By: Navpreet M. 
One of the Best. Always have the best outcome in any situation for the past years. 
Highly recommend (Posted on Google on 11/7/2020) 
 

  Posted By: Mel M. 
Michael Sheehan provided concise professional service and obtained the result I was 
desiring despite what I considered to be an insurmountable case. He comes highly 
recommended. (Posted on Google on 11/7/2020) 
 

  Posted By: Bri I. 
Mr. Sheehan does great work. Highly recommend. (Posted on Google on 11/5/2020) 
 

  Posted By: Jerry J. 
Without a doubt, Michael has been the best legal representation I've ever had because 
in my mind, I thought there was no way I would have my speeding ticket dropped, but 
that's exactly what he made happen. Thanks again Michael Sheehan!  JJ (Posted on 
Google on 11/5/2020) 
 

  Posted By: Allen P. 
I was referred to Michael Sheehan vía another co worker and he was able to ensure I 
didn’t receive a traffic infraction. Prompt service even though the court was closed due 
to COVID-19. Great guy and will use him again if needed. (Posted on Google on 
10/27/2020) 
 

  Posted By: Hadi E. 
I’ve dealt with Mike for many, many years and has always dealt with me professionally 
and always does the best to resolve my ticket issues. I would recommend him to 
anyone who considers him. (Posted on Google on 10/25/2020) 
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  Posted By: Hailey V. 
Mike handled a negligent driving ticket that I got. The handling fee was far less than 
citation amount so I figured I had nothing to lose. He got the ticket thrown out 
completely. I'd definitely use him in the future! (Posted on Google on 10/15/2020) 
 

  Posted By: Kaila P. 
As a college student with no knowledge of traffic tickets, I was extremely terrified when I 
received my first one (yes, I also received a second). My dad's coworker had 
recommended Michael Sheehan after my dad had talked about me, which in hindsight I 
am very thankful for. After an email, a phone call and payment, Mr. Sheehan reassured 
me he would take care of everything, which he did so smoothly. A few months later, I 
received my second ticket and immediately contacted Mr. Sheehan. Due to COVID, it 
was postponed three times! Luckily, Mr. Sheehan got the court to dismiss my ticket a 
few days ago and I'm a very happy driver now! I highly recommend Michael Sheehan. 
You won't regret it! (Posted on Google on 10/7/2020) 
 

  Posted By: Sammy M. 
Mr. Sheehan was a wonderful layer, I highly recommend him to take care of your traffic 
violation. (Posted on Google on 10/3/2020) 
 

  Posted By: David G. 
I’ve noticed that a lot of the negative reviews on here are just people who don’t 
understand how the system works. My experience so far with Michael has been great. 
He’s been able to get every ticket, from speeding tickets to non-moving violations, off 
my record. His pricing is reasonable and he will pretty much always get that ticket off 
your record, and sometimes even clear the ticket fine as well. (Posted on Google on 
9/28/2020) 
 

  Posted By: Behnam S. 
The law office of Michael was the most professional and time effective office we have 
ever experienced. His expertise is unmatched and I would recommend anyone to him 
that needs efficient assistance. The work was done in a timely manner and he was 
attentive and responsive. He went above and beyond to meet our needs. I would highly 
recommend his service. (Posted on Google on 9/17/2020) 
 

  Posted By: Brian A. 
Best in the business! Thank you for your help Michael! (Posted on Google on 
9/15/2020) 
 

  Posted By: Shaun H. 
What can I say? I contacted Mr. Sheehan not knowing what to expect. I read some of 
his reviews and figured I'd give him a shot. I'm so glad I did! Doing business with Mr. 
Sheehan was EFFORTLESS; I paid the fee and Mr. Sheehan handled the rest. I can't 
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thank him enough for making a stressful situation, an easy one. (Posted on Google on 
9/12/2020) 
 

  Posted By: Mark B. 
Positive: Professionalism, Quality, Value.  I was referred to mike by a friend of mine who 
had good results. Just as  my citation, he did just that. Great service and great 
experience. If I get another ticket I’ll be sure to call him again. mike reassured me he 
would take care of.   Thanks mike (Posted on Google on 9/11/2020) 
 

  Posted By: Cary S. 
Great job Michael! Completely satisfied with the services that you provide. (Posted on 
Google on 9/12/2020) 
 

  Posted By: Keo F. 
I have used Michael's services on a few occasions and have always gotten great 
service, and results. Thank you Michael for getting this traffic ticket thrown out of court. 
We appreciate you and your service. (Posted on Google on 9/7/2020) 
 

  Posted By: Serena P. 
Excellent. Quick and clear communication. Very easy process. Absolutely worth the 
cost to have the ticket I received dismissed. I will certainly use him again if ever needed 
in the future and would 100% recommend him to others. (Posted on Google on 
9/6/2020) 
 

  Posted By: Peter G. 
106 mph isn’t slow and I was doubtful Mike could simply get it dismissed but with one 
call and a price cheeper than my ticket..... BOOM!!! I get an email a few months later 
with a dismissed ticket that never made my driving record. Thank you Mike!!! Referring 
you to everyone. GO HAWKS!!!! (Posted on Google on 8/30/2020) 
 

  Posted By: C. R. 
Sheehan is the rockstar of ticket lawyers. Professional, reassuring, thorough and 
effective. I have been working with him for close to 20 years and have had nothing but 
success. Will only use him! (Posted on Google on 8/30/2020) 
 

  Posted By: Andrey L. 
Did what he said, dismissed !! Thank you!! (Posted on Google on 8/30/2020) 
 

  Posted By: Evan S. 
I started using Mike about 10 years ago. He has always come through and exceeded 
expectations. The value of hiring a professional is unmatched by anyone once you've 
worked with Mike Sheehan. Thanks for your continued hard work. (Posted on Google 
on 8/16/2020) 
 

  Posted By: Hunter W. 
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Mike has helped me out on numerous different occasions dealing with tickets related to 
suspected driving infractions. Always made sure I was informed on the laws and always 
took care of me. All the stars! (Posted on Google on 8/16/2020) 
 

  Posted By: Keith R. 
Mike has been a step ahead of all my questions and concerns. very prompt and concise 
answers. (Posted on Google on 8/16/2020) 
 

  Posted By: Shaena L. 
I have used Michael Sheehan a few times over the years and every time I have used 
him he has been able to get the court to dismiss my infraction. I have referred him to 
several friends who have also had the same results. I cannot say enough good things 
about Mr. Sheehan. In the event that I have the unfortunate circumstance of receiving 
another infraction, he will once again be my first call. I urge anyone that is debating 
whether to fight a ticket themselves, simply pay it or hire Mr. Sheehan, don't second 
guess it, he is worth every penny! (Posted on Google on 8/16/2020) 
 

  Posted By: Rodrigo R. 
I have trusted Michael Sheehan with handling traffic tickets for my wife and I for the last 
couple years. Although nothing is certain he is 3 for 3! Very timely and professional 
service. Personal attention from both himself and staff for a fraction of the cost of what 
you would pay for the violation and insurance increases to your premium. Don’t stress 
about your tickets and driving record anymore. (Posted on Google on 8/16/2020) 
 

  Posted By: Dailah L. 
Mike is extremely helpful and easy to work with. Highly recommend his services. 
(Posted on Google on 8/16/2020) 
 

  Posted By: Kayla D. 
Positive: Professionalism, Responsiveness (Posted on Google on 7/19/2020) 
 

  Posted By: HMFIC 
Mike always gives me the best service. (Posted on Google on 7/2/2020) 
 

  Posted By: Ashley C. 
Michael Sheehan was very helpful and professional. He was able to dismiss my traffic 
ticket and took care of everything for me! I would definitely recommend his services and 
will be returning to him in the future if needed. (Posted on Google on 6/26/2020) 
 

  Posted By: Carlos R. 
Have never been let down in over 20 years of using this office. (Posted on Google on 
6/25/2020) 
 

  Posted By: Guanche F. 
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Positive: Professionalism, Quality, Responsiveness, Value (Posted on Google on 
6/9/2020) 
 

  Posted By: Melaine T. 
We were very happy with how everything was handled. (Posted on Google on 
6/20/2020) 
 

  Posted By: Kaitlyn V. 
Highly highly recommend. He was attentive, fast, communicative, honest and 
professional. Answered my questions and gave insightful info. Got something done that 
I thought was impossible and did it in a timely fashion in the middle of a pandemic. He’s 
a stellar man and I suggest anyone to use his service. You will he impressed. (Posted 
on Google on 4/23/2020) 
 

  Posted By: Peter A. 
Mr. Mike Sheehan has represented me in several traffic incidents over the years.  
Almost every time he has been able to get the charges dismissed; the other times, the 
results were reasonable and close to his predictions.  He has demonstrated that he will 
fight for creative resolutions that are the most amicable for his clients.  If you have a 
traffic citation you are contesting, I strongly suggest you get Mr. Sheehan to represent 
you in court. (Posted on Google on 4/22/2020) 
 

  Posted By: Franciso 
I am very grateful for Mr Sheehans help he is very efficient saved me time and will 
definitely recommend his services to others (Posted on AVVO on 4/7/2020) 
 

  Posted By: Shawn K. 
Michael is a fantastic lawyer, helped me dismissed the first traffic ticket I got when I was 
worry about the insurance fee would to be increased! The price is reason, The service is 
efficient! My whole big families are using their service, 200% recommended! You won’t 

regret it — I Sweared！ (Posted on Google on 3/22/2020) 

 

  Posted By: PJ G. 
Update kinda late: The infraction for my teenager went well. He was able to get it 
reduced to something that wouldn't impact his future, but would make an impression on 
the kid, because he was in the wrong. Kind of a warning shot. It's been several years 
now, and he's never gotten into any kind of trouble since, is about to graduate from 
college, lives on his own, a responsible adult. All of this would have been impacted if the 
charges weren't reduced for a single, bad teenage decision. (Posted on Yelp on 
3/12/2020) 
 

  Posted By: David M. 
It was easy and it worked exactly as he said if you need to fight a ticket give him a call 
thank you Michael (Posted on AVVO on 3/6/2020) 
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  Posted By: Nick M. 
I was pulled over for speeding last December even though I wasn’t going as fast as he 
said I was, frustrated that I was issued the ticket I employed Michaels services and was 
amazed at how smooth it went!! Ticket dismissed and my insurance doesn’t even know. 
Thanks again Michael! (Posted on Google on 2/26/2020) 
 

  Posted By: Larry P. 
Michael did an awesome job with my court case. I’ve hired him many times over the 
years and have never been disappointed (Posted on Google on 2/26/2020) 
 

  Posted By: Camaran J. 
Great Service and very satisfying outcome for my spouse traffic ticket (Posted on 
Google on 2/16/2020) 
 

  Posted By: Albert A. 
Mike is an awesome attorney. He has handled my traffic infractions for over 8 years and 
has been able to dismiss all of them. (Posted on Google on 2/16/2020) 
 

  Posted By: Kobe L. 
I was referred to the Law office of Michael Sheehan by a friend and have utilized their 
services two times. We have been extremely happy with the results each time. Mr. 
Sheehan was able to get two speeding tickets and a ticket for an unauthorized 
passenger, all dismissed. Mr. Sheehan responds in a timely manner and has always 
has made the process very easy. I have also recommended him to multiple friends as 
he is great to work with. (Posted on Google on 2/16/2020) 
 

  Posted By: Kamran 
I recommend Micheal to my family and my friends. He is the best lawyer. He always 
resolve my problems, I so appreciate from him. (Posted on AVVO on 2/11/2020) 
 

  Posted By: Lex L. 
5 stars? How about 10 stars! The Law Office of Michael D. Sheehan is fantastic! Very 
helpful with all of the questions I had. Fantastic communication, always made time to 
email or call me back promptly. Great service and great followup. Highly recommended. 
Thanks Mike, I appreciate the support. A+++ (Posted on Google on 2/9/2020) 
 

  Posted By: Kyle W. 
Amazing experience. Mr. Sheehan was confident from the beginning that he would be 
able to handle our issue. He made the process simple and communication was 
excellent (Posted on Google on 2/9/2020) 
 

  Posted By: Ejaz S. 
We have been working with Mike for 5+ years, he is very professional and have always 
been able to dismiss out tickets. He is very quick with responses and took care of our 
last ticket on a days notice. Highly Recommended! (Posted on Google on 2/7/2020) 
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  Posted By: Karl 
The best lawyer in the state! Highly recommend. He has helped my family for years, 
and his results are fantastic. (Posted on AVVO on 2/5/2020) 
 

  Posted By: Lesia P. 
Thanks for the excellent service! Michael has provided very clear communication about 
my case. I did not have to go to the office and did not go to court. My traffic ticket was 
dismissed. I would highly recommend the high professional Law Office of Michael D. 
Sheehan. (Posted on Google on 2/4/2020) 
 

  Posted By: Lori T. 
Always very friendly and helpful. (Posted on Google on 2/3/2020) 
 

  Posted By: Estefania G. 
Extremely professional and efficient. Highly recommend. (Posted on Google on 
1/30/2020) 
 

  Posted By: Jeff L. 
Got a 76 in a 60 mph zone. I was caught in a speed trap:( cop was not happy and 
certainly determined to give me a ticket. Normally they may reduce the speed to a lower 
speed. Not this guy. Attorney Sheehan was great! Emailed ticket and $$ and next I 
heard, the ticket was dismissed.  
Thank you for saving me on my insurance.  I would highly recommend. (Posted on 
Google on 1/29/2020) 
 

  Posted By: Marcus M. 
A good friend of mine referred me to Michael, I actually gone to him twice for a traffic 
ticket and both had been dismissed thanks to him. His office is very responsive and very 
polite and can work with people very efficiently. Michael is a great lawyer and can help 
you! Great service! (Posted on Google on 1/28/2020) 
 

  Posted By: Tracy F. 
Mr. Sheehan has represented me twice. He has an impeccable record off 100% 
success rate for me. I would reccomend his professional services to anyone and 
everyone that requires his professional skills and know how!! (Posted on Google on 
1/28/2020) 
 

  Posted By: Sarah D. 
Could not be more pleased with the outcome. Thank you so much! (Posted on Google 
on 1/28/2020) 
 

  Posted By: Connie K 
I can't say enough positive things about the services of Michael Sheehan. He responds 
immediately to questions, takes the time to explain the process and handled everything 
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when my college-age daughter got a ticket on one of her trips home. Thanks to him she 
remains with a spotless driving record and her insurance was not impacted. He made it 
easy and she didn't even have to appear in court. He handles everything. I 
wholeheartedly recommend him! (Posted on Google on 1/26/2020) 
 

  Posted By: Siddharth D. 
Mike is amazing when it comes to resolving Traffic Tickets. I've had the unfortunate luck 
of hitting speed-traps twice over the last 3 years, and was fortunate to pick Mike. He 
was able to get both the speeding tickets dismissed. All I had to do was drop off the 
paperwork at his office! (I believe you can also mail it in, but I'm close by so I dropped it 
off). 10/10, would strongly recommend Mike! (Posted on Yelp on 1/24/2020) 
 

  Posted By: RaeAnne R. 
We have hired Mike Sheehan several times to fight traffic tickets and have never been 
disappointed. The process couldn’t be any easier and he has been nothing short of 
amazing. (Posted on Google on 1/17/2020) 
 

  Posted By: Mark R. 
Ok here it is my name is Mark I am a CDL driver was involved in an accident that And I 
was falsely accused of the officer cited me for unsafe lane change. I contact Mike he 
told me Mark I want to represent you and to get my ticket dismissed and I will tell you he 
did just that! Mike did exactly what he said he was going to do. He is a genius when it 
comes to law i will refer him to friends and family. Thank you so much Mike I really 
appreciate everything you have done for me. (Posted on Google on 1/17/2020) 
 

  Posted By: Gabriel M. 
Hello. This is Mihali I want to say, Mr Michael it’s the best lawyer in town He help me all 
the time I need and he fixed my records. Thanks to Mr Michael! (Posted on Google on 
1/13/2020) 
 

  Posted By: Mark L. 
Working with Michael Sheehan was such a breeze. It was extremely comforting 
knowing that everything would be taken care of and that I would be notified of all 
pertinent steps along the way. I highly recommend his services for those looking for a 
professional and esteemed law office. (Posted on Google on 1/11/2020) 
 

  Posted By: Robert B. 
I’ve been using Michael Sheehan for years and have tried several other traffic attorneys. 
Michael is extremely professional, polite and has got the job done every time for me. His 
level of communication through every step of the process is top notch. I highly 
recommend Mr. Sheehan for all of your traffic attorney needs. (Posted on Google on 
1/6/2020) 
 

  Posted By: Andy N. 
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Got both my tickets dismissed, am very pleased with the service he did! (Posted on 
Google on 12/20/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Ishan K. 
Mr. Sheehan very professional and knows his job. I had couple of times asked him for 
help and he was able to dismiss my tickets with no problem at all. I really appreciate his 
help a lot. Also, you don't need to go to his office, just take the photo of the ticket, 
upload it in the website and make a payment and don't worry about anything. Thank you 
very much ! (Posted on Google on 12/17/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Eishan K 
Mr. Sheehan very professional and knows his job. I had couple of times asked him for 
help and he was able to dismiss my tickets with no problem at all. I really appreciate his 
help a lot. Also, you don't need to go to his office, just take the photo of the ticket, 
upload it in the website and make a payment and don't worry about anything. Thank you 
very much ! (Posted on Yelp on 12/17/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Gerry L. 
I highly recommend Michael Sheehan! He recently represented me with very favorable 
results. Very professional and communicates well with his clients. Thanks Michael! 
(Posted on Google on 12/12/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Kristi S. 
I am so pleased with the excellent service I received from Michael Sheehan and his 
office. He quickly responds, and is super informative. He explained the entire process 
and answered any questions I had. I will definitely use him again and will refer him to 
everyone I know. Thank you Michael! (Posted on Google on 12/12/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Arbie N. 
My lawyer, Mr. Mike Sheehan, has been representing me, my family and many of my 
friends for the past 8 years with all our cases dismissed without any involvements on 
our end. He is the best of the best and I am proud to refer him to everyone that i know. 
Greatly appreciated all his help. 10 (Posted on Google on 12/10/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Gregor M. 
Highly recommend Mike to resolve your traffic tickets. He was very responsive and took 
care of the issue like it was no problem. Thanks Mike! (Posted on Google on 12/9/2019) 
 

  Posted By: D. Scott 
I am very pleased with Mr. Sheehan and his office. Everytime i have had his need, he 
has had my back. I recommend his services to anyone in need. I have used him over 
the years and have had nothing but success. Thank you very much for your service and 
keep up the good work. (Posted on Google on 12/7/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Matthew R. 
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Ticket dropped, no points on license, no increase in insurance. He took care of 
everything.  All that was needed was his fee and he took care of the rest. 
Communication was efficient and easy. Recommend 100%. (Posted on Google on 
12/4/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Chase F. 
I was referred to Mike Sheehan from a community group on Facebook recommending 
him very highly, i contacted Mike to discuss my speeding ticket i had gotten in Mukilteo 
Mike was very knowledgable and he was very confident he would be able to take care 
of my speeding ticket, Mike Sheehan got my ticket dismissed which is what everyone 
hopes for, i will be calling him again if i need his services. Thanks (Posted on Google on 
11/30/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Michael V. 
Michael Sheehan is the best in the business! I strongly recommend his services to all 
my friends and family. He has been taking care of me and now my children for several 
years with outstanding results! (Posted on Google on 11/29/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Kyle L. 
I was recommended Michael Sheehan by a friend at work after telling him I got a 
speeding ticket near The Gorge amphitheater. Michael took great care of me by driving 
all the way to Grant County, Washington on my behalf and getting my ticket dismissed 
100%, saving me from having a speeding ticket on my record and also saving my 
insurance from increasing! I will definitely be recommending his services to anyone I 
know in need in the future without hesitation. (Posted on Google on 11/26/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Ann B. 
I am very impressed with Mike Sheehan, he took on my case  and got my ticket 
dismissed. Which was great since it didn’t go on my record and affect my insurance 
rates. I trusted Mike to represent me and I am very pleased with his service. I would 
recommend him to anyone. If you are worried about having your ticket show up on your 
record I would recommend Michael to take care of it. He will not disappoint you. (Posted 
on Google on 11/22/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Jesus R. 
Michael is the best traffic ticket lawyer I've ever seen. He's saved me from so many. I 
recommend him forever. (Posted on Google on 11/19/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Tim B. 
I got a speeding ticket, I was in a school zone and had the flu.  I didn't think i was 
speeding and Iquestioned the fact that I did not see the lights in the school zone at the 
time when I passed through it. I just wanted a level playing field and hired Mike to help 
me.  He worked to get the ticket successfully dismissed.  I recommend him to everyone 
I know and he has helped me on a couple of occasions and just gets it done.   He has 
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helped a lot of my friends and family as well and i always use him! (Posted on Google 
on 11/19/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Tommy L. 
Michael did a great job for me and got my traffic ticket dismissed. I highly recommend 
Michael and his Law Firm! (Posted on Google on 11/19/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Dan H. 
I have been using Michael's services for at least 15 years now and he has always 
prevailed, I have the utmost confidence in his abilities and have referred numerous 
friends and family, all with the same excellent results! (Posted on Google on 
11/17/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Ryan P. 
Michael Sheehan was professional, got back to me in a timely manner, and did exactly 
what he said he would: got me out of a ticket. Monroe police got me in a speed trap, 
even though I and others they got that day weren't at all a safety …More (Posted on 
Google on 11/16/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Lindsey S. 
This office was super efficient. Once I submitted payment and a picture of the ticket to 
Mr. Sheehan online, I didn’t have to lift a finger and my ticket was dismissed. (Posted on 
Google on 11/15/2019) 
 

  Posted By: MVN U. 
Thanks to my friend for recommending him . Mike was very nice, once provided him all 
required details ,I can forget about it. Mike will take care of all court procedures and 
responds back with best news. I will definitely recommend Mike to my friends and 
family. Thanks again. (Posted on Google on 11/15/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Inca's S. 
This guy is awesome!  No hassle, won for me on more than one occasion, and for 
friends and family too!  Hands down, my go-to guy!!! (Posted on Google on 11/13/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Angela C. 
I am so glad I hired Michael Sheehan, He won and my ticket was dropped. He has 
helped my son and he was very happy with the service he provided. I hope I don't get a 
ticket but if I do I will be sure to call him. Thanks for everything! (Posted on Yelp on 
11/13/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Angela 
I hired Michael to fight a ticket I got. The process was very easy and I didn't even need 
to go to court. Michael handled everything from start to finish. My ticket was dismissed 
and I don't have to worry about this going on my record. He has helped my son as well. 
I will continue to refer everyone I know to him. (Posted on AVVO on 11/13/2019) 
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  Posted By: Kevin V. 
Excellent job taking care of everything, without me needing to be involved.  The fee I 
paid Mike probably saved me thousands$$$. (Posted on Google on 11/12/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Carissa M. 
I am very pleased with Mr Sheehan and his staff. They were very easy and informative 
to deal with and got my sons first ticket dismissed in court and neither of us had to go in 
and miss school or work. Thank you so much, I have used him for years and will 
continue to use him as well as telling all my friends to use him (Posted on Google on 
11/10/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Christian B. 
I've had so many speeding tickets and HOV infractions. Guess what? Mike got them 
ALL dismissed!! Thanks to him my record is pretty spotless! Michael Sheehan is the 
man with the plan! So, if you ever need the help give him a call and he will take care of 
you!! (Posted on Google on 11/8/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Vinh N 
Mike was very nice and sincere.  Explained me my options and gave me ideas on what 
might happen with my case. Best money ever spend.  He did a very good job and my 
insurance will never know what I did.  Amazing Sheehan I call him. He the best. Best 
experience I have ever had and I continue to come to him when issue arise. (Posted on 
Google on 11/4/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Arman A. 
Having known Mr. Sheehan for many years now, I would highly recommend using his 
service for any traffic violation disputes /citations. He handles it end to end, once the 
case is handed to him. with the best outcome each time. You will be in good hands for 
sure if you choose him for your traffic infraction issues. He has not failed me once! 
(Posted on Google on 10/31/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Chelsey O. 
I don't know how Mike Sheehan does it, but he made my ticket disappear.  The process 
of hiring him was super simple and I didn't have to do anything but wait for his email 
saying my ticket had been dismissed.  No record of it anywhere!  Totally worth his fee to 
keep it off my record and effecting my insurance. (Posted on Google on 10/31/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Dejan K 
Great recommendation by one of my friends. Made a call, spoke with Mike, he said 
send me the case number and i will take care of everything. This was way easier then i 
thought it would be. I will definitely keep Mike's # and recommend him to my friends and 
family. Thank you! (Posted on Google on 10/31/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Oleg K 
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I would recommend Michael Sheehan. He represented me and did an excellent job.  I 
would give him more than 5 stars. (Posted on Yelp on 10/31/2019) 
 

  Posted By: I B. 
Very easy.  Does what he says he's gong to and for a reasonable price.  Thanks 
hopefully I will not need your services again.  If so I will be back. (Posted on Google on 
10/30/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Tanya D. 
Mike is so easy to work with, straight to the point, and I always trust him with any traffic 
infractions. (Posted on Google on 10/30/2019) 
 

  Posted By: David W. 
Mike was prompt, efficient and the outcome was the best possible. Dismissed and no 
ramifications on driving record or insurance rates. Highly recommend Mike. (Posted on 
Google on 10/29/2019) 
 

  Posted By: John S. 
He did an outstanding job I only had to pay his fee give me my information and didn’t 
have to worry about it again he had a ticket dismissed for speeding (Posted on Google 
on 10/25/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Daniel T. 
I have used Michael Sheehan to contest all my traffic violations I have received over the 
years. I have recommended all my friends and family to use him as well. He does an 
amazing job contesting them. Little work needs to be done on my end and he gives us 
updates on the progress and outcome of the dispute. Would recommend him to anyone! 
(Posted on Google on 10/25/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Benjamin S. 
Michael responded quickly, charged a reasonable amount, and resolved my ticket 
favorably. I would recommend Michael's service to anybody. (Posted on Google on 
10/23/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Dean D. 
I contacted and hired Michael to defend a driving infraction for my teenage daughter. 
His communication was prompt and professional throughout. He handled our case and 
was able to get the infraction dismissed without issue. A job well done and very much 
appreciated. (Posted on Google on 10/21/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Colin R. 
Mike was referred to me by my brother. He was very professional and clear on what 
was going on. He’s done a great job helping both my brother and I each time. (Posted 
on Google on 10/20/2019) 
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  Posted By: Emmerlee P. 
Michael Sheehan is hands down the best traffic attorney around for getting speeding 
tickets & other infractions dismissed. He has high integrity and is very thorough and 
honest. I would HIGHLY recommend him and will never use anyone else for the job! 
(Posted on Google on 8/31/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Pete Lee 
Michael Sheehan handled my case with great overall effectiveness.  He was timely with 
his updates, represented my case in court and delivered the outcome that he originally 
communicated.  I recommend Mr. Sheehan for anyone who needs this type of legal 
services. (Posted on Google on 10/18/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Vinod K. 
Mike helped me with traffic tickets twice. Will never hesitate to ask his help in the future 
if necessary. The best part is that once I've provided him all details necessary,I can 
forget about it. Mike takes care of all the court procedures and responds back with the 
good news. (Posted on Google on 10/10/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Kimberly B. 
Very quick response time and Michael and his team are winners! I've said it before and 
I'll say it again, Mike and his team are the absolute best! Thanks again for helping me 
out both times. (Posted on Google on 10/2/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Master L. 
Mike Sheehan is highly recommended.  He made the process easy to understand and 
was very thorough about getting the issue dismissed.  I would always use him in the 
future. (Posted on Yelp on 10/1/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Nick R. 
Mike has helped me twice and I trust him to take care of me. It is worth the time to have 
him represent me rather than wasting a day, and taking a day off work to represent 
myself. I have recommended him to friends and family! (Posted on Google on 
9/30/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Dave S. 
Originally our court room goal was to avoid having my infraction c/o negligent driving in 
the 2nd degree appear on my driving record - ie., the Washington State Department of 
Licensing Driver's Abstract. Michael Sheehan and his law team went above and beyond 
the call of duty here - actually having all the related charges dismissed by the Court ..... 
not only with the infraction not appearing on my driving record, but also escaping the 
attention of my auto insurance company. Kudos and my highest recommendation for 
their professionalism and performance! Dave S Mercer Island, WA (Posted on Google 
on 9/30/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Christian S 
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Mike Sheehan and his office has represented me and handled a number of tickets for 
me over the years.  Each time I am impressed with the level of professionalism and 
confident that he will be a strong advocate and achieve the best possible outcome for 
the issue, and I highly recommend his counsel to anyone facing a dispute. (Posted on 
Yelp on 9/27/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Brandon S. 
Mike Sheehan and his office has represented me and handled a number of tickets for 
me over the years.  Each time I am impressed with the level of professionalism and 
confident that he will be a strong advocate and achieve the best possible outcome for 
the issue, and I highly recommend his counsel to anyone facing a dispute. (Posted on 
Google on 9/27/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Jordan C. 
Extremely pleased with Michael Sheehan’s representation for me. After initially talking 
with him I never had to do a thing, he went to court and got my traffic violation 
dismissed. (Posted on Google on 9/27/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Jimmy C. 
I'm very happy with Sheehan's service. He has worked on countless tickets for me and 
has had every one dismissed. I've referred plenty of people to him and had the same 
result!  Thanks Michael! (Posted on Google on 9/27/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Shaena L. 
Fantastic and prompt service! I recommend Mr. Sheehan to anyone in need of his 
services. (Posted on Google on 9/22/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Julia B. 
He could not make this process easier! Mike and his staff are friendly, respectful and 
prompt. They make the tickets disappear! (Posted on Google on 9/21/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Debi T. 
Michael Sheehan & his ability to take care of you & your legal needs is PREMIER!!! It is 
always a joy to work with him...he's always got your back! 
THANK YOU Michael !! :D (Posted on Google on 9/21/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Thomas M. 
Responsive, professional, and delivers on his promise. Took care of our issue and 
managed the process without any thrashing or distractions. (Posted on Google on 
9/18/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Andrey G. 
Great service and communication! Was recommended by a coworker, no previous 
experience, but very satisfied with final results! Will not hesitate to hire again in the 
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future if the need arises. Would recommend the services to anybody! Thank you for 
helping to dismiss my ticket! (Posted on Google on 9/18/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Joey D. 
The Law Office of Michael Sheehan are excellent at what they do. Thank you guys! 
(Posted on Google on 9/17/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Ralph G 
Thank you Micheal D. Sheehan for representing me without out you my driving record 
would be blemished with tickets and affecting my work because I sometimes have to 
drive for the company. Thank you, your friend and client. (Posted on Google on 
9/17/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Melissa 
Great lawyer highly recommend I got a traffic ticket awhile for speeding and as soon as 
I called Michael Sheehan I was greeted with someone who was very kind and listened 
to what I had to say and took care of the ticket completely. All I had to do was wait for 
the email from them letting me know my ticket was completely taken care of. I would 
definitely recommend to anyone looking for a lawyer to help with traffic tickets. (Posted 
on AVVO on 9/17/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Raluca D. 
Mike is phenomenal. We’ve used him for all of ours, family and friends tickets. 
Personally we’ve been using Mike for the past 12 years and we still do. He has never 
failed us. He always pulls through and helps us even on more difficult situations. He is 
our go to guy. I tell everyone i come in contact with while conversing about tickets, that 
we have a guy. Mike knows what he’s doing. When to do it. How to do it. I know 
everyone has “their guys” but trust me, This is THE guy you want! (Posted on Google 
on 9/13/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Politicallynot 
I contacted Michael about being stopped and receiving two citations the weekend 
before I had to be in court. I payed him and didn’t hear another word until the case was 
dismissed. He is totally professional, returns his calls and takes car of business. I will 
use him again for sure and highly recommend him to everyone I know. Thanks Michael 
(Posted on Google on 9/8/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Henry H. 
I am a CDL holder in Washington state. I have trusted Michael to keep my driving 
record clear for the last ten years now, because, frankly.......he gets it done. Michael has 
earned both my trust, and respect, and DESERVES this review. (Posted on Yelp on 
8/30/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Emmerlee P. 
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I would agree with all the great reviews of Mike Sheehan that he is exceptional and 
outstanding. Not only has he helped me keep speeding tickets off my record but he has 
always taken the time to explain the situation to me and even give me advice off the 
side. He is very honest and has a lot of integrity and THAT to me is VITAL when I'm 
looking to trust someone to represent me.  Furthermore, I haven't had to do a thing but 
have a phone conversation with him and when I need to be in touch with him, he has 
always responded.  he is very personable and I would recommend him to anyone as an 
excellent attorney! (Posted on Yelp on 8/31/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Jacob P. 
Heard about Mike from a co-worker of mine, great guy made me confident in his 
process. Heard from him the same day of the court case verifying that the ticket was 
dismissed! Thank you so much Mike! (Posted on Google on 8/21/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Alexander F. 
Excellent Traffic Attorney (Posted on Google on 8/20/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Brent 
Michael is incredible at what he does. I asked for his help twice now with my tickets and 
he has provided an excellent service by getting both of the tickets dismissed. He was 
extremely fast in returning my calls if he did not answer in the first place, as well as my 
emails. I would highly recommend him to anyone who needs help with a ticket! (Posted 
on Website on 8/20/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Siddharth D. 
Mike is amazing when it comes to resolving Traffic Tickets. I've had the unfortunate luck 
of hitting speed-traps twice over the last 3 years, and was fortunate to pick Mike. He 
was able to get both the speeding tickets dismissed. All I had to do was drop off the 
paperwork at his office! (I believe you can also mail it in, but I'm close by so I dropped it 
off). 10/10, would strongly recommend Mike! (Posted on Google on 8/19/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Rayton L. 
Very profesional and easy to work with. Would recommend 100% (Posted on Google on 
8/19/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Randy G. 
My son had three moving violations within his first year of driving.  All three never hit his 
driving record.  Very pleased with the outcome. (Posted on Website on 8/18/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Sage H. 
Dismissed my speeding ticket and my infraction for not having my drivers on me at the 
time of me getting pulled over will definitely use his services again if I have to. (Posted 
on Google on 8/17/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Gus H. 
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I have been a loyal client of Michael Sheehan's for nearly 20 years. From when I was in 
my early 20's going ridiculously too fast on my motorcycle to now in my 40's, running a 
construction company, I have sent Mike all of my tickets and my wifes tickets. (Posted 
on Google on 8/15/2019) 
 

  Posted By: David S. 
I got two tickets within a month of each other and Michael dismissed both of them. One 
was on the way to Eastern Washington and I didn't have to drive out to their court! 
Thanks again Michael! (Posted on Google on 8/13/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Mohan N. 
I received my first ever ticket at a new left turn restriction, was worried. I contacted 
Michael after looking at good reviews. As stated in reviews he is best traffic attorney. He 
assured me and said he would work with the courts to have the ticket dismissed. He 
was clear with his communication, easy to work with and got the job done. I would 
highly recommend him. (Posted on Google on 8/11/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Taeya L. 
So thrilled with Mike's representation. He really helped our son get a fair shake from the 
legal system. Thank you Mike! (Posted on Google on 8/8/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Daniel G. 
I found out about Michael from my older brother David who had quite a few speeding 
tickets to fight out on the Interstate..  I used his services and right now i am 4 and 0!  I 
have never, ever been let down, and i don't even have to show up to traffic court he 
handles EVERYTHING!  When it comes to traffic tickets and trouble worry free is the 
way to be. Just make the call and he does the ALL the rest  ;) (Posted on Google on 
7/31/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Emmah 
Michael was grand!! I would definitely recommend him to anyone. He got my ticket 
dismissed at no additional cost. Michael, handled everything and updated me at all 
times. I’m grateful. (Posted on AVVO on 7/26/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Ardian A 
Very professional and easy to talk with. He took care of my traffic violation. I didn’t need 
to miss a day of work. (Posted on Google on 7/25/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Cade J 
Very professional and in control, very happy with his services (Posted on Google on 
7/24/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Rod D. 
My 16 yr old son received a speeding ticket that he was required to deal with. He called 
Mike and Mike worked with him to get the ticket dismissed. He was clear with his 
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communication, easy to work with and got the job done. I would highly recommend him. 
(Posted on Yelp on 7/18/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Mark L. 
I was referred to Mike a few years ago and have used his services for several tickets, all 
of which have had favorable results and kept my driving record clean and my insurance 
premiums low. Out of 4 cases, 3 where smissed and 1 was negotiated for a non-moving 
violation with the condition I do a online in-attention to driving course. The infraction that 
was negotiated was a speeding ticket that I felt I had no case against, so I was pleased 
for opportunity to keep it off my record. His office has always been attentive and 
professional and I refer him to all my friends and family. Sincerely, Mark (Posted on 
Yelp on 7/15/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Deann P 
We hired Mike to help with my sons driving ticket. I honestly didn’t think anyone could 
get him out of it, Mike surprised me and got it dismissed! I’d highly recommend him. 
(Posted on Google on 7/13/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Lauren F 
My boyfriend is a truck driver by trade and he had been going to Mr. Sheehan for his 
traffic infractions for the last several years. I must say that he never failed him and he 
always worked hard to give his clients the best results and service. I highly recommend 
him because he will never fail you. Thank you, Mr. Sheehan. Aziz D. (Posted on Google 
on 7/12/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Deann P. 
Mike was great. He got my sons ticket dismissed when I didn't think it was possible! I'd 
highly recommend him. (Posted on Yelp on 7/13/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Caro B. 
He was recommended to me by my brother after I had a bad experience with someone 
else. I am so happy my brother recommended me because he is super professional and 
simply makes tickets disappear. (Posted on Yelp on 6/28/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Hunter S. 
Michael got my HOV lane violation ticket dismissed with a fair price and no work on my 
end. He answered all my questions and explained everything clearly. I couldn't be 
happier with his service. Thanks Michael!! (Posted on Yelp on 6/27/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Hunter S. 
Michael got my HOV lane violation ticket dismissed with a fair price and no work on my 
end. He answered all my questions and explained everything clearly. I couldn't be 
happier with his service. Thanks Michael!! (Posted on AVVO on 6/27/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Eli T. 
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Michael is an absolute joy to work with. Prompt, professional, and friendly, I haven’t had 
a single issue or disappointment with him. I've used him I believe 4 times. All but one 
time my tickets were outright dismissed (including a negligent 2nd degree). The one 
time it was not, the ticket was reduced to a non-moving violation, which Michael had 
informed me was the most likely scenario before he even accepted payment. In 
addition, he’s helped my friends, and my girlfriend, and has gotten another 3 tickets that 
I can think of successfully dismissed for them. I won’t refer anyone to another attorney. 
Michael is as good as they come to me. (Posted on Yelp on 6/23/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Andrew M. 
I was referred to Mike by a friend after getting a speeding ticket for passing another 
vehicle in the Enumclaw area... You got to go a little fast to pass! Mike represented me 
for $300 - the ticket cost was around $270. Mike was able to get the ticket dropped and 
off of my insurance record. I would recommend Mike! (Posted on Yelp on 6/21/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Drew 
Excellent job! Michael was great. He explained everything and let me know the next 
steps. I would highly recommend Michael's services. (Posted on AVVO on 6/19/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Shain P. 
I would highly recommend the services of Mr. Sheehan.  He has helped me twice and 
delivered both times.  He took care of a cell phone while driving ticket and then shortly 
after that, I got a speeding ticket.  It was a 44MPH in a 25 MPG zone, $207 fine that 
was no reduced, but dismissed!  Now he's working on my wife's ticket and I'm 100% 
confident in his ability to take care of it. (Posted on Yelp on 6/14/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Dena B. 
My family has used Michael Sheehan for many years for a few different traffic 
infractions and we've referred many of our friends and family and he has taken care of 
all of us. It's an easy process...pay him for his time and service, he shows up and 
represents you and everything is taken care of. We haven't had a ticket yet that hasn't 
been dismissed and doesn't show up on our records. He truly is worth the time, effort 
and money to have him represent you rather than chancing paying for a ticket and 
having it on your record for years. Hopefully no tickets come our way but if it were to 
happen we'd definitely use his services again. Thank you for helping us out! :) (Posted 
on Google on 5/31/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Vladislav G. 
I have been hiring Michael for the last 5 years and I have nothing but good things to 
say. Whether it’s a traffic violation or a criminal offense Michael has always taken care 
of me, my friends and my family. He is professional, communicative, and fairly priced. I 
wouldn’t go to anyone else! (Posted on Google on 5/21/2019) 
 

  Posted By: A. Fabian 
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I've had the pleasure of working with Michael on two separate occasions and has never 
let me down. He's professional and very timely with his responses. I'd recommend his 
services to anyone that may find themselves in similar situations as myself. (Posted on 
Google on 5/20/2019) 
 

  Posted By: S.E.G 
I would recommend Mr Sheehan. I was referred to him 7 years ago . The clearly have a 
speeding problem. I have used him 4 times. Maybe 5 times. And I can tell you he has 
got 4 out of the 5 completely dismissed . The 5th one was reduced to a non moving 
violation. I'm completely blown away with the level dismissals he has gotten on my 
behalf. Thanks Mike I really appreciate all the years of taking care of me . (Posted on 
Yelp on 5/7/2019 1:00:00 AM) 
 

  Posted By: Richard 
This man did an exellent job for me. I highly recommend him. Knows the law and how to 
put it into effect. (Posted on AVVO on 5/7/2019) 
 

  Posted By: David Cho 
I've been using Mr. Sheehan for all of my traffic infractions ever since he was 
recommended to me by a close friend. I've already recommended him to family and 
friends on several occasions and they've had great success in getting their tickets 
dismissed! (Posted on Google on 5/6/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Ray A. 
Mike provided excellent service and handled my ticket for me.  I've tried to fight tickets 
before unsuccessfully but he was able to dismiss my ticket and I'm very appreciative.  I 
was referred to him by a friend and I would refer him to anyone needing assistance in 
the future.  Thanks! (Posted on Website on 5/6/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Jeromy McNally 
Mike was very professional. I didn’t even have to meet him in person. I paid him the fee 
and before I knew it I got a friendly email thanking me for my business and that he 
gladly was able to dismiss my 110mph speeding ticket. He is quick to respond. I would 
recommend my family members to him. All around a great experience. (Posted on 
Google on 5/21/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Lori W. 
Michael Sheehan had my traffic infraction dismissed! What a relief. Won't ever pay 
those again - will always hire a lawyer to deal with. Thanks Michael! (Posted on Google 
on 4/20/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Todd G. 
Mike Sheehan represented me in court on a traffic accident ticket. He was able to get it 
dismissed off my record! I will always use him for now on and refer him to all friends and 
family. Thank you Mr. Sheehan (Posted on Website on 5/1/2019) 
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  Posted By: Eric S. 
Michael Sheehan is a genuine professional. Within the first 10 seconds of talking to him 
on the phone I knew I made the right choice by choosing Mr. Sheehan to represent me. 
He explained everything in detail and made me feel much better about the situation 
after getting into a car accident that same morning and totaling my vehicle. He helped 
me to get rid of the speeding ticket they tried to slap me with and at a very reasonable 
cost. (Posted on Website on 4/30/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Darlene S. 
Excellent, professional and reliable.  He came through as promised. Would totally use 
Michael again.  He can be 100% trusted.  Thank you!!! (Posted on Website on 
4/30/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Alex S. 
I have been using Mike's services for years, for both my personal tickets, and those of 
family members and friends. I wouldn't recommend anyone else to dispute my tickets. 
Time and time again Mike has proven to be the best attorney in the region when it 
comes to traffic tickets. Though he makes no guarantees,(as no attorney does) he has 
always been successful in making sure my insurance company doesn't find out about 
the many speeding tickets that I've received. I will continue to exclusively hire 
Mr.Sheehan to fight my tickets, and refer all of my people to him when they need the 
counsel. (Posted on Google on 4/15/2019) 
 

  Posted By: John C 
MICHAEL D SHEEHAN has represented me in courtroom three times and got all traffic 
tickets dismissed during 5 years. I didn’t have to go to court. He's so professional. I 
never worried once I’m in his hands. Cordially I recommend to everyone. Thank you 
MICHAEL! (Posted on Google on 3/21/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Court W. 
Quick professional communication and candid discussion. Does not overpromise and 
does not underdeliver (Posted on Google on 3/20/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Jano J. 
Hello Mr. Sheehan,  Thank you very much for your help with this traffic ticket.  You did 
an amazing job. I am happy to recommend you to anyone who might need your 
assistance.” 
 (Posted on Website on 3/20/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Christopher A. 
Couldn't have been easier. I went to Sheehan on a recommendation from a friend in the 
motorcycle community. I spoke to Micheal on the phone, explained my situation, gave 
him the pertinent detail, and he told me that he could take care of it. I was able to pay 
over the phone and I didn't have to worry about it again. I received an email the day 
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after the scheduled court date telling me that the infractions had been dismissed. 
Painless and effective, would recommend to anyone. (Posted on Google on 3/19/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Shawna R. 
"Mr. Sheehan was recommended to me by friends. I found him to be responsive and 
very knowledgeable. He is direct, which I greatly appreciate, and able to explain what to 
anticipate each step of the way through the judicial process. Given the depth of his 
knowledge and familiarity with the "system", he was able to accurately lay out the steps 
that would be taken and how he would support me, each and every step of the way. I 
am very grateful for his support!!" (Posted on Website on 3/17/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Parise M. 
Easy as 1,2,3 : One try not to receive a ticket.  Two if so, well it can all turn out well in 
the end.  Three hundred dollars later your worries will be over! Enjoy! (Posted on 
Google on 3/13/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Taia BW 
My husband had used Attorney Michael D. Sheehan in the past so when I got a 
speeding ticket I contacted him. The process was simple and required very little of me: 
send in the ticket and the retainer and he would handle everything. The case was 
delayed and my hearing got rescheduled for months later due to circumstances 
beyound his control but in the end he got the ticket dismissed so that it never appears 
on my record, and I didn't even have to pay court fees (which I think is pretty unusual.) 
Besides that, he is extremely responsive. I hope not to need his services in the future 
but if I ever do, it gives me a lot of peace knowing I'll have him fighting for me. (Posted 
on Google on 2/28/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Nikki Vanoni 
Mr. Sheehan has been a wealth of knowledge for our family.  We are so pleased we 
have discovered his services. He is honest, straight forward and trustworthy.  I have 
recommended his services to many others. (Posted on Google on 2/14/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Dean G. 
Mr Sheehan was great. .took care of everything. made things very easy to retain his 
services..would definitely recommend mr sheehan. .he was recommended to me and 
glad he was (Posted on Google on 2/12/2019) 
 

  Posted By: Kristen Freund 
Mike has represented me twice and got both tickets dismissed. He's so knowledgeable 
and professional, I never worried once they were in his hands. And I didn't have to go to 
court! (Posted on Google on 4/6/2017) 
 

  Posted By: Stephanie F 
I received my first ever speeding ticket at age 55...needless to say I was mortified! I 
contacted Michael; he reassured me and said he would work with the courts to have the 
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ticket dismissed. Lo and behold, he did just that! I was very pleasantly surprised and 
happy that my driving record still has that pristine spotless shine - thanks, Michael! 
Stephanie (Posted on Yelp on 11/5/2018) 
 

  Posted By: J.R. 
I wanted to thank you again for the continuous success I always experience when I hire 
you. Thank you for always putting your best guys on the Job I am always confident 
when I need to use your services. (Posted on Google on 7/23/2018) 
 

  Posted By: Conner K. 
He represented me well and the infraction was dismissed.  Nothing on my record.  I 
wanted the problem to go away and he made it go away.  That (to me) is 5 stars. 
(Posted on Yelp on 11/3/2018) 
 

  Posted By: Chad K. 
Michael has handled all my traffic cases for almost 20 years and I have yet to have one 
that he hasn't got me a favorable judgement.  He is top notch when it comes to traffic 
attorneys. (Posted on Yelp on 10/29/2018) 
 

  Posted By: Marat G. 
Michael Sheehan is the best traffic ticket lawyer in the area, period. He has worked on 
behalf of my father and I for about a decade now, and in that time he has cleared at 
least 7 tickets for my Dad. Each time, without failure...you pay your fee and don't even 
need to come to court just leave it in his hands. Though I only call him about once every 
1-2 years, as soon as I say my name Michael immediately recognizes who it is and is 
happy to work with us again. Hardly much explanation or info needed, just send him the 
ticket#, drop off your payment, and you'll hear from him in a couple weeks that it was all 
taken care of.  Reliable, convenient, and fast...if you're someone like my dad and driving 
IS your job so a clean driving record is vital...Michael's work is worth every dollar. 
(Posted on Yelp on 10/28/2018) 
 

  Posted By: Lisa 
I am so impressed with Michael Sheehan and his office. I got a speeding ticket for 11 
miles over. The officer clocked me when he was driving downhill around a bend. When I 
looked down I was going 5 over which I know is still speeding but typically doesn't 
warrant getting pulled over. Michael Sheehan to the rescue. Every phone call or email 
was answered in the most speedy and efficient manner. He put all my concerns to rest 
and appeared in Court where my ticket was dismissed. I am so relieved. I have a 
teenage driver and another with a learner's permit. I was so worried about my insurance 
rates going up even more. His prices are so reasonable. He has probably saved me 
hundreds of dollars in insurance hikes. I hope I do not get a ticket again, but if I or 
anyone in my family does again I know exactly who to contact. I appreciate so much a 
job well done! (Posted on AVVO on 9/14/2018) 
 

  Posted By: Anonymous 
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I was going 15 mph over the speed limit in a small Eastern WA community. No prior 
tickets. Michael's name was given to me. Effortless, a 5 minute phone call to Michael, 
and 3 months later I received a letter from him saying all was handled: charges 
dismissed with nothing on my driving record. (Posted on AVVO on 8/15/2018) 
 

  Posted By: Scott F. 
I was freaked out when I got a recent ticket. Contacted Michael and he put me at ease.  
A few months later it was gone and handled as promised.  I am not kidding when I say 
he is a life saver! (Posted on Website on 8/3/2018) 
 

  Posted By: Paul D. 
Michael is great, Have used him several times over the years. Have recommended him 
several times to friends and always have gotten positive feedback. He also has a 
network of friends I have used to deal with other legal matters.. I fully recommend him 
without hesitation. (Posted on Google on 5/11/2018) 
 

  Posted By: Justin M 
Mike Sheehan is awesome! Always comes through and makes everything easy and 
professional! (Posted on Facebook on 7/16/2018) 
 

  Posted By: Pam 
I contacted Michael, he picked up right away. I told him my son had received a ticket in 
the mail 3 months after an accident for driving to fast for conditions. The officer who 
showed up 3 hours after the fact told him he just needed his information and he wouldn't 
get a ticket. He is 18 and believed him. Michael told me exactly how he would help me, 
what I would and wouldn't have to do, and said I would receive a letter from him when 
things were complete. I have to admit I was a bit nervous as to if this would really 
happen and it did. I would 1005% recommend him! (Posted on AVVO on 7/7/2018) 
 

  Posted By: Kevin 
At recommendation from a friend who had used Michael, I recently hired him to take on 
my speeding ticket. Service, communication and result were all excellent. Thank you 
Michael! (Posted on AVVO on 5/27/2018) 
 

  Posted By: Jordan O. 
I've hired Mike's office twice now and they have been 100% awesome. Both tickets 
were dismissed, I wasn't required to go to court, and nothing except professionalism 
from Mike and his team! Will definitely be my go to lawyer for traffic tickets! (Posted on 
Google on 4/13/2018) 
 

  Posted By: Duncan 
I have hired Mr. Michael Sheehan to represent myself in court twice within the past 
years (speeding tickets). Both times, he got my case dismissed with almost no effort 
from myself. All the effort I put in was simply telling him I got the tickets. I highly 
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recommend this Mr. Sheehan to anyone and everyone who wants a ticket taken care of. 
(Posted on AVVO on 5/11/2018) 
 

  Posted By: Phil 
Mr. Sheehan has helped several of my co-workers over the last couple of years. When I 
received a significant speeding ticket on the I-5, I called him. I found him to be 
courteous, professional and quite friendly. I paid his very reasonable fee up front and he 
told me I was done. A couple of weeks later I received a congratulatory email from him, 
informing me my ticket had been dismissed in it's entirety. I cannot say enough about 
his service. I highly recommend Mr. Sheehan. Thank you Mike, very very much.  --Phil 
(Posted on Website on 4/20/2018) 
 

  Posted By: Viktor 
Got a speeding ticket on my way to Seattle. Called around instantly for local attorneys, 
two offices suggested Mr. Sheehan's office. He reached out to me with my ticket details 
the next day personally and promised a win; told me everything would be taken care of 
the moment I signed the agreement. Fast forward and he did just that, smooth and 
hassle-free. I didn't have to do anything! Truly am grateful for his services. (Posted on 
AVVO on 4/16/2018) 
 

  Posted By: Angelo M 
An amazing traffic attorney! Gets the job done and extremely communicative (Posted on 
Google on 4/12/2018) 
 

  Posted By: Brennen R. 
If you have a commercial drivers license, your record is well worth protecting. Mike did 
an outstanding job getting my ticket dismissed and protecting my clean record. Would 
recommend. Thanks again. (Posted on Google on 3/28/2018) 
 

  Posted By: nbk96f1 
Mike has yet again delivered. Great to have such a reliable expert to help. Hard to say 
more than three for three. (Posted on Google on 3/23/2018) 
 

  Posted By: Shahram A 
Excellent and professional. Mr. Sheehan called me back immediately himself after my 
initial email to his office, he spent a few minutes getting the necessary information over 
the phone, and let me know that he could get my case dismissed. I paid him half as 
much as the ticket would have cost and six weeks later I got an email from his office 
saying the ticket was dismissed. No hassle and great communication. Thank you. 
(Posted on Google on 3/21/2018) 
 

  Posted By: Anonymous 
Received Mr. Sheehan’s name from a friend. Had no idea a speeding ticket could be 
handled in this way. Only regret is that I didn’t have his name sooner! I made one call, 
and a reasonable payment that is about the cost of a ticket anyway. That’s it! Matter 
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was handled and I didn’t have to do a thing. So easy, and I’m very appreciative. (Posted 
on AVVO on 3/22/2018) 
 

  Posted By: Linda D. 
Michael was so easy to work with and his reputation and knowledge definitely showed 
when my ticket was dropped. Can't thank him enough and worth every dollar (Posted on 
Google on 2/8/2018) 
 

  Posted By: Raul S. 
Excellent attorney who is consistently successful in representing you. Truly a great legal 
resource to have on your side (Posted on Google on 1/23/2018) 
 

  Posted By: Anonymous 
Job well done! My son referred me to Michael, a few phone calls and ticket was taken 
care of. (Posted on AVVO on 1/24/2018) 
 

  Posted By: Joey C. 
Mr. Sheehan did a fabulous job of representing my teenage driver who made an early 
mistake. This mistake could have impacted his ability to drive, driven insurance rates 
through the roof, and could have turned into an expensive lesson. Thankfully, Mr. 
Sheehan to the rescue. The process is quick, and painless. Thank you Michael!! 
Hopefully, we'll never need your services again, but I'll know who to call if I do. (Posted 
on Google on 1/16/2018) 
 

  Posted By: Rick F. 
Great service by Mr. Sheehan! Got a speeding ticket in Sept 2017 doing 15 over the 
posted limit on the freeway. A friend of mine gave me Mr Sheehan info and mentioned 
to me the cost. Went to his office with payment and ticket and a little later I get a letter 
from Mr Sheehan stating he'd been to court for me and that the ticket had been 
dismissed! I will definitely pass his info to anyone that I know that could use his service. 
Thanks again Mr Sheehan! (Posted on AVVO on 12/22/2017) 
 

  Posted By: Mickey J 
I have hired Michael to represent me now for the last 4 years on 7 different infractions. 
He is undefeated; nothing on my record. I never have to show to court. Michael is hands 
down the most effective lawyer I have ever used to help me. Thanks Again, money well 
spent. (Posted on Google on 12/4/2017) 
 

  Posted By: Whitney 
My friend Richie sent me to Michael for help with my first speeding ticket. He took care 
of everything for me. I didn't even have to appear in court for my contested hearing and 
he got the infraction dismissed. Can't thank him enough. (Posted on AVVO on 
12/17/2017) 
 

  Posted By: Charlene Little 
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Michael is one of the best in the business! I would recommend him every time! (Posted 
on Google on 10/6/2017) 
 

  Posted By: Aaron A. 
I have been using Michaels services for about 5 years now and thanks to him I have a 
clean driving record with 0 moving infractions. Michael has handled about 8-10 tickets 
for me, I even received some of these tickets hours away in Eastern Washington and he 
has never had trouble getting them dismissed. The convenience is also great, all I have 
to do is email him a pic of the ticket and send him my payment info and that's it, he 
handles the rest. Even if you have committed the said infraction contact Michael, he will 
get you out of it. (Posted on Yelp on 11/21/2017) 
 

  Posted By: Andrew 
Michael is amazing. Just mail him the ticket and you are done. I have used him on 
multiple occasions and always been satisfied. (Posted on AVVO on 11/16/2017) 
 

  Posted By: Edward S. 
I received a moving violation for a ticket a few months ago for the (alleged - ahem) use 
of my cell phone while driving.    This would have gone on my driving record, and 
honestly, without a good attorney who specializes in this sort of thing, I seriously doubt I 
would have been successful in fighting it.  Mike went to bat for me in court and got it 
reduced to an acceptable fee and a non-moving violation.  I highly recommend his 
services!!!  He more than earned his fee. Thanks Mike :) (Posted on Yelp on 
11/14/2017) 
 

  Posted By: Adrienne 
I hired Mr. Sheehan for a speeding ticket. The setup couldn't have been easier; 
everything was done over email and I mailed my payment in. I didn't have to take time 
out of my busy schedule to meet with him or go to court. He was able to get my 
infraction dismissed. Fair prices and good communication. Hopefully I won't get getting 
any more tickets for a long time, but if I do, I will definitely hire Mr. Sheehan again. 
Thank you! (Posted on AVVO on 11/3/2017) 
 

  Posted By: Laura 
My family has hired Michael for several traffic citations over the past 10 years and we 
have never been disappointed. He is well worth his fee, never let us down. We 
appreciate his professionalism and recommend him highly to our friends and 
colleagues. (Posted on AVVO on 10/20/2017) 
 

  Posted By: Patrick 
I have known Michael for about 15 years. He came recommended from one of my boys 
when he was a teenager. Michael has represented me a hand full of times. He has 
NEVER lost a case in my behalf. I have referred him to other friends. So far, I have not 
talked to anyone I know that Michael was not successful in getting a traffic ticket 
removed from the record. He is amazing. The process is simple. Just send him the 
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ticket and a check and a few weeks/months later you get a letter in the mail telling you 
that he won the case. If owe were willing to waste their time trying to fight a ticket 
themselves, they would spend way more than the fee and probably lose anyway. 
Thanks Michael!!! (Posted on AVVO on 10/16/2017) 
 

  Posted By: Suzanne 
From the very first phone call, I knew he could, and would, help me! I was being 
tailgated on the way to a work meeting, and was only briefly trying to give some 
distance between my car and the guy behind me. That's when I got the ticket! I really 
don't think I was going as fast as the officer claimed, since my husband later told me 
that the speedometer was 5 miles off (over!). Anyway, Mr... (Posted on AVVO on 
10/12/2017) 
 

  Posted By: Jason James 
Michael has represented me twice now on traffic tickets. One was 100+ mph and 40+ 
over posted speed limit. You definitely get what you pay for as neither ticket is on my 
record and I never had to show up to court. Thanks Michael! (Posted on Google on 
6/6/2017) 
 

  Posted By: anonymous 
Honestly, I loved how stress free this entire process was. Since my first phone call I just 
felt Like Michael Sheehan took a burden of my shoulders. He was so helpful, he 
explained the process several times to someone who was new at this. He answered all 
my questions with patience and was very pleasant to talk with. I would definitely 
recommend him to anybody. I even had a few questions during the process and every 
time I emailed him he always would respond and reassure me. Thank you! (Posted on 
AVVO on 9/28/2017) 
 

  Posted By: James 
Your attention to my case has allowed me to focus on what's important to me, serving 
my country and time with family. (Posted on AVVO on 9/27/2017) 
 

  Posted By: Bob H. 
Don't hesitate to hire Michael. He's the best! My family has hired him several times for 
minor traffic infractions over the last few years and Michael has always come through 
for us with a dismissal to include this most recent infraction. Thank you Michael! (Posted 
on AVVO on 9/25/2017) 
 

  Posted By: Jimmy C. 
I have hired Michael D. Sheehan many times and referred him to friends as well. I have 
a bad habit of speeding and occasional use of carpool and getting pulled over. Sheehan 
has not once failed to have a ticket dismissed for over 10 uses. (Posted on AVVO on 
8/1/2017) 
 

  Posted By: Ahmed A. 
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I hired Mr. Sheehan to contest the infraction on my behalf at the court. Simply as he 
promised me, the court dismissed the infraction. I'm so happy with his work, and highly 
recommended him. (Posted on AVVO on 7/21/2017) 
 

  Posted By: Scott Barker 
Michael Sheehan is such an outstanding lawyer to represent you. He is upfront and 
honest. He takes the time to explain the law and how he will help you. He has helped 
me on two occasions over the last few years and has been able to keep my driving 
record clean. I cannot be more thankful. I highly recommend him if you need lawyer. 
(Posted on Google on 5/6/2017) 
 

  Posted By: Nizam Uddin Mishu 
Hi is very good attorney. No 1 in Washington state (Posted on Google on 3/6/2017) 
 

  Posted By: Andrew M 
Michael has helped me a number of times over the years with misc driving infractions. 
I've always been very pleased with how responsive he is and the fact that he'll take the 
time to personally reach out and call or email (unlike other traffic attorneys I've worked 
with). In one instance he advised me to go ahead and pay a ticket vs. retaining his 
services; he could have easily made a quick buck on me but instead gave honest 
advice. Highly recommend Michael and his team. (Posted on Google on 3/6/2017) 
 

  Posted By: Matt Goldstein 
Gets the job done and is very responsive and professional. Just send the ticket to him 
with the check and he will take care of it. Might have to pay a reduced fine but won't be 
on driving record. This recent one he got completely dismissed. (Posted on Google on 
2/6/2017) 
 

  Posted By: Matt G. 
5 for 5. It's better to pay a reduced fine than have it go on your insurance. Pay the fee, 
pay the reduction, don't pay increased insurance rates. I've been using Mike for 10 
years and have always gotten the infraction reduced to keep it away from insurance. 
This time got it completely dismissed. (Posted on Yelp on 2/16/2017) 
 

  Posted By: DC John 
Yes unfortunately I am back. This time for another errant young family member. 
Fortunately Michael was availble to clear the situation for us. What a relief! I've said it 
before, just give it to Michael, then relax! (Posted on Google on 11/6/2016) 
 

  Posted By: Joshua D. 
He did an excellent job defending me against unjust traffic tickets. (Posted on Yelp on 
1/29/2017) 
 

  Posted By: Erik M. 
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Michael D Sheehan and his office staff are top notch. I have been using Michael for 
over 5 years now whenever I need help to stop predatory traffic practices by our law 
enforcement. Michael has always been able to quickly resolve my issues, has fast and 
clear communications, and most of all backs up his words with results! A+++++ Thank 
you Michael again. (Posted on Yelp on 1/20/2017) 
 

  Posted By: Shoaib I. 
I approached Mike Sheehan after I got a speeding ticket in South Olympia while 
returning from California. Scannned the ticket and send him my details. The ticket was 
taken care of with no points on my Driving Record. I loved the professional advice and 
emails from Mike assuring the ticket was being handled and what was the status from 
time to time. I would recommend to any friends or family who needs to resolve any 
traffic violations. (Posted on Yelp on 1/5/2017) 
 

  Posted By: L. W. 
BEST ATTORNEY EVER!  Our family has been using Michael Sheehan as our traffic 
ticket attorney for 10 years now.  He has successfully resolved every single traffic ticket 
we have ever had. Michael has a great rapport with people, is smart, quick, and gets the 
job done.  You can absolutely trust Michael Sheehan to handle your traffic ticket.  My 
only regret is not having hired Michael 20 years ago!  Michael Sheehan is professional, 
knowledgeable, and he is a people person (which is one attribute that only a few people 
have).  I don't know how he does it, but he does manage to get rid of our tickets, 
EVERY TIME!  Michael knows all of the people that he has to deal with, and they all 
love him!  What more can you ask for in an attorney?!  I highly recommend Michael 
Sheehan, you won't be sorry! (Posted on Yelp on 1/4/2017) 
 

  Posted By: Alfred K. 
I had couple speeding tickets at the same spot. I decide to call Michael Sheehan. From 
start to finish they were professional, helpful, and hardworking. Michael Sheehan had 
walk me through the process with ease. Literally after the initial consultation I did not to 
do anything; he called me for follow up and then when the tickets were dismissed he 
called me to let me know. I will used him in the future event and highly recommend him 
to anybody! (Posted on Yelp on 12/17/2016) 
 

  Posted By: Victor M. 
Mr. Sheehan handled one speeding ticket and two HOV lane violation tickets this year 
for me. All were dismissed.  He told me from the start not to worry about a thing and he 
would take care if it, which he did.  That was three tickets that I did not need on my CDL 
record.  My ultimate thanks to him! (Posted on Yelp on 11/27/2016) 
 

  Posted By: Michael F. 
Mr.Michael D Sheehan awesome traffic lawyer!!! Everytime I need him he never fail me 
and just wanna say thank you very much!!! (Posted on Yelp on 11/21/2016) 
 

  Posted By: Bjorn Bainto 
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Taken care of all my tickets over the years. Highly Recommended- (Posted on Google 
on 11/6/2014) 
 

  Posted By: Andrew S. 
Way to go Mike! Best and really professional Attorney. I came in with two citations in 
hand fearing that it might go to my records and having to pay the fines. Came in to meet 
Mike and he asked what the citations was and take it over from there. I don't have to 
come to court, he represented it on my behalf and all I have to do is just sit back and 
relax. Amazingly both citations were dropped and I don't have to pay anything else 
besides his service! I really recommend Mike ! (Posted on Yelp on 10/28/2016) 
 

  Posted By: Scott H. 
Simply put -- Mike is a great attorney.  My HOV lane violation ticket was dismissed and 
the process was simple.  I know he is a very busy attorney -- I just trusted his judgment 
and did not feel the need to call for updates.  He just handles his cases and gets great 
results. (Posted on Yelp on 10/12/2016) 
 

  Posted By: Duke V. 
I am a new client of Mike's (speeding ticket in King Co), then within a couple of weeks I 
became a repeat client (speeding in Cowlitz Co); needless to say a bad driving stretch 
for me. The pain of the two tickets was mitigated to some degree because Mike was 
able to take care of both tickets. As such there will be no record of these moving 
violations and our auto insurance will not be impacted. Mike was easy to work with, 
gave solid and sensible council and most importantly did what he said he would do 
which was to get both infractions dismissed. His price was reasonable and I much 
preferred paying him for his services than paying either King or Cowlitz Counties whose 
speed traps are about fund raising and not safety on the roads. If they were genuinely 
concerned about safety they would spend more time focusing on distracted (cell phone 
using) drivers. Sorry, I digressed. Hopefully I will not need MIke's services in the near or 
even distant future, but if I do I will not hesitate to retain him again. (Posted on Yelp on 
10/10/2016) 
 

  Posted By: Alex H. 
Absolutely EXCEPTIONAL. I've been a client with Mr. Sheehan for the better part of the 
last decade. He's handled half a dozen cases for me and has always done an amazing 
job. He's a professional and prompt and will admit when he's over his head. Which I 
appreciate in a professional. With every single case, mostly speeding, he's handled for 
me they have either been dismissed or moved to a minor infraction. I've learned things 
from him and his team's expertise that I would never have guessed. Most recently I had 
an infraction served to me in a small county in eastern Washington and he did not 
hesitate to inform me he did not have as much clout there as he did here, and as he 
would be happy to attempt the dispute for me, but he also referred me to a colleague 
who could do better. I decided to venture out and hire some one new for the sake of 
price and made a huge a mistake I'll never make again. I am surprised every time he is 
honest with me in saying I don't need him in certain cases and just do so and so.  He's 
always taken care of me and I've sent every single one of my friends and family to him 
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in need. He's done right by them as well. I won't ever go anywhere else again.  Michael 
Sheehan is my Attorney. (Posted on Yelp on 9/27/2016) 
 

  Posted By: Walter C. 
Wow, what a breeze working with Michael Sheehan.  I literally had to do nothing, and 
Michael entirely handled my ticket.  I didn't expect the process to be so simple on my 
end.  We communicated a bit through email in which he was very professional and 
knowledgable.  He's been practicing in King County for many years so he's very familiar 
with the local court system.  Crossing fingers I won't need a traffic lawyer in the future, 
but I would definitely use Michael again. (Posted on Yelp on 9/6/2016) 
 

  Posted By: Terry C. 
Once again I have no idea how he does it but he does it time and time again. Mike 
please don't change a thing. One of these days I would love to thank you for all your 
hard work on getting all my tickets dismissed in person. Very easy to work with and 
great prices. Thanks again mike---Terry    4/10/2014 Previous review -- Once again 
Mike saved the day and my driving record. would totally suggest him to anybody that 
receives a ticket. once again thanks Mike (Posted on Yelp on 8/26/2016) 
 

  Posted By: Jon P. 
I've come to Mike for years for multiple types of tickets. (HOV, Speeding) he's gotten all 
of them dismissed with no issues. (Posted on Yelp on 7/30/2016) 
 

  Posted By: Sam 
I was referred to Michael Sheehan by a friend that has used his services multiple times. 
In the last 16 months, our family has needed his services on three occasions, two 
resulting in outright dismissals and the third resulting in a moderate penalty (though 
well-within reason for the speeding infraction) but without receiving points on the license 
or the information being made available to our insurance carrier.  His communication, in 
terms of frequency, timeliness, and content, is exemplary.  I recommend without 
hesitation. (Posted on AVVO on 7/25/2016) 
 

  Posted By: Dennis J. 
Michael is fantastic. I have used him for myself and family members many times over 
the last few years. It is always the same. He asks a few questions, tells us the 
expectations and then we get a letter in the mail from the court that our case has been 
dismissed. Beautiful! (Posted on Yelp on 6/1/2016) 
 

  Posted By: Tipur 
He dismissed off my traffic ticket - following too closed. Other lawyers which I consulted 
were saying about dismissal or amending to non moving ticket. But Mike was very 
confident for dismissal as he fights for it. Thanks to him for dismissal (Posted on AVVO 
on 5/26/2016) 
 

  Posted By: Kristen F. 
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This guy is awesome. Mike just got a second ticket dismissed for me and I couldn't be 
happier. I was so stressed out when I got cited about my insurance rate & the idea of 
coming to court. Talking with Mike immediately calmed my fears. He said he'd take care 
of everything and that I wouldn't have to appear in court. Sure enough, I just got notified 
by his office the ticket was dismissed. Thanks, Mike, for the peace of mind. (Posted on 
Yelp on 5/24/2016) 
 

  Posted By: K S. 
I have never used an attorney before but Mr Sheehan was able to get my ticket 
dismissed, and I greatly appreciated his service and prompt response after the court 
date. Well worth the fee to have the ticket off my record. (Posted on Yelp on 5/16/2016) 
 

  Posted By: Jason N. 
Mike Sheehan is one of the best traffic attorneys in the state.  Period.  He's not afraid to 
go to bat for his clients and fight every ticket as hard as possible in an attempt to get it 
dismissed.  My family and I have used him on many occasions over the last 15 years, 
and he has ways come through and found a way to keep every ticket off our record.  It 
would be impossible for me to give Mr. Sheehan a higher recommendation.  In my 
opinion, his skills are really unmatched in this state. (Posted on Yelp on 5/13/2016) 
 

  Posted By: Ronisha S. 
Called and asked for a phone consultation and he was able to speak with me right 
away! I really appreciate his help. I only talked to him for a few moments but he sure did 
help! (Posted on Yelp on 3/9/2016) 
 

  Posted By: anonymous 
Working with Mr. Sheehan is very simple and he is very helpful. He tells you exactly 
when he can help you and when he can not, he refers you to someone that can. In this 
case, he appeared in court for a traffic ticket and was able to get the infraction 
dismissed. Happy clients. (Posted on AVVO on 1/30/2016) 
 

  Posted By: Richard 
Dear Mr. Sheehan, Thank you so much for your council and for managing this situation 
to such a great result (flawless driving record restored, no court appearance required). 
Your professionalism and execution were truly jaw-dropping, and I simply can’t 
adequately express how highly I regard your level of competence. If I ever need legal 
assistance in the future—for any reason—I will call you for counsel and for referrals. It’s 
a pleasure to have met and dealt with such an honest, stand-up person. Thanks again, 
and best regards, (Posted on AVVO on 1/21/2016) 
 

  Posted By: Rick 
This guy is awesome. He's gotten me off a couple of tickets over the years. 
Communication is prompt and informative, without any B.S. He gave me a complete run 
down of how the process would go at the outset, talked over likelihood of success, 
followed up quickly with any questions, and completed by sending a letter informing me 
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the ticket had been dismissed. Hire Michael with confidence. (Posted on AVVO on 
1/18/2016) 
 

  Posted By: RaeAnne R. 
Michael worked his magic and was able to get my son's speeding ticket dismissed.  
Michael was able to save me $$$ for potentially increased insurance premiums for my 
teenage son.  Michael was very professional and called me with the great news.  I 
highly recommend his services.  I am hoping to not need his services any time soon, but 
it is nice to know he is there just in case. (Posted on Yelp on 12/11/2015) 
 

  Posted By: Jo Ann 
Michael did exactly as he advertised. When I called to inquire about his services, he 
listened to how I had come to receive a traffic ticket and said he was confident that he 
could get the ticket dropped. He was professional, reassuring, and polite during our 
conversation. When I emailed him with a question prior to my court date, Michael 
replied the same day with the answer. I did not need to go to the court hearing since 
Michael went to represent me. I received a letter from him three days after the hearing 
reporting that the Court dismissed the infraction and that the ticket will not show on my 
driving record or be reported to my insurance company. Hiring Michael was well worth 
the money spent to save me many sleepless nights and hours of research on how to 
defend myself in court. (Posted on AVVO on 11/19/2015) 
 

  Posted By: Avanessov 
I own and operate a limousine company, getting traffic infractions is an occupational 
hazard. I have been Mikes client for several years and he has been amazing. Knock on 
wood he has been able to dismiss every single infraction he has had to handle for me. 
Very professional, prompt, and good at what he does. There is no doubt that I would 
look for a different attorney for future infractions, Mike is the way to go. (Posted on 
AVVO on 11/12/2015) 
 

  Posted By: Roger 
My son was sited for a Improper Lane change in Redmond a couple of months ago. We 
hired Michael to represent him we spoke directly with Michael, explained what 
happened, he immediately said, not to worry, I will handle it, and he did, the charges 
were dismissed, the charges will never appear on his driving record. Thank you so very 
much Michael.... best regards, R Howe (Posted on AVVO on 10/7/2015) 
 

  Posted By: John 
Once again I needed Michael's services to deal with and unplanned encounter with the 
Washington State Patrol. As before, Michael was thorough, efficient and most 
importantly effective. I did not have to appear in court yet Michael was able to have the 
ticket dismissed. Not deferred or negotiated but dismissed. I recommend him often. 
(Posted on AVVO on 9/27/2015) 
 

  Posted By: Joseph 
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Michael Sheehan's legal services in two recent cases have specifically helped in 
avoiding unwanted "ding's" on my driving record. Courteous and professional are the 
two words I'd use to describe my experience with Mr. Sheehan. And last but not least, 
the word "Satisfied". (Posted on AVVO on 9/21/2015) 
 

  Posted By: Charles 
My family has retained his services for more than 10 years, starting with the traffic ticket 
issue for my teenage daughter. All of cases has been resolved in my satisfaction. I 
strongly recommend him! (Posted on AVVO on 9/17/2015) 
 

  Posted By: anonymous 
Mr. Sheehan dismissed a Failure to Yield infraction issued by a Police Officer who 
assumed that's what happened even he wasn't at the scene and he refused statements 
from witnesses at the time. Mr. Sheehan handled the case exactly as explained to me, 
he has my highest recommendations. (Posted on AVVO on 8/19/2015) 
 

  Posted By: Aussie Dog M. 
I've only had two tickets in my life, and this most recent one would have raised the cost 
of my insurance. I didn't want that, so a friend of ours recommended Michael Sheehan 
to me and I gave him a call. He was very pleasant over the phone, explained to me 
what I was to expect, and a few months after (yesterday) I received a letter in the mail 
saying my ticket had been dismissed and it would not appear on my record! YAY! I have 
never had to call a lawyer before, and I had imagined it would be so much more 
complicated, but this whole experience has been the complete opposite. No stress, no 
hassle... Nothing. I would HIGHLY recommend Michael Sheehan to anyone who 
receives a traffic ticket! Thanks Michael! You're very appreciated! :) (Posted on Yelp on 
8/8/2015) 
 

  Posted By: PJ G. 
I was referred to Mike by a friend who has used his services for years. She said he'd 
never failed her. So far he's helped me and 3 family members get a total of 6 tickets 
completely dismissed, and is midway through one more, a big one involving a teenaged 
driver. These have been in different counties and once on the Bangor Naval base. (not 
sure if that makes it tougher, but I'd imagine..) the fees get bigger as the infraction does, 
but that's to be expected. I've only had the failed communication issue once, and 
eventually he did get back to me after several attempts on my part. The other multiple 
times he was right on it. I can forgive one slow callback when there have been so many 
other fast replies. Email seems to be a really good way to communicate with him.  So, 
I'd have to say he's done a great job, and have my fingers crossed for the big one in 
progress. I'll update this after that's done. (Posted on Yelp on 7/20/2015) 
 

  Posted By: Patrick 
I had never hired a lawyer before for a traffic infraction, but I was involved in a stressful 
driving accident and received a violation that just added more stress. Michael was super 
helpful, responsive and handled everything like clockwork on top of making me feel 
confident about the situation. I didn't have to do a thing. What a relief to get his letter 
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today telling me the infraction was dismissed, great news for my insurance rates and my 
bank account. THANK YOU MICHAEL!!! (Posted on AVVO on 7/15/2015) 
 

  Posted By: K. B. 
We have engaged Michael Sheehan's services for over 10 years now and have only 
positive outcomes to report as a result of his expertise.  He takes care of every aspect 
of your case and really you just wait for him to get it sorted out.  We give Michael 
Sheehan our highest endorsement ... and our thanks for such incomparable service. 
(Posted on Yelp on 6/15/2015) 
 

  Posted By: Michaela L. 
Was referred by a friend and truly wish I would've found him when I got my first 
speeding ticket. Got my second speeding ticket a year later and barely had to do a 
thing. I don't know how he does it but he is the best there is! (Posted on Yelp on 
4/5/2015) 
 

  Posted By: Bob Lee 
Michael is really good in clearing traffic tickets.  My wife got 2 tickets  last year and he 
was able to help her clear it without any hassle.  Now I have a ticket and my wife told 
me to ask him to help me.  I think Michael can help me clear out the traffic ticket like he 
did with my wife's ticket. (Posted on Yelp on 3/31/2015) 
 

  Posted By: anonymous 
I received a traffic citation for going 39 in a 25 mph zone. I was new to the area (first 
time driving it and was lost) I was doing an emergency call for a client who was bed 
bound and her normal nurse never showed. I am positive I was not going this speed as I 
was in the process of pulling over. The attn. attended my hearing and had charges 
dismissed. (Posted on AVVO on 3/14/2015) 
 

  Posted By: Isabella 
I was extremely hesitant to get a lawyer at all due to finances & lack of knowledge on 
how it works to hire a lawyer because I've never needed one before. You'll be glad to 
know that all of my hesitation went out the window when I received the end result of the 
hearing which was in my favor. Sheehan is a man of his word & I'm so thankful to have 
this behind me because of him! (Posted on AVVO on 3/11/2015) 
 

  Posted By: Jacob Wicklund 
I have hired several times over the years for traffic infractions. His record with me is 16 
complete dismissals, 1 mitigation down to a lesser offence, zero convictions. Just send 
him a check and forget about it. (Posted on AVVO on 3/2/2015) 
 

  Posted By: Tricia 
I was pulled over one evening by "Bellevue's finest" for expired tabs. At the time my car 
was less than a year old, and I had not received a reminder email or mailer to renew my 
tabs. Essentially, I completely forgot. My husband and I have used Michael's services 
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before for speeding tickets, and every time, the Courts have dismissed our infractions. 
We are extremely grateful! Not only did the Court dismiss my tabs being expired, my 
driving record is also clear, and our insurance company does not know that the 
infraction occurred. Thank you, Mike! (Posted on AVVO on 2/28/2015) 
 

  Posted By: Kristen M. 
Michael is Great! I would highly recommend his services!!! He is prompt in his 
communication and clear with setting the expectation. (Posted on Yelp on 2/12/2015) 
 

  Posted By: K A. 
Was referred to Michael Sheehan by a friend and was completely satisfied with his 
services! (Posted on Yelp on 2/6/2015) 
 

  Posted By: Larry E. 
Highly recommend Michael to resolve traffic infractions. (Posted on Yelp on 1/31/2015) 
 

  Posted By: Catherine G. 
Micheal is the best when it comes to clearing tickets!!! I have been using him for many 
years and he is so awesome!!! well worth the time and $$$ to have him take care of me 
and my family!!!  Thanks Micheal (Posted on Yelp on 1/21/2015) 
 

  Posted By: M A. 
Short-&-sweet: I got a speeding ticket, asked a friend for a lawyer recco, he turned me 
on to Michael, I had a 6 minute phone call, sent him his fee, received an update that my 
case was scheduled for 5 weeks out, then got a letter 4 days after my court date 
confirming that the infraction was dismissed.  You couldn't ask for better, simpler, more 
professional services rendered than that! (Posted on Yelp on 1/7/2015) 
 

  Posted By: Cindy F. 
We got a speeding ticket about one month ago, we looked at Yelp and fund Michael D 
Sheehan, he did a wonderful job for us. Now our speeding ticket got dismissed, 
therefore, it will not appear on our record and our insurance company will never know 
about the infraction. Thanks Michael D Sheehan. He really made our Christmas more 
happier this year. (Posted on Yelp on 12/21/2014) 
 

  Posted By: Randy S. 
Wow this guy is the real deal saved my 16 sons butt. Hoping I don't have to use him 
again but I'm not holding my breath wish I would of had Mike around when I was 
younger (Posted on Yelp on 11/28/2014) 
 

  Posted By: Ro B. 
I highly recommend Michael Sheehan to anyone who gets a speeding ticket.  He was 
courteous, prompt to respond, explained everything in detail, and he is clearly a 
professional at what he does.  I accidentally was speeding late one night on the way 
home and got a ticket.  I hired Michael, he explained the process, and then all I had to 
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do was sit back and wait for the outcome of my case.  A number of weeks later I got a 
letter in the mail saying everything was taken care of and that my ticket was dismissed.  
Thank you for your service Michael! (Posted on Yelp on 10/25/2014) 
 

  Posted By: Steven Goltapeh 
He has helped get rid of all my tickets! Everything from speeding to a negligent 2. Very 
thankful. (Posted on Facebook on 10/19/2014) 
 

  Posted By: Benjamin M 
Awesome Lawyer, had him ever since 2006.. He beat all my speeding tickets. I would 
recommend him to everyone (Posted on Facebook on 10/19/2014) 
 

  Posted By: Jay B. 
I found Michael D. Sheehan to not only be and incredibly dedicated attorney but a 
effective and caring one as well. Mr. Sheehan was able to get a dismissal on my ticket 
and managed to do so in a timely and professional manner. I will alway make him my 
first recommendation should a friend or family ever be in need and strongly encourage 
those of you who are to give his office a call. Thanks Mike. (Posted on Yelp on 
10/13/2014) 
 

  Posted By: Brian S. 
I have nothing but 5 stars for attorney Mike Sheehan. Sadly for me, I cannot count how 
many times I have used him from a speeding ticket to negligent driving, all of which 
Mike has never let me down. I sent him my ticket and funds and don't have to worry 
about a thing from there. I have confidence in his work and would refer him to everyone 
I know. He has managed to get every ticket dismissed, if you have a traffic infraction, go 
to someone you can trust to get the job done. Thanks Mike! (Posted on Yelp on 
9/26/2014) 
 

  Posted By: Re K. 
One call and done. I was cited in Eastern Washington and I did not have to return and 
appear.  Well worth the money.  He was professional and rectified the problem.  Thank 
you! (Posted on Yelp on 9/17/2014) 
 

  Posted By: Lesley B. 
I recently used Michael Sheehan's services for the 2nd time.  Both times he was 
successful in getting my ticket dismissed.  His fees were quite reasonable considering I 
will have no moving violations on my record and save money on car insurance.  Worth 
every penny! (Posted on Yelp on 9/15/2014) 
 

  Posted By: Kristin U. 
Michael is professional and efficient.  I sent him a check, and a few months later, I 
received a notice that my ticket was dismissed.  The price was only little more than what 
the actual ticket cost, so it was money well spent. (Posted on Yelp on 9/10/2014) 
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  Posted By: Winnie L 
I was really satisified with Micheal Sheehan handling my case. This is the first time I got 
a violation ticket and I didn't want to go to court or have a record in my driving record but 
he handle all these for me without any hasle. In the long run he save me time and I was 
espcially satisifed that he got me off the violation ticket. (Posted on Yelp on 9/5/2014) 
 

  Posted By: Kyle T. 
I have used Mike sheehan for several tickets. If mike says no problem believe him every 
ticket I have sent mike he has gotten dismissed. I will referr him to everyone I know 
(Posted on Yelp on 7/16/2014) 
 

  Posted By: Chris K. 
I was totally impressed by Michael Sheehan's handling of my tickets for a very 
reasonable price. Most importantly, he was clear, helpful, and efficient in saving me 
money in the long run, since insurance rate increases can cost you a lot of money. He's 
a total rock star in my humble opinion! (Posted on Yelp on 6/25/2014) 
 

  Posted By: Mo K. 
Contacted Michael about a Tacoma speeding ticket, state patrol w/aircraft, and Mike is 
familiar with Pierce County courts so told me that the infraction had a good chance of 
being dismissed. It was, I couldn't be happier with the process and result. Mike is 
familiar and with both King and Pierce counties, so if you have a ticket in the area I 
recommend you give him a call. He'll at least give you a realistic assessment of your 
situation.  Good luck! (Posted on Yelp on 6/19/2014) 
 

  Posted By: anonymous 
I have 5 vehicles between personal and business. I crashed a car a couple years ago in 
an awful rainstorm and waited to the last minute so I just paid the ticket. My insurance 
agent said I should have, could have made it "go away." This time I did not think twice. 
She recommended Mr. Sheehan and I am glad she did. It gets real costly insuring 5 
vehicles with extra points. (Posted on AVVO on 5/20/2014) 
 

  Posted By: Hegene 
Mike helped me to dismiss a speeding ticket I've got in Vancouver, Clark county. He 
helped me to keep my record not very clean, but not bad. I already had one speeding 
ticket, and I didn't know that I could be helped by a lawyer. I recommend Mike to you! 
Thank you Mike (Posted on AVVO on 5/11/2014) 
 

  Posted By: David 
I was pulled over for a speeding infraction, the cop said I was going faster than I was 
and was not being the nicest person. I contacted another lawyer at first, who highly 
suggested Michael, and I'm glad she did. He took care of everything, I didn't have to 
show up in court and he got the infraction dismissed. The only thing I had to do was 
send in the ticket and payment and just wait for Michael to do whatever he does. Then 
the other day, I received a letter from his office, letting me know that he appeared on my 
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behalf and got my infraction dismissed. Thank you Michael, for everything you did for 
me. (Posted on AVVO on 5/6/2014) 
 

  Posted By: Tulha 
I got the speeding ticket at a time when I was about to go on vacation. Michael made it 
really easy and stress free for me to get it dismissed. All I did was send in some 
information and after getting back from my vacation, I got a letter in the mail saying the 
ticket had been dismissed! It really was that simple and efficient. (Posted on AVVO on 
4/27/2014) 
 

  Posted By: J C. 
MIchael Sheehan was able to get my teenage daughter's ticket (74 in a 35) dropped, it 
will not be on her driving record at all.  The cost of his service was cheaper than the 
fine, not to mention what would have happened with our insurance rates.  I will use him 
for every future ticket (which hopefully isn't many).  Thank you Michael! (Posted on Yelp 
on 4/21/2014) 
 

  Posted By: Tim N. 
Michael Sheehan has always came through for me everytime I have gotten a ticket. I 
have had nothing but good luck using him as my lawyer. I have used him for years and 
will use him in the future. Thank you Michael Sheehan you have never let me down!!! 
(Posted on Yelp on 4/20/2014) 
 

  Posted By: Kali G. 
Thank you Mr. Sheehan for a quick and worry free dismissal of our ticket!  My fiancé 
was pulled over in Lynnwood for speeding and he originally planned on fighting the 
ticket by himself. After speaking with family and friends, a few recommended we hire a 
traffic lawyer. We found Michael Sheehan while researching on Google and decided to 
hire him after seeing the great reviews.  It was over before we knew it. We asked the 
court for a contested hearing, because we ran out of time to send it straight to the law 
office, and forwarded the information to Mr. Sheehan. We were notified of the court date 
and just a couple weeks later we received our letter from him that our case had been 
dismissed.  Now we don't have to deal with the stress of going to court or the added 
insurance costs of just paying the fine. We will never be paying a ticket without getting 
in touch with Mr. Sheehan again! Thank you! (Posted on Yelp on 4/11/2014) 
 

  Posted By: Keith K. 
Michael Sheehan's track record of working cases for me is spectacular. There is no 
other attorney that I would want representing me on matters that he deals with. His 
pricing is amazingly fair. Once you've handed the issue over to him you can relax 
knowing that he'll take care of the rest. Be patient though as he'll likely postpone the 
court date multiple times. Although I've never met him I have worked with him for nearly 
10 years and would highly recommend him to everyone based on his fair pricing, 
excellent record and he just makes it so simple and easy. (Posted on Yelp on 
2/20/2014) 
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  Posted By: Mike J. 
I contacted Michael Sheehan to help me with a ticket I received and he got it dismissed.  
When I called him he was very friendly, knowledgeable and professional.  He told me to 
send the ticket and paperwork and he would get it taken care of.  I was a little nervous 
after a week or so passed and I didn't hear anything about it, so I called and he assured 
me I could just forget about it and he would take care of it. A few days later I received a 
letter saying it was dismissed.  I also had another friend who had a ticket dismissed 
through him.  I would definitely recommend his services. Thanks Mike! (Posted on Yelp 
on 2/16/2014) 
 

  Posted By: Curtis S. 
I have used Michael twice for speeding tickets.  One quick phone call and then mail him 
the ticket and a check, and he took care of everything else.  I just received written 
notification that it was done as dismissed.  Michael is awesome. (Posted on Yelp on 
2/15/2014) 
 

  Posted By: Nick S. 
Michael Sheehan is excellent attorney .. Every time I get a ticket he take care of it , I  
been going with Michael since 2003 .... He's awesome (Posted on Yelp on 1/30/2014) 
 

  Posted By: Cory Z. 
Oh man I totally spaced on giving Michael a review when I had him get a ticket 
dismissed for me a couple years ago. Went to him per my brother's suggestion after I 
received a speeding ticket. To sum it up, he pretty much took care of everything after a 
quick phone call and dropping by his office to hand in all of the necessary paperwork. 
Got my ticket dismissed and that was that!  Thanks again Michael! :) (Posted on Yelp on 
1/20/2014) 
 

  Posted By: Alina S. 
Me and my husband had a couple of speeding tickets, one in Bellevue and one while 
we were going towards Yakima, in Ellensburg, and we were lucky enough to have found 
Ms. Sheehan. I got Mr. Sheehan's number from a friend of mine and I can say that he 
has helped me and my husband keep our driving record clean every time.  Mr. Sheehan 
is prompt, professional and does his job really well. We did not have to worry about 
anything after we contacted him. He handled the court date, court hearing , and in the 
end we got a letter saying that the ticket was dismissed and that our record is clean.  I 
would recommend Ms.Sheehan to all my friends and everyone else that is in need of a 
good traffic infraction lawyer. (Posted on Yelp on 1/9/2014) 
 

  Posted By: Geoff B. 
Great results. Our family has used him 4 times and so far he is 4 out of 4 in getting the 
infractions removed. (Posted on Yelp on 1/9/2014) 
 

  Posted By: Ann T. 
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I have had several speeding tickets in the last decade.  This is the first time I retained 
Mr. Sheehan.  I contacted him by email and he called me back a short while later on the 
same day.  He answered all my questions and was very professional.  It was also clear 
that he knew well the courts, judges and prosecutors.  I was ticketed near Ellensberg on 
I90 and had a hearing in a few days. He said he would handle it and he did.  He 
continued that court date.  About a month later, I received a letter in the mail saying my 
ticket had been dismissed.  He is the best traffic infraction lawyer I have retained.  I am 
very pleased with the results, of course, but more importantly- I was impressed with his 
professionalism, knowledge and confident reassuring manner. (Posted on Yelp on 
1/2/2014) 
 

  Posted By: Rob A. 
I am an attorney in King County & have referred clients/friends to various traffic 
infraction lawyers over the years. However, I now only refer people to Mike. This is 
because he always makes sure his clients get the best possible result. He has the 
highest of integrity & understands that his clients have trusted him with making sure 
their car insurance rates are not impacted by their issued tickets.  You won't find an 
infraction attorney that is more respected by judges & prosecutors.  He knows everyone 
& will go to the mat to make sure you don't end up with a committed finding. I can tell 
you who the good & bad attorneys are in the State & will say without hesitation that you 
cannot put yourself in a better position than with Mike handling your ticket.  I sincerely 
believe he is the best traffic infraction attorney in the State. (Posted on Yelp on 
12/7/2013) 
 

  Posted By: Sebastian B. 
I needed a little help with a speeding ticket and a friend of mine who happened to use 
Michael D Sheehan's services in the past recommended him to me. My problem was 
resolved and the ticket was dismissed.  I recommend Michael D Sheehan to anyone 
who needs a little help with his or her driving habits. Thank you again!! (Posted on Yelp 
on 12/4/2013) 
 

  Posted By: Tony C. 
Michael D. Sheehan was hired to represent our son for a traffic ticket. This is the first 
time that we have used his service. I don't know how he did it but the ticket was 
dismissed in court. We are overwhelmed by Michael's service and professionalism. 
Highly recommend his services. Great job! (Posted on Yelp on 11/29/2013) 
 

  Posted By: Kathleen R. 
I got a speeding ticket back in September. Not wanting to have my parents find out a 
friend suggested I go talk to Michael.  Michael was excellent. The only thing I did was 
send him a check and my ticket. My court date was November 7th, he wrote a letter the 
8th and the very next day I received a letter from him stating that the ticket has been 
dismissed and it will not appear on my record and insurance will never know of the 
infraction.  I highly recommend Michael to anybody and everybody! It was so stress free 
and easy!  Thank you Michael! (Posted on Yelp on 11/10/2013) 
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  Posted By: Jud Carroll 
Michael was recommended to my son and I to help facilitate getting him out of a ticket 
as a result of an accident. Thankfully after hearing the facts Michael followed through on 
every aspect he described would be the outcome of the case. My son's infraction was 
dismissed. I would highly recommend seeking counsel from Mike Sheehan to at least 
determine if you have the ability to get out from under an infraction. He is a straight 
shooter and follows through to the finish. (Posted on Google on 11/6/2012) 
 

  Posted By: Gina 
I have to admit I was nervous about sending my ticket in the mail and then just waiting it 
out. Michael had come highly recommended but still.......it's not what I am used to. He 
did not disappoint me. My speeding ticked was dismissed! I paid about $140.00 more 
than the actual ticket itself, however it's not on my driving record! Now my insurance 
rates won't go up. Totally worth it. Thank you so much!!!! (Posted on AVVO on 
11/6/2013) 
 

  Posted By: Ray 
Michael Sheehan was able to get a ticket completely dropped for 43 mph in a 25 mph 
on a back country road just not paying attention at the time and got nailed. The fine 
alone was $195.00, not to mention the insurance rates. When calling Mr. Sheehan he 
was confident and we went with him and were very pleased with the results. We would 
use him again in a second and recommend him to others. (Posted on AVVO on 
10/25/2013) 
 

  Posted By: OB 
I interviewed several attorneys before deciding to work with Michael Sheehan for the 
first time. He was very confident and optimistic that he could win the case whereas 
some of the other attorney's I interviewed were not so encouraging. He clearly outlined 
the process for me and told me not to worry; he would handle everything and I could 
return my focus to my business. He followed through entirely and made this process 
very easy for me. He also produced the outcome he was confident he could deliver. 
He'll be the first person I call when hassled with my next infraction. (Posted on AVVO on 
10/10/2013) 
 

  Posted By: John B. 
I have used Michael Sheehan for the last 12 years and so have my friends.  He does a 
great job and I trust his experience and expertise.  When it comes to choosing someone 
to help me with tickets, I'll choose trust and experience all day long! (Posted on Yelp on 
9/13/2013) 
 

  Posted By: anonymous 
Michael represented our son on two traffic citations that occurred on the same stop. Our 
son provided Michael with the details. Michael kept us informed as to the case's status 
and was able to get both infractions dismissed. We have used Michael before, trust his 
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judgement and expertise, and as a result, highly recommend him to anyone looking for 
fair and competent representation. (Posted on AVVO on 8/10/2013) 
 

  Posted By: anonymous 
My son got a speeding ticket three months after getting his license. Fortunately, a man 
whom we don't even know that well recommended Michael Sheehan. I knew the ticket 
could be deferred since it was my son's first ticket, but kids make lots of mistakes, so I 
thought it was worth the gamble. I was amazed, frankly. I didn't think there was any way 
that ticket would be dismissed, but it was. I am very, very grateful and have 
recommended him to several of my lead-footed coworkers. The best part of all is that 
my son learned a powerful lesson from getting pulled over, but I didn't have to pay the 
insurance company for it. . (Posted on AVVO on 7/29/2013) 
 

  Posted By: anonymous 
We hired Mr. Sheehan to represent my daughter for a speeding ticket. His office was 
easy to work with and they kept me informed the entire time regarding the status of her 
case. He was able to get her ticket dismissed in a very difficult Court. I am extremely 
happy with his representation and his professionalism. I would highly recommend Mr. 
Sheehan. (Posted on AVVO on 7/29/2013) 
 

  Posted By: Collin 
I have used Michael D. Sheehan a dozen times, he has won (had the ticket dismissed 
which does not show on my record), 10 out of 12 cases....negotiating one of the "lost" 
ones to a satisfactory resolution.. I would be riding the bus without him... (Posted on 
AVVO on 7/28/2013) 
 

  Posted By: Don 
Let me start by saying that I have probably written 1 or 2 reviews in my whole life. I was 
given Mr. Sheehan and 2 other lawyer's names by the partners in my office after I told 
them about my ticket. I didn't know which one to call so I asked my son-in-law (who is a 
criminal lawyer in Bellevue). He said that Michael was, hands down, the best ticket guy 
in the state. Apparently, he sent clients to a few traffic ticket lawyers, but now only refers 
to Michael. I was pulled over for going 30 over driving to our family's home in Chelan. 
Everyone told me that I couldn't have picked a worse place to get a speeding ticket. Just 
a few weeks ago, I received an e-mail from Michael and a letter from his office telling 
me that my case was completely thrown out. My son-in-law who doesn't give a lot of 
praise had said Mr. Sheehan was the best, but this was the icing on the cake. If you are 
looking for the best, this is apparently the guy to call (Posted on AVVO on 7/12/2013) 
 

  Posted By: anonymous 
Mike Sheehan represented me on a 20 over in a school zone (I didn't know I was in one 
at the time). I was so worried about the impact on my insurance and my driving record, 
but he immediately put me at ease. I sent him the ticket, a check, and waited to hear the 
result of my hearing. Turns out he got it completely dismissed! I will definitely be 
recommending him to friends and family. Thank you, Mr. Sheehan! (Posted on AVVO 
on 7/9/2013) 
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  Posted By: Julian 
My offence involved a minor speeding violation in Washington State. Michael dealt with 
the infraction and delivered a dismissal. This was all handled with minimal involvement 
on my part. Very pleased. (Posted on AVVO on 6/10/2013) 
 

  Posted By: anonymous 
Mr. Sheehan explained the process to me during our first conversation and it went just 
as he said it would. The ticket was dismissed and I am very happy with his services. 
(Posted on AVVO on 6/6/2013) 
 

  Posted By: anonymous 
My previous traffic attorney retired. My son got a speeding ticket and an HOV violation 
on the same traffic stop. Mike was recommended by a friend and I called him. He 
advised me he could handle both violations and his fee was reasonable. Both violations 
were dismissed. Great work!! (Posted on AVVO on 5/21/2013) 
 

  Posted By: Mark 
After receiving multiple tickets I was recommended this lawyer by my brother and have 
been very satisfied with hiring him. Mr. Sheehan is very straightforward and reliable. So 
far he has dismissed one of my infractions and is continuing to work on my other ones. I 
will defiantly be hiring him in the future if I ever need to and will recommend him to my 
friends and family members (Posted on AVVO on 5/17/2013) 
 

  Posted By: John A. 
Mr. Sheehan was responsive, professional and effective. I have recommended Mr. 
Sheehan to other clients and they have uniformly indicated their utmost satisfaction with 
his services. I will definitely hire Mr. Sheehan again. (Posted on AVVO on 5/14/2013) 
 

  Posted By: Dmitry 
Just received notice that my wife's ticket was also dismissed (see 3-4 reviews down for 
my previous review from about month ago for my original ticket. Thanks Mike! (Posted 
on AVVO on 5/7/2013) 
 

  Posted By: Cindy 
Michael Sheehan is the best! He has helped our family for 4 - 5 years and has never 
disappointed us! He answers his own phone and is very prompt. I don't know how he 
does it but he has been able to take care of every situation we have had. If it is in a 
county he can't work in he will recommend someone. He is great! (Posted on AVVO on 
5/6/2013) 
 

  Posted By: Zakariah 
I am the administrator for a construction and transportation company doing over $50 
million work each year. Michael was referred to us by our attorney regarding a trucking 
citation. From the moment I contacted Michael's office, he took my call and provided 
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immediate and simple instructions about how to proceed with many helpful options and 
a very low fee. He handled every detail professionally and exactly as planned. The next 
thing I knew, I received a letter from Michael stating the Court had dismissed the case. I 
work with many attorneys on a regular basis and Michael's performance was exemplary. 
Michael is our attorney for these matters from now on and I highly recommend him for 
any traffic or transportation issues. (Posted on AVVO on 5/1/2013) 
 

  Posted By: Eric 
I was issued a "10" over traffic infraction in King County on my way to the airport. I was 
also in the process of applying for a new job that involved having a good driving record. 
Michael Sheehan made that ticket go away and kept my driving record clean! I was 
hired for the new job and everything is going great! Thanks! (Posted on AVVO on 
4/26/2013) 
 

  Posted By: Jorge G. 
He is well worth the hire. I was expecting my ticket to be invisible to my insurance and 
perhaps pay a fine, but he abolished the ticket all together. He's worth every penny to 
fight your ticket. I'm extremely content with his business. (Posted on AVVO on 
4/21/2013) 
 

  Posted By: Jon 
I hit a speed trap in Bellevue. I hired Mr. Sheehan. He was awesome! He explained the 
process, and his engagement process (very  easy) and took care of everything! I had 
been sweating bullets, but he took care of it from end to end. I know if I get another 
ticket I will work with him again! This is the person you want on your team. (Posted on 
AVVO on 4/21/2013) 
 

  Posted By: Mark 
I have hired Mike to defend me for more than one traffic infraction, and sent him a 
number of referrals over the years. He has delivered a terrific result EVERY time. If you 
have a traffic infraction of any kind, save yourself time and money and just call Mike. 
(Posted on AVVO on 4/16/2013) 
 

  Posted By: Dmitry 
I have used Mike Sheehan since I've had a driver's license (2003 or so) and started 
getting tickets , and have never been disappointed with his level of service. Although it's 
a much more rare occurrence nowadays, I still get tickets once in a while and the last 
case was just dismissed in March, and meanwhile he's working on a ticket my wife got 
recently. He is very professional and obviously knows his business (and judges) well. 
(Posted on AVVO on 4/13/2013) 
 

  Posted By: ben 
Mr. Sheehan did an excellent job with my case. He took time to understand the 
circumstances surrounding my situation, and was extremely knowledgeable of the 
district court where my infraction occurred. I talked with several attorneys regarding my 
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situation (the importance of a clean driving record for my employment). Mr. Sheehan 
stood out by far, and I'm glad I found him. All information required to engage his 
services was easily available on his website, and his fee was reasonable. He was very 
responsive to my inquiry. I could not imagine a more positive experience. I recommend 
Mr. Sheehan without reservation and would refer him to a friend. I hope to not frequently 
have need of his services, but if the occasion were to arise, I would definitely seek him 
out again. (Posted on AVVO on 4/13/2013) 
 

  Posted By: Brett 
If I were an attorney I'd want to be Michael Sheehan. He is very sharp, skilled in 
negotiation, responsive and courteous. My wife and I have utilized his services on 
several occasions and he has not failed to exceed our expectations in any dealings. 
And, he has successfully defended us in each instance, which at the end of the day, is 
why we hired an attorney. I am just thankful Mr. Sheehan is young enough that I don't 
have to fret the timing of his retirement for (hopefully) many years to come. (Posted on 
AVVO on 4/10/2013) 
 

  Posted By: anonymous 
Mike was confident and knowledgeable when it came down to the different courthouses. 
He was thorough in walking me through the process of what would take place and was 
successful in getting my case dismissed. (Posted on AVVO on 4/1/2013) 
 

  Posted By: Kathryn 
Michael replied quickly to all of our email correspondence. He was professional, helpful 
and his follow up was fantastic. We would definitely recommend anyone to use his 
services! (Posted on AVVO on 3/10/2013) 
 

  Posted By: Jonathan 
Michael Sheehan came recommended by a highly respected friend. He was 
immediately responsive to my initial call, responding within minutes. As I explained my 
situation, he began finishing my sentences. His knowledge on the subject of traffic law 
is unsurpassed. His guidance helped me avoid a potentially disastrous outcome, as I 
was originally planning on handling this on my own. Michael saved me lots of time, 
loads of money, and preserved my driving record. I've saved his number in my phone. 
You should too. I hope I don't need his services again, but if I find myself in need, his 
phone will be ringing. (Posted on AVVO on 3/8/2013) 
 

  Posted By: Jimmy 
Lawyer Michael Sheehan has fought my traffic tickets and infractions and has gotten 
them dismissed every time! Tickets ranging from a lowly speeding ticket to multiple 
infractions, Michael Sheehan has never failed me. I can't recommend him highly 
enough. If you have a ticket that you don't want on your record, hire Mr. Sheehan. His 
friendly demeanor, honest answers, and straightforward pricing should get you in the 
door, but his winning record will keep you coming back! He even remembered me from 
a previous case from a few years back! Thanks Michael (Posted on AVVO on 3/4/2013) 
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  Posted By: Jeremy 
He told me would get my ticket dismissed. I wanted to believe him but it sounded "too 
good to be true". Today, I got a letter in the mail saying that my ticket was, in fact, 
dismissed. The ticket would not be on my record. And my insurance company would not 
be aware of the original citation. WOW! I guess I should be lucky to have gotten a ticket 
in Washington, rather than my home state of Oregon. Highly recommend! (Posted on 
AVVO on 2/26/2013) 
 

  Posted By: Henry 
I would definitely recommend Michael to anyone with a Traffic Ticket in Washington. 3 
Tickets in 3 years, all dismissed. Fabulous Attorney, worth every dime! (Posted on 
AVVO on 1/8/2013) 
 

  Posted By: Charlene L. 
Mr. Sheehan was referred to my by my fiancée, excellent lawyer gets that job done and 
no new tickets on my license! (Posted on AVVO on 12/30/2012) 
 

  Posted By: Chang 
Michael successfully had the court dismiss a few speeding tickets for my family 
members. Also, he generously provided professional advice on a “circumstance that he 
couldn’t defend “and we were able to have the case resolved. (Posted on AVVO on 
12/22/2012) 
 

  Posted By: Gus 
I have been coming to Mike Sheehan for around 12 years or so. I do not what I would 
have done without him over the years. He is one of the most dependable people, not 
just lawyer, I know. I send him the ticket and a check and forget about it. He's fragging 
automatic! I don't know how he does it time and time again and thanks to him, I don't 
need to know.  Got a ticket, DUI, or whatever, stop looking and call Mike Sheehan 
immediately. (Posted on AVVO on 12/13/2012) 
 

  Posted By: Thomas 
Performed exactly as promised. I just sent him my ticket and attorney fee and he took 
care of the rest. I didn't even need to show up at the court appearance. My traffic ticket 
was dismissed and will not appear on my driving record or increase my insurance rates. 
(Posted on AVVO on 11/5/2012) 
 

  Posted By: Mr. B 
Michael is very pleasant and professional Was probably the easiest thing I have ever 
went through and went exactly the way he told me it would. Thank you Michael. (Posted 
on AVVO on 10/21/2012) 
 

  Posted By: Omega B . 
Got a speeding ticket called him and he said he will dismiss it and like 2 months later he 
sent me a mail saying that he did. He's a great lawyer. (Posted on AVVO on 10/7/2012) 
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  Posted By: Gillian 
Michael appeared on my behalf to contest a speeding ticket in Bellevue. The court 
dismissed the infraction so it will NOT appear on my driving record. Michael has 
represented other members of my family as well as friends. He gets the results we want 
and we will continue to use his services when needed. (Posted on AVVO on 10/1/2012) 
 

  Posted By: Kurt 
Very first ticket of my wife. 28 in a 20 zone. It was her first time driving by that route and 
she didn't know there is a trap there. I consulted several lawyers, including some very 
famous, most recommended ones. Some of them have even higher scores than Mike. 
But none of them gave me the trustworthy feeling. They are either not willing to even 
talk to me or laying down the worst scenario after reviewing the case just to set my 
expectations low. Only Mike really spent time to read my police report and told me he 
feels good about this case and thinks he can get it dismissed. And the result is exactly 
what he told me. Ticket dismissed. The whole process is very comforting and easy. 
(Posted on AVVO on 8/8/2012) 
 

  Posted By: Sheila 
My daughter got a profound speeding ticket. Mr. Sheehan managed to get it dismissed. 
As she is 16 years old, we all know what a ticket does to insurance. (Posted on AVVO 
on 8/1/2012) 
 

  Posted By: David 
I was referred to Michael by a good friend of mine. I hired him for a speeding ticket that I 
received back in February and a negligent driving in the 2nd degree ticket in April. He 
was very professional and prompt in answering my emails. He came through for me on 
both tickets and got them dismissed. I couldn't ask for a better lawyer. Thanks Michael! 
(Posted on AVVO on 7/24/2012) 
 

  Posted By: anonymous 
I hired Mr. Sheehan after receiving a speeding ticket for 75 MPH in a 70 MPH zone in 
Grant County, WA. Mr. Sheehan was very responsive (replied within an hour during 
business hours) and answered all my questions. He requested and represented me at a 
contested hearing and was successful in getting the ticket dismissed. I would not 
hesitate to hire Mr. Sheehan again. (Posted on AVVO on 7/17/2012) 
 

  Posted By: Marco 
Did a job, keep me informed and best of all GOT ME OUT OF MY TICKET!!!!!! Thank 
You (Posted on AVVO on 7/13/2012) 
 

  Posted By: anonymous 
I would highly recommend Michael D. Sheehan for any minor traffic infractions. He has 
helped me twice and I have been extremely pleased. Pleased with both him and his 
services. (Posted on AVVO on 5/19/2012) 
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  Posted By: Jason 
I had a bad luck spell last summer through winter and got 3 tickets in a short amount of 
time. 2 of them I probably deserved and Michael got all 3 dismissed!! All I can say is 
don't give it a second thought, Michael is a MAGICIAN!! Thank you Mike!! (Posted on 
AVVO on 5/15/2012) 
 

  Posted By: Tom 
Mike has done an excellent job defending traffic infractions for me and a number of my 
friends and colleagues. In addition to a spectacular track record of success, Mike has 
been very communicative and helpful in letting folks know what is going on during the 
process. (Posted on AVVO on 4/11/2012) 
 

  Posted By: anonymous 
We hired Mr. Sheehan when our 17 year old son received his second ticket in less than 
6 months. The first ticket we had deferred so we were very concerned about our 
insurance rates. Mr. Sheehan went to the court date, our son did not have to be 
present. Two days after the court date we were thrilled to receive a letter in the mail 
telling us that the ticket had been dismissed and would not show up on his record! I 
highly recommend Mr. Sheehan! (Posted on AVVO on 4/11/2012) 
 

  Posted By: Kimberly D 
I could not be more happy with Mr. Sheehan than I am... First, I started off our 
relationship by accidently sending him a bad check. He called me himself and very 
kindly let me know what happened. He was so nice about it and allowed me to send a 
check out to him and correct the error. I felt horrible and sent a valid check that same 
day. From there, he represented me in a traffic ticket where I was accused of speeding 
80 in a 60. I just bought a new sports car and it would have been really bad on my 
record and I was really concerned. The result was he got the ticket completely 
dismissed. Dismissed! I am so pleased with his services, the result and working with Mr. 
Sheehan overall. I HIGHLY recommend Mr. Sheehan to anyone. Thank you so much! 
Kimberly D. (Posted on AVVO on 3/9/2012) 
 

  Posted By: John 
A multiple violation citation, 150 miles from my home, not a good situation. To make 
matters worse, I flubbed a timely response to the court. Michael was referred to me by 
some business associates. We talked on the phone, he explained how he would 
proceed and his expected outcome. And that is exactly how it went. I did not have to 
appear in court, all violations were dismissed, confirmation documents received in the 
mail. Michael is the real deal in his field. A great comfort to have him in my corner. I 
would recommend him without reservation. (Posted on AVVO on 2/21/2012) 
 

  Posted By: Paul 
Quick, efficient service. My cases were resolved more favorably than I could have 
imagined. Great job, fully satisfied. (Posted on AVVO on 1/30/2012) 
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  Posted By: Henry. 
Thank you again Michael! Every time I send Mr. Sheehan a ticket, I get back a letter 
saying that it has been dismissed. I have a CDL, and can not have tickets on my record. 
He has saved my license, and my job more than once. If your worried...don't be. If he 
says he can help you, he will. Simply send him the ticket and a check, and forget about 
it! (Posted on AVVO on 1/9/2012) 
 

  Posted By: David 
Mike had gotten a coworker out of a lot of tickets, so when I got one I decided to give 
Mike a call. I'm not sure what he does, but it was well worth the money. (Posted on 
AVVO on 11/25/2011) 
 

  Posted By: Emily 
I got a speeding ticket on my way to Oregon. I called Michael and he was able to get it 
dismissed. I didn't have to drive out to court in Longview or do anything except pay 
Michael and wait patiently. Thank you for your hard work! (Posted on AVVO on 
11/16/2011) 
 

  Posted By: John P. 
Mr. Sheehan must be the best at what he does, because he just got a giant size 
speeding infraction completely dropped from my record. The ticket would have cost as 
much as he charged to make it go away, not to mention the other costs to my reputation 
and insurance costs that I would have had to pay as I am a C.D.L. truck driver and this 
ticket could have cost me my job. (Posted on AVVO on 11/9/2011) 
 

  Posted By: Craig 
I have utilized the services of Mr. Sheehan's office several times over the past few 
years. Michael is responsive, knowledgeable, and most importantly effective. Speaking 
from my own experience, Michael has not let me down yet. The fact that every time I 
need help with a traffic ticket, I call him without hesitation should speak for itself. Save 
yourself some time.....If you live in the greater Seattle area and need help with a traffic 
ticket....call Michael Sheehan! (Posted on AVVO on 10/10/2011) 
 

  Posted By: Laura 
Michael was a referral from another lawyer as my infraction was in Vancouver, WA. 
Michael was very straight forward, friendly and professional with a great disposition. He 
told me he would take care of everything and let me know the outcome and did just that. 
My ticket was dismissed! A great investment and I would highly recommend Michael 
Sheehan! (Posted on AVVO on 10/3/2011) 
 

  Posted By: anonymous 
Mike has represented me in three cases in the last ten years. The first two were within 
sixty days of each other and the third just recently. Two were dismissed and the other 
required a donation to the local DARE program in the  amount of the fine. I am 
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completely satisfied with the outcome of each and would recommend Mike to anyone 
who's looking for representation in these types of cases. (Posted on AVVO on 
9/24/2011) 
 

  Posted By: James 
Mike has handled many of my cases. It is great to work with a lawyer who is honest and 
does what he says. I appreciate character and integrity. Without hesitation I have 
recommended him to several friends and family. (Posted on AVVO on 9/6/2011) 
 

  Posted By: Joel 
Great experience. Michael and his staff extremely professional. Michael let me know my 
options and I am very satisfied and pleased with the result. Thank you Michael! (Posted 
on AVVO on 8/28/2011) 
 

  Posted By: anonymous 
Mike has done work for my family and me fighting traffic tickets for many years. He has 
not lost a case so far. He is very thorough and gets the job done. I not only would 
recommend Mike to other clients, - I HAVE! (Posted on AVVO on 8/22/2011) 
 

  Posted By: Arturo 
Attorney Sheehan is very highly recommended. He dismissed one speeding ticket I had 
in Cowlitz County. He took care of everything. I didn't even have to go to Court. I didn't 
even have to go to his office. everything were handled thru the phone, mail and e-mail 
between him and me. He is the best one that I know for defense against speeding 
tickets. I will hire him again if I need to. Attorney Sheehan, thank you very much for your 
great job regarding my speeding ticket. for it, I'm very grateful. (Posted on AVVO on 
8/14/2011) 
 

  Posted By: Max 
I was speeding 12 miles over the speed limit and got caught. Michael took care of the 
situation very professionally and got the ticket reversed without me even having to show 
up in court. He sounded very reassuring on the phone and kept me stress-free about 
the situation. This was my first ticket and hopefully the last, but I would highly 
recommend Mr. Sheehan to anybody. (Posted on AVVO on 8/11/2011) 
 

  Posted By: Chad 
Michael was a referral from another traffic lawyer who doesn't handle tickets in the 
jurisdiction where our infraction occurred. Michael was very responsive and answered 
all of my many questions in timely emails (usually within 12 hours). He told us he would 
handle everything and there would be no need to show up to our court date. He did just 
that and the infraction was dismissed. I would highly recommend Michael to anyone 
looking for a traffic infraction lawyer. (Posted on AVVO on 8/4/2011) 
 

  Posted By: Jeanne 
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I heard about Michael D. Sheehan through the salesmen at Burien Toyota. My 17 year 
old ended up with two tickets (one week apart) on the exact same stretch of road, of 
course two different types of police gave him the tickets. The guy's at Burien Toyota call 
what he does "magic", and after getting my teenagers two tickets dismissed, I would 
have to agree. He is now programmed into my phone, my husbands and both boys as 
well..I will never just pay a ticket again. (Posted on AVVO on 7/17/2011) 
 

  Posted By: Jinny 
Mr. Sheehan got two tickets dismissed. I just gave him my tickets and he took care of 
everything else. I can highly recommend him. (Posted on AVVO on 7/3/2011) 
 

  Posted By: anonymous 
I was referred to Mr. Sheehan for a traffic infraction that I received from a Washington 
State patrolman. The ticket was completely bogus and untrue, but I felt with the way our 
judicial system works, I wouldn't have a chance at having the judge even hear my side 
of the actual events. Mr. Sheehan assured me he would take care of my ticket. I was 
extremely skeptical. Not because of Mr. Sheehan's abilities, but because of my lack in 
faith of "the system". I received notification via mail that my infraction had been 
dismissed and would not reflect on my insurance or driving record. WOW! Amazing! 
Thank YOU Mr. Sheehan! You're my new hero! (Posted on AVVO on 6/29/2011) 
 

  Posted By: Alex 
The only lawyer I would trust. He is worth every penny. 4 tickets all disappeared. All in 
king county. (Posted on AVVO on 6/28/2011) 
 

  Posted By: Lindsay 
I was first referred to Michael by a friend in 2007. I received a double traffic infraction 
that included speeding and called on Michael to help. Michael was able to achieve 
results that were far better than I'd hoped for. Since 2007, I have used Michael several 
different times, all with positive results. I would highly recommend Michael's counsel. I 
will definitely be using Michael again if the need arises. (Posted on AVVO on 6/7/2011) 
 

  Posted By: Frank 
I was issued a speeding ticket but the posted speed was what I was doing. When I 
questioned his stop he told me that he had caught me on radar before the posted 
speed. Mike went to court and the ticket was removed from my records. I would highly 
recommend him for similar cases. (Posted on AVVO on 5/25/2011) 
 

  Posted By: Dan 
I hired Michael after an exhaustive search for the "right" attorney. Michael's rates are 
more than fair for the service he has provided. Michael was able to have all 3 of my 
speeding tickets dropped even the 15 and 18 over within an hour of each other!!! I also 
just received my last and hopefully final letter from Michael stating that my 3rd ticket 
was also dropped. On the third one, his prices were a bit more but I called him 3 days 
before trial, he re-arranged his schedule and appeared on my behalf. I don't mind 
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paying for service like this. Michael is currently 3 for 3 with my cases and the State is 0 
for 3! Michael is apparently very good at what he does and how he does is...HIGHLY 
RECOMMENDED! (Posted on AVVO on 5/16/2011) 
 

  Posted By: anonymous 
Mike reassured me that he would handle my tickets and do his best to get them 
dismissed. As I got 1 ticket during my first 6 months of my license, any other ticket 
would result in a suspension of my driver's license till 18. In addition, tickets on record, 
insurance rate going up, etc. I got one ticket for speeding 9 mph over & one for violating 
teen's driving restrictions. The next thing I knew, my tickets were dismissed within 2 
months from the day I got my tickets. I was referred by my dad's friend, and I will 
DEFINITELY refer Mike to anyone I know that needs it. Hopefully I will never run into 
any situation ever again of receiving a ticket. However, if it ever happens, I know exactly 
what to do. The smart decision would be to turn to Mike. Could not be happier with the 
result! (Posted on AVVO on 5/10/2011) 
 

  Posted By: anonymous 
Michael has been taking care of my family now for three years and has done and 
excellent job. With Michael's help our auto insurance is still affordable with 2 minor boys 
driving (Posted on AVVO on 5/3/2011) 
 

  Posted By: paul 
top notch, we are lucky to have him in our area. I am not aware of any other practices 
that are as extensive and cover as much territory as his does in this one specialized 
field. (Posted on AVVO on 4/22/2011) 
 

  Posted By: max 
I have used Mr. Sheehan’s services for over 10 years after my son was referred and 
started using his representation. The results have always been successful. Since it has 
been some time ago, I did a web search, found his website, gathered the required 
information, dropped off the paperwork, gave him permission to do what he needed and 
never worried about anything. After the court date I told my wife that he’ll send us a 
letter and that no news is good news. However, she emailed Mr. Sheehan and he 
responded immediately letting her know that my ticket was dismissed. I have referred 
him to others; I will continue to refer him and will use his services again if required. 
(Posted on AVVO on 3/16/2011) 
 

  Posted By: Crystal D. 
Mike Sheehan is the nicest lawyer and I highly recommend him.  He got my boyfriend 
out of 2 speeding tickets and his friend out of two wreckless driving tickets.  So far he is 
4 for 4.  He's currently working on my pending case. He has a great website for you to 
fill out a form to send into his office so that he can take on your case.  No need to go in 
person and he will followup with you personally over the phone.  His assistant is great 
and they are prompt in notifying you of pertinent information, estimated time-lines, what 
to do and what to expect.  He takes care of giving a notice to the court for a contested 
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hearing and then he will go to court for you.  The $300 is well worth it. (Posted on Yelp 
on 2/26/2011) 
 

  Posted By: Joseph 
I was referred to Michael Sheehan by a friend and now I would refer him to any of mine. 
He was dependable, forthright and simply enough - knows what he's doing. (Posted on 
AVVO on 2/10/2011) 
 

  Posted By: Chad 
Mr. Sheehan has now handled 5 traffic related cases for me and has been 100% 
successful on each and every one. He keeps me informed of the case, answers any 
questions I might have, and most important of all, is successful in the court room. I have 
recommended Mr. Sheehan to many co-workers and friends, all of whom have been 
equally satisfied with his work. I definitely plan on using him again in the future! (Posted 
on AVVO on 2/2/2011) 
 

  Posted By: Brett 
Michael has helped me with a couple of speeding tickets. Not only has Michael been 
successful with my tickets, I have recommended him to friends as well. Michael is 
batting 1000 in my circle of friends. I would highly recommend him! (Posted on AVVO 
on 2/2/2011) 
 

  Posted By: roan 
Mr. Sheehan did an awesome job in get my case dismissed like he said he would. 
Highly recommend him, just drop off your paperwork sit back n relax because your in 
good hands. (Posted on AVVO on 2/1/2011) 
 

  Posted By: anonymous 
Michael has successfully defended me. He appeared on my behalf at the Court and 
pursued an excellent result for me. I am very satisfied with his service and the result. 
(Posted on AVVO on 1/14/2011) 
 

  Posted By: rick s 
Mike has helped me out on three occasions and is always extremely clear about what 
he can and cannot do on my behalf. He knows the system and truly seems to enjoy 
getting justice for his clients. I cannot say enough good about him. (Posted on AVVO on 
12/19/2010) 
 

  Posted By: Eric 
I have used Mr. Sheehan numerous times, all with great success. I would and have 
recommend him to other people. (Posted on AVVO on 12/13/2010) 
 

  Posted By: David 
Very trustworthy and honest. Mike has handled a number of speeding violations for my 
family and to this point the results have always been positive. Our dealings have always 
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been very professional. I would recommend Mike and his firm to any of my friends, they 
get the job done!!!!!!! (Posted on AVVO on 11/18/2010) 
 

  Posted By: Taylor 
I've been using Mr. Sheehan practice for traffic infraction for the past two years and 
each ticket that I have received he has been able to dismiss. I have received eight 
tickets and counting, I just got a letter from Mr. Sheehan discussing about how he was 
able to dismiss my recent infraction in Cle Elum. I was going about 80 in a 60mph zone. 
(Posted on AVVO on 10/14/2010) 
 

  Posted By: Dave Terry 
I have called on Michael on several occasions and I have never been disappointed in 
the results! I have referred Michael several times and have never heard anything but 
good opinions. (Posted on AVVO on 8/6/2010) 
 

  Posted By: anonymous 
I'm currently employing Mr. Sheehan's firm to contest a traffic ticket. I've called his office 
a couple of times and always gotten answers to my questions right away. Everyone 
there comes across as brisk and efficient. I attended my hearing to observe (though I 
wasn't required to) and the attorney from Mr. Sheehan's firm took me aside to explain 
my options. There was a minor technical error with my ticket but he didn't feel good 
about the odds of winning on that basis. He wasn't familiar with the judge presiding (she 
was pro tem) so he spoke to some other attorneys in the courtroom who were familiar 
with her and they confirmed his feeling. He also conferred with Mr. Sheehan on the 
phone. After speaking with me again, he had the ticket set aside for another date when 
hopefully the situation will be more favorable. Overall I am happy with the way he got 
the lay of the land, explained my options, and kept them open for me. (Posted on AVVO 
on 8/6/2010) 
 

  Posted By: Ribadu 
Very trustworthy and honest. I thank you for the excellent job you did for me. Thank you 
for taking the time to drive so far away to defend me, I will surely recommend you, to 
anybody anytime and any day. (Posted on AVVO on 7/10/2010) 
 

  Posted By: Jacob 
Mike has handled a number of speeding tickets for me over the years. Only on one 
occasion was the ticket not dismissed outright WITH prejudice (which means it cannot 
be tried again), and in that one case I only had to pay a fine, but it didn't go on my 
record. He is a smart, trustworthy, AWESOME attorney when it comes to handling 
speeding tickets. (Posted on AVVO on 7/9/2010) 
 

  Posted By: George 
I get the pure pleasure of knowing my ticket will be dismissed as soon as I put it in the 
mail to Mike. He has done a completely perfect job on every ticket I have handed over 
to him. He’s simply the best! (Posted on AVVO on 7/2/2010) 
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  Posted By: Mats 
Not sure how he does it, but Mr. Sheehan has successfully defended me on several 
occasions. Not only has he been able to keep infractions off my record but he has also 
saved me the time and the hassle of dealing with it myself. I have never had to show up 
in court, in fact in a couple of cases he has sent me a letter explaining that the infraction 
has been dismissed even before I had received a hearing date from the court. I can 
highly recommend Mr. Sheehan’s services. (Posted on AVVO on 7/1/2010) 
 

  Posted By: Brian 
My family and I have used Mr. Sheehan's services related to speeding tickets and other 
traffic/auto related incidents. I would estimate that we have used his expertise at least 6 
times over the past 8 years and have recommended him to numerous friends. I have 
always received positive feedback from friends who have used Mr. Sheehan's services. 
We have also been extremely satisfied with his results and have never had to appear 
personally in court, thus saving us valuable time in our busy schedules. Mr. Sheehan is 
very pleasant, and courteous on the phone and handles all matters in an extremely 
efficient and competent manner. He recently was able to get a speeding ticket 
dismissed and his fee was very reasonable. The cost of the ticket would have been the 
same as his fee and now I don't have to worry about my insurance rates increasing. 
Overall I am extremely happy with Mr. Sheehan's services and would highly recommend 
him to anyone who requires this type of service. (Posted on AVVO on 7/1/2010) 
 

  Posted By: Scott 
I have used Mike for years for several traffic infractions. He has won every case. Great 
service, very professional and perfect outcomes every time. I recommend him without 
reservation. (Posted on AVVO on 6/30/2010) 
 

  Posted By: Chelsea 
I have used M. Sheehan for several (grin) tickets. So have some friends and family and 
everyone has been taken care of efficiently and quickly and got it removed from our 
records. Thanks for doing a great job! (Posted on AVVO on 6/30/2010) 
 

  Posted By: Geoffry 
Michael D. Sheehan represented me for traffic infractions in Grant County Washington. I 
was not present at the hearing. I was actually in Iowa at the time of the court date. 
There were 3 separate infractions addressed. Speeding (52 mph in 35 zone), no 
insurance card in vehicle and studded tires. All three infractions were dismissed. 
Michael kept me informed during the process and promptly sent the results to me. Very 
happy with his service and would use his representation again if necessary. (Posted on 
AVVO on 6/21/2010) 
 

  Posted By: Ben 
I had never used Michael Sheehan before but got a recommendation from a friend so I 
thought I would give him a try. I was so used to waiting days to hear from other 
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attorneys but mike would respond to my phone calls and emails himself as well as in a 
timely manner. he was very professional and explained everything to me. It was so 
simple and made me feel very good about the process. he got my neg 2 driving ticket 
off completely! (Posted on AVVO on 6/21/2010) 
 

  Posted By: Jared 
Got a speeding ticket for 15 over as I was driving through Snohomish county, I 
contacted Mike, mailed him the documentation and 3 months later I get a letter in the 
mail from Michael saying it was dismissed! What more could you ask for? (Posted on 
AVVO on 6/19/2010) 
 

  Posted By: Rodger 
I would just like to say that Michael D. Sheehan really helped me out with a little matter, 
great service and with great, "better then expected" results! He did all the work and took 
care of everything for me, My big Thank you to: Mr. Sheehan (Posted on AVVO on 
6/4/2010) 
 

  Posted By: Brandon 
I just got a new Audi S5 in Dec. Since then I have received 5 speeding tickets. All 5 
have been dismissed and my insurance has never found out. I recommend him to all 
friends, family, and anyone who gets a ticket. (Posted on AVVO on 5/27/2010) 
 

  Posted By: Jillian 
Michael has handled all our speeding tickets and has a wonderful success rate. Thanks 
Michael! (Posted on AVVO on 5/25/2010) 
 

  Posted By: Bill 
Michael Sheehan delivered more than he promised to me. And his fee was so 
reasonable that I felt obligated to come here and do a good turn by him, thanking him 
for his great service. Thanks Michael for saving me from an unjust traffic citation! 
(Posted on AVVO on 5/20/2010) 
 

  Posted By: Joanne 
I strongly believe in personal feedback when someone goes above and beyond the call 
of service. Michael Sheehan is one such person, indeed. My story: I was traveling with 
the flow of traffic northbound on I-5. My small car was behind a sizable SUV and the last 
vehicle in a rather large group of cars, when I was pulled over by a WSP Motorcycle 
officer. I waited several minutes for the officer to approach my car while he returned 
back to the vehicle he had previously pulled over. I had no idea why I was being pulled 
over, nor was it up for discussion. As well, I did not recognize the speeding ticket the 
officer handed me (I hadn’t received one in nearly thirty-five years). While it was not 
relevant to my case, I did believe this was the safest traveling speed, and position, for 
me to travel in as I was returning home from a lengthy chemo therapy appointment for 
breast cancer. After telling my family the circumstances surrounding this ticket, Michael 
Sheehan’s name was given to me. Within the first minutes of our phone conversation, 
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Mr. Sheehan put my mind to ease and took the burden of this ticket completely off my 
shoulders, which has been monumental to me on many levels. This was my first 
opportunity to retain Mr. Sheehan who came through by obtaining a complete dismissal 
for this ticket from my driving record. Mr. Sheehan is extremely gracious and 
professional. I would not hesitate recommending him to anyone. And I cannot thank him 
enough. I wish him, his mother and his family all the very best in the road ahead. 
(Posted on AVVO on 5/8/2010) 
 

  Posted By: anonymous 
Very quick response, worked on my case quickly. Aside from not being kept in the loop 
until the date the ticket was dismissed, I am definitely able to say I am happy with this 
attorney. I will gladly utilize his services again if I ever need to. I'm hoping to not get 
anymore tickets, but if I do, he's the guy to go to! (Posted on AVVO on 5/1/2010) 
 

  Posted By: Robert 
I have used the services of Michael Sheehan for my past 7 speeding tickets and he has 
gotten me out of every one. I will always use him for such occasions. (Posted on AVVO 
on 4/1/2010) 
 

  Posted By: Alan 
My family has used Michael for years and we have referred him to many people with 
outstanding results. This was my first opportunity to retain him and he came through by 
obtaining a complete dismissal for a potentially expensive ticket. I would never consider 
using anyone but Michael Sheehan! Great job! (Posted on AVVO on 3/30/2010) 
 

  Posted By: Brian 
Sheehan has gotten me off so many tickets! What a blessing! Thanks, Sheehan! 
(Posted on AVVO on 3/12/2010) 
 

  Posted By: Dawn 
I was referred to Michael by a friend. I have never met him, but he has take care of 2 
traffic tickets for us. No need to waste time in court. It's as easy as a phone call and 
your insurance is also protected (Posted on AVVO on 2/18/2010) 
 

  Posted By: Leanne and Donald 
Michael did an excellent job at taking care of three tickets written by the same WSP, 
they were proof of insurance, seat belt and a failure to stop for emergency vehicle. 
There was no reason for this WSP to even stop us, he didn't even tell me why he 
stopped us in the first place. This officer was out to make some money and I had just 
changed insurance companies and didn't have my insurance card on me. That's easy to 
take care of but the "not wearing a seatbelt" was going to be difficult, and then the 
officer was really angry at me and reprimanding me for not stopping for him 
immediately. I had stated that I was looking for a safe place to pull over on hwy 2 and 
didn't see him for a while, my dog was sick, we were taking him to the vet. He got mad 
for supposedly arguing with him and wrote me a huge ticket of $1065. for a "failure to 
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yield to emergency vehicle". These 3 bogus tickets would of cost us a lot of money and 
our insurance would of been canceled. We are in our 50's, responsible and have jobs 
and insurance. This WSP officer was very rude to us, we felt like he was going to drag 
us out of our car and go through it for drugs, or something. But we hired Mike Sheehan 
and he did an incredible job of getting these tickets dismissed and not showing up on 
our record or insurance so he gets our big thumbs up and we highly recommend him. 
Also Don was stopped for a speeding ticket several years ago and Mike took care of 
that ticket as well. So Mike Sheehan does an incredible job. (Posted on AVVO on 
2/8/2010) 
 

  Posted By: anonymous 
I never go on such customer/client feedback or rating sites. This is the first. But here's 
my true story (and I wasn't paid or anything to share this); I got a speeding infraction 
and a very high fine. I normally would have never contacted a lawyer but decided to call 
Michael on a long shot (actually found him by chance on AVVO). I thought I'd give it a 
shot. I've never hired a lawyer but I didn't want this on my record. So I called him. I sent 
a couple forms. He contested the ticket for me and the next letter I got was that my 
ticket was dismissed. I don't know how he did it...it saved my butt though. If you don't 
want a ticket on your record or for any other reason you need it dismissed, you should 
contact Mr. Sheehan. It's really worth it. (Posted on AVVO on 2/2/2010) 
 

  Posted By: Teri 
I have appreciated Michael's positive track record in representing us on recent traffic 
infractions, for myself as well as other family members and friends. Michael has a 100% 
success rate in managing the court system to dismiss the infraction, having it not 
appear on our driving record and most important, our insurance. Thank you Michael. 
We appreciate your consistent professionalism, communications and positive results 
we've received in working with you. (Posted on AVVO on 1/3/2010) 
 

  Posted By: Nic 
I have been using Mr. Sheehan since I was 16. My older brother referred me to him and 
I have never had him loose a case for me. I've probably racked up about 10 or more 
tickets in the past 4 years and never let down with the price or his work. I continue to 
refer friends to him and use him for all my traffic tickets. Thanks Mike (Posted on AVVO 
on 12/18/2009) 
 

  Posted By: Mark 
A friend highly recommended Michael. When I got two tickets in quick succession I 
contacted him. Mike did a great job, he's quick, efficient and the process is painless. 
Highly recommended. (Posted on AVVO on 12/17/2009) 
 

  Posted By: A Dude 
As an enthusiast of good roads (of which there are plenty in the PNW) I find on 
occasion the need for an attorney. Until I started utilizing Mr. Sheehan my results were 
mixed at best. I can say that each time Mr. Sheehan has utilized his skill and knowledge 
on my behalf, my cases were won/dismissed. I am of the opinion, after he has 
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represented me a multitude (that's way more than few) of times that he is Fantastic at 
what he does! He's done more than right by me, and my driving record and insurance 
prove it!! (Posted on AVVO on 11/6/2009) 
 

  Posted By: Roman 
What is there to say. Business-like. No hassle. Set expectations up front and carried 
through at without need for me to spend time on the matter. I'd use him again and 
recommend him. (Posted on AVVO on 11/3/2009) 
 

  Posted By: Michele 
Mr. Sheehan is very easy to deal with. He is cordial, to the point and does just what He 
says he'll do. In my case He was able to completely dispatch with a 'speeding while in a 
school zone' ticket that would have quite possibly have made our insurance rates soar & 
made my husband and I have to seek separate insurance companies. I would and will 
refer anyone with citation situation{s} to Mike and do so knowing that they too will be 
very satisfied with the results of his efforts and experience. I extend my gratitude to the 
friends who referred me and of course to Mike for yet another job, well done. Do not 
hesitate to call on Mr. Michael D. Sheehan. (Posted on AVVO on 10/31/2009) 
 

  Posted By: Pascale B. 
I sent Michael a copy of a speed ticket I got and asked him to represent me to clear 
that. I did not even have to make a phone call. I just received a letter indicating that the 
court dismissed the infraction, my driving record is clear and my insurance company will 
never know that the infraction was issued in the first place! I knew from the start that this 
was going to be the result because working with Michael equals peace of mind! (Posted 
on AVVO on 10/22/2009) 
 

  Posted By: Nhiha 
I was very impressed with Mr. Michael Sheehan. He was able to clear my 2 tickets. I 
would recommend him to my friends. (Posted on AVVO on 10/13/2009) 
 

  Posted By: anonymous 
Our 16 year old son received 3 infractions all on one ticket. Michael was referred to us 
by a friend and we are delighted with the outcome.......all dismissed. He was very clear 
about his expectation......that they would be dismissed, he was very polite, informative, 
responsive and efficient. Also his rates are very reasonable. My husband then got a 
speeding ticket, we called Michael and it was dismissed.....best outcome. We will 
definitely use Michael again and have referred him to all our friends. (Posted on AVVO 
on 10/6/2009) 
 

  Posted By: anonymous 
Very honest - set expectation up front and very informative. Will use Michael again, 
thanks! (Posted on AVVO on 10/1/2009) 
 

  Posted By: Julie 
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Michael represented us in court so we didn't have to go (we live out of town). He kept in 
touch with us and then sent a letter letting us know that the charges were dismissed!! 
So neither will appear on my son's driving record and our insurance, which is high 
enough, won't go up either!! I would definitely recommend Michael to anyone who 
needs an attorney. He is AWESOME!!!! (Posted on AVVO on 9/19/2009) 
 

  Posted By: Cory 
Age 16, got my license, called Sheehan the next day with a speeding ticket, never used 
another lawyer but him. He is smart, punctual and just an all around nice guy. never has 
lost a case for me in the 12 years I have used him. My savior!!! (Posted on AVVO on 
9/16/2009) 
 

  Posted By: anonymous 
Michael defended our daughter in court and was able to get the infraction dismissed. 
This could have raised our insurance, especially with a teenage daughter on our policy. 
Michael was professional and timely in his help and always returned our calls when we 
had concerns. Nothing personal, but I hope we never have to deal with Michael again. 
But, if a situation does come up, I wouldn’t think of calling anybody else. (Posted on 
AVVO on 8/11/2009) 
 

  Posted By: anonymous 
I'm an attorney myself. I don't handle speeding tickets, so when I got one that needed to 
be contested, I am glad I was referred to Michael. I was impressed with his confidence 
building knowledge and customer service, and thankful for the great result (a dismissal). 
Thanks, Mike. (Posted on AVVO on 8/4/2009) 
 

  Posted By: anonymous 
Michael successfully defended my son in court for a speeding ticket and had the ticket 
dismissed right away. He was professional, responsive and kept us updated at all times. 
He also handled the case immediately instead of waiting for the scheduled hearing 
which was two months away. We didn't have to worry about it anymore and it is nice to 
have the peace of mind instead of waiting months for the final outcome. Michael has 
relationships with the traffic court judges in the area which is very valuable. This makes 
a big difference when having him represent you in court. I am strongly recommending 
Michael and encourage anyone in the state of Washington to work with him for the best 
possible results to have your infraction dismissed or reduced substantially with minimal 
impact to you, your family member or friend. I will never work with anyone else, he is my 
lawyer for life. You can contact me at [phone number removed] if you have any 
questions or require any further information. Bill White (Posted on AVVO on 7/18/2009) 
 

  Posted By: anonymous 
Mike took handled the defense for three traffic violations my two teen-age sons 
received. One was dismissed outright, one was negotiated to a reduced violation that 
did not impact insurance or points, and one was negotiated to a less severe penalty. I 
highly recommend Mike. (Posted on AVVO on 7/16/2009) 
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  Posted By: anonymous 
Michael appeared on my behalf for two issues and created a successful outcome. He is 
always prompt in communication, and more than amicable when dealing with new 
clients. I will recommend him vociferously to any and all who ask. (Posted on AVVO on 
6/29/2009) 
 

  Posted By: anonymous 
After initial evaluation of the speeding case, Michael's representation was fairly 
straightforward. The moment he decides to take the case, he is following his own 
established legal “process” that you basically have to follow and (hopefully) enjoy the 
ride, which was luckily the case in my situation. The mentally hardest part of that 
process is that you have to await the court’s decision to be mailed by Mike’s office, 
which can take an extra 2-3 days and that increases the overall suspense as to what 
the final outcome is going to be... Wish he was on some earlier cases that I had... 
(Posted on AVVO on 6/3/2009) 
 

  Posted By: anonymous 
After initial evaluation of the case, Michael's representation was fairly straightforward. 
The moment he decides to take the case, he is following his own established legal 
“process” that you basically have to follow and (hopefully) enjoy the ride, which was 
luckily the case in my situation. The mentally hardest part of that process is that you 
have to await the court’s decision to be mailed by Mike’s office, which can take an extra 
2-3 days and that increases the overall suspense as to what the final outcome is going 
to be... (Posted on AVVO on 6/2/2009) 
 

  Posted By: anonymous 
Mike gets the job done. Mike is a great criminal defense attorney who will act as a 
zealous advocate for your rights and aggressively defend your interests. (Posted on 
AVVO on 5/29/2009) 
 

  Posted By: anonymous 
I had a speeding ticket and I was referred to Michael Sheehan by my friends and it was 
a breeze working with him. Call him, tell him what happened, fill a for, mail your check 
and done. Your ticket is gone. I totally recommend him. (Posted on AVVO on 
5/29/2009) 
 

  Posted By: anonymous 
I had been hearing about Mike's work and success from a few different co-workers who 
had used him for about a year and a half before I got my speeding ticket. 2 days after 
getting the ticket I gave Mike a call. He responded to my voicemail the next day, asked 
me a few questions and told me with complete confidence that I would not have to worry 
about it once the ticket and check were in the mail to his office. And he was right. a little 
over 2 months later, I get a letter in the mail saying the ticket was dismissed! I will 
definitely be referring people to Mike, though hopefully I won't have to use him again! 
(Posted on AVVO on 4/27/2009) 
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  Posted By: anonymous 
Michael helped me to get rid of 2 tickets in 1 hearing. He went with the judge he knew 
rather than going to the assigned judge, and the continuation of the hearing was an 
important defense element. At the hearing he managed to dismiss both tickets without 
my participation at the hearing. (Posted on AVVO on 4/25/2009) 
 

  Posted By: anonymous 
Mistakes happen and guilt is there. Michael D. Sheehan has made me feel comfortable 
in driving and always made my negative experience in getting a ticket a very positive 
one. He has managed to take care of a few instances and he is GREAT! Thanks so 
much. I would highly recommend him to ALL!!! (Posted on AVVO on 4/8/2009) 
 

  Posted By: anonymous 
Mr. Sheehan has been invaluable to our family with keeping our records clean and our 
insurance down. I will use him whenever I am in the need. I strongly recommend him to 
everyone. (Posted on AVVO on 3/13/2009) 
 

  Posted By: anonymous 
I would highly recommend Mr. Sheehan's service if you need a speeding ticket defense. 
(Posted on AVVO on 3/12/2009) 
 

  Posted By: anonymous 
Mr. Sheehan is very professional and acute in handling your situation, I have all the 
confidence in Mr. Sheehan as a lawyer. 2 speeding tickets in the last 14 months both 
cases dismissed. (Posted on AVVO on 3/8/2009) 
 

  Posted By: anonymous 
Mr. Sheehan is the best thing that ever happened to me with my driving record. Right 
after turning 17 or 18 years old I got a negligent driving ticket going to my school. Mr. 
Sheehan was able to get it dismissed immediately. Next it was speeding ticket after 
speeding ticket. All gone. He never required my presence and always let me know how 
things went. Mr. Sheehan is the best lawyer because he isn't like the normal lawyer and 
tells you the truth while talking with him. Even now I am 21 and still calling him for small 
things here and there. (Posted on AVVO on 2/24/2009) 
 

  Posted By: anonymous 
Calls you right back if you leave a message and gets results! 2 tickets 2 dismissal's. 
(Posted on AVVO on 2/18/2009) 
 

  Posted By: anonymous 
Rep Highly recommended. Represented for Negligent Driving with case being 
dismissed. (Posted on AVVO on 2/7/2009) 
 

  Posted By: anonymous 
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Michael has helped our family 2 times successfully. We really appreciate him and would 
recommend him. (Posted on AVVO on 2/7/2009) 
 

  Posted By: anonymous 
Very professional and easy to work with. Highly recommend Mike Sheehan. Saved my 
driving record. (Posted on AVVO on 2/6/2009) 
 

  Posted By: anonymous 
First of all, I want to say Thank you Mr. Sheehan. I had been in an accident and had 
received an infraction for it, since this is my livelihood, I needed to, if at all possible get it 
off my record. Mr. Sheehan was recommended to me by my brother (he had helped him 
successfully deal with numerous speeding incidents). Fast forward, he got it completely 
dismissed. Then I received a speeding ticket for 5 mph over, and once again he was 
able to get it dismissed. I have the utmost confidence in Mr. Sheehan, and would gladly 
recommend him to anyone with traffic related issues. Thanks again. (Posted on AVVO 
on 2/4/2009) 
 

  Posted By: anonymous 
Michael Sheehan was recommended to me by my son. My son said contact Michael, 
send him the speeding ticket and his fee; and just wait for your ticket to be dismissed. I 
was a little skeptical but did just as I was instructed. Ticket was dismissed. Michael is 
AWESOME!!!!! (Posted on AVVO on 2/2/2009) 
 

  Posted By: anonymous 
Michael Sheehan is amazing. He has a 'can do' , great, and happy attitude, and 
definitely takes care of business with great aplomb. He calmly lets you know afterwards 
that it is all handled. Michael has helped me twice, I'm sorry/happy to say. The first time, 
was an out of town court that mixed up my court date among other things, and Michael 
had to make more than one trip there, and it probably took most of his day! Which he 
did with no complaining, or charging me more money. I am STILL so grateful. I keep his 
cards with me for anyone who might need one. Sometimes those speed traps are just 
hard to avoid, and can ruin an overall good driving record. Do not hesitate to call on 
Michael for help with a traffic ticket, if this is something that is not your habit. I think it is 
scary to be pulled over, and hate those notices in the mail. Michael put my mind at 
ease, and has helped me keep my driving record perfect. Thanks so much to Michael 
Sheehan !!! (Posted on AVVO on 1/16/2009) 
 

  Posted By: anonymous 
Mr. Sheehan has now gone 3 for 3 for my wife and I. 3 traffic infractions have simply 
disappeared! If you get a traffic ticket, do not pay the fine. Hiring Mr. Sheehan is an 
absolute NO BRAINER! Thanks Michael! (Posted on AVVO on 1/13/2009) 
 

  Posted By: anonymous 
Mr. Sheehan has now handled two traffic infractions on my behalf. He came highly 
recommended from several acquaintances and they could not have been more right. So 
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far my experience with Mr. Sheehan has been perfect, with him reaching quick 
dismissals on both my cases. Compared to previous attorneys I have dealt with, Mr. 
Sheehan is much more responsive and effective. I look forward to working with him in 
the future if the need arises. (Posted on AVVO on 12/19/2008) 
 

  Posted By: anonymous 
helped me with many extreme speeding tickets( and one reckless driving ) (Posted on 
AVVO on 12/1/2008) 
 

  Posted By: anonymous 
Mike has helped me on a couple of occasions and has always been very professional 
and very diligent. I would highly recommend his services to anyone. (Posted on AVVO 
on 11/19/2008) 
 

  Posted By: Mark 
Mike provided me with great representation in connection with my speeding ticket, and 
got a great result. I just sent him the ticked, and then got a letter back from him with 
simple instructions as to what I had to do to finish the process. It was quick and easy. 
As a lawyer I also refer clients with similar problems to him, and they have all been very 
pleased with the outcome. (Posted on AVVO on 11/17/2008) 
 

  Posted By: anonymous 
Mike Sheehan has handled traffic tickets for myself and my family. In each instance, he 
has either gotten the ticket dismissed or negotiated a result that kept the ticket off of our 
insurance record. After I pay his fee, I don't worry about a thing. I've never had to 
appear in court and he notifies me after the hearing of the result. He's professional, 
prompt, and charges a reasonable fee. I wouldn't take trust my business to anyone but 
Mike. (Posted on AVVO on 11/17/2008) 
 

  Posted By: anonymous 
I don't know how Mike does it but he takes care of tickets like they are nothing. He 
comes highly recommended. (Posted on AVVO on 7/15/2008) 
 

  Posted By: anonymous 
Have worked with Michael personally and recommended to friends/family. He has been 
the victor for every case of mine and hasn't lost one yet for anybody that I 
recommended him to. Even if the case is too far away for him to represent, he has a 
good network of attorneys that can represent you with the same level of expertise. My 
only worry of giving such a high review is that he may have an increase of clients and 
not have time for my cases any more! (Posted on AVVO on 6/5/2007) 
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